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ABSTRACT 
 
 

A HYBRID FEATURE SELECTION MODEL FOR GENOME WIDE ASSOCIATION 
STUDIES  

 
 
 

Yücebaş, Sait Can 
Ph.D., Department of Health Informatics  

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Nazife Baykal 
Co-supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Yesim Aydın Son 

 
 
 

September 2013, 166 pages 
 
 
 

Through Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) many SNP-complex disease relations 
have been investigated so far. GWAS presents high amount – high dimensional data and 
relations between SNPs, phenotypes and diseases are most likely to be nonlinear. In order to 
handle high volume-high dimensional data and to be able to find the nonlinear relations, data 
mining approaches are needed. A hybrid feature selection model of support vector machine 
and decision tree has been designed. This model also combines the genotype and phenotype 
information to increase the diagnostic performance. The model is tested on prostate cancer 
and melanoma data that have been downloaded from NCBI’s dbGaP database. On prostate 
cancer data the hybrid system performed 71.67% accuracy on data set consists of only 
genotypes, 84.23% accuracy on data set consists of only phenotypes and when genotyping 
and phenotypes are integrated accuracy increased to 93.81%. On  melanoma data, the hybrid 
system performed 57.12% accuracy for only genotypes, 75.48% accuracy for only 
phenotypes and when genotyping and phenotypes are integrated accuracy increased to 
86.35%.  
 
For prostate cancer case the hybrid system’s has performance indicators of 90.92% of 
sensitivity and 0.91 AUC, which outperforms Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) test. In 
melanoma case selected phenotypic and genotypic features were also examined by previous 
studies that shows the ability of the system to select most predictive features so the hybrid 
system on melanoma case has a potential to be used for identifying the risk groups. 
 
Keywords: Genome Wide Association Studies, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine, 
Prostate Cancer, Melanoma 
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ÖZ 
 
 

BÜTÜNSEL GENOM İLİŞKİLENDİRME ÇALIŞMALARI İÇİN HİBRİD ÖZNİTELİK 
SEÇME MODELİ 

 
 
 

Yücebaş, Sait Can 
Doktora, Sağlık Bilişimi Bölümü  

Tez Danışmanı: Prof. Dr. Nazife Baykal 
Eş-Danışman: Assist. Prof. Dr. Yesim Aydın Son 

 
 
 

Eylül 2013, 166  sayfa 
 
 
 

Bütünsel genom ilişkilendirme çalışmaları karmaşık hastalıklar ve SNP’ler arasındaki 
ilişkileri keşfetmektedir. Bu çalışmalar yüksek miktarda çok boyutlu veri sunmaktadır. 
Ayrıca SNP’ler, hastalıklar ve fenotipler arasındaki ilişkiler genellikle doğrusal değildir. 
Yüksek miktarlı çok boyutlu verilerle çalışmak ve aralarındaki ve doğrusal olmayan ilişkileri 
bulabilmek için veri madenciliğine ihtiyaç duyulmaktadır. Genotip ve fenotip bilgilerini 
birleştirerek bunlar üzerinde çıkarsama yapan, karar ağacı ve destekçi vektör makinasından 
oluşan bir hibrid sistem tasarlanmıştır.  Tasarlanan model NCBI’ın dbGaP veritabanından 
indirilmiş olan prostat ve melanoma veri kümeleri üzerinde denenmiştir. Prostat veri 
kümesinde sadece genotip bilgileri kullanıldığında %71,67’lik kesinlik sonucu, sadece 
fenotip bilgileri kullanıldığında %84,3 kesinlik sonucu; genotip ve fenotip bilgileri 
birleştirildiğinde ise %93,81’e yükselen kesinlik sonucu elde edilmiştir. Melanoma veri 
kümesinde sadece genotipler kullanıldığında %57,12, sadece fenotip bilgileri kullanıldığında 
%75,18 ve fenotip ile genotip bilgileri birleştirildiğinde %86,35’lik bir kesinlik sonucu elde 
edilmiştir.  
 
Prostat üzerinde çalıştırılan sistem, %90.92’lik duyarlılık ve 0.91’lik ROC eğrisi altında 
kalan alan ile Prostata Özel Antijen Testi’ne üstünlük göstermiştir. Melanoma için ise hibrid 
modelin seçmiş olduğu fenotip ve genotip özellikleri bundan önceki çalışmalarda incelenmiş 
olup bu durum kurulan hibrid sistemin melanoma için en ayırt edici özellikleri seçme yetisi 
olduğunu göstermektedir. Bu sayede melanoma için kurulan hibrid sistemin risk gruplarını 
ayırt etme potansiyeli bulunmaktadır. 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Bütünsel Genom İlişkilendirme Çalışmaları, Karar Ağacı, Destek Vektör 
Makinası, Prostat Kanseri, Melanoma 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 

The differences among living organisms have been the interest of researchers for a long time. 
Underlying reasons for these differences have been studied for centuries. These researches 
go back to mid-1800s. The first work about this topic was profounded by Charles Darwin, 
The Origin of Species, in 1859. His work tries to explain the evolution of species through 
natural selection phenomena. In 1866 Gregor Mendel published his work on inheritance of 
plants. He had a suspicion that some factors play an important role in inheriting phenotypic 
features in living organisms. With his thoughts and works on inheritance he is believed to be 
the founder of modern genetics. Mendel’s work and the discovery of DNA in 1869 paved the 
way of genetic studies.  
 
In these days genetic studies gained up speed more than ever with the completion of the 
Human Genome Project. A research field raised by the advancements explained above is the 
Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS). In basic, GWAS search for a genetic variation 
and try to find if that variation is related with a certain phenotype such as vulnerability to a 
specific complex disease. Through GWAS genetic variants based on Single Nucleotide 
Polymorphism (SNP), which is a single nucleotide change in genome, can be identified. In 
GWAS many SNP-complex disease relations are searched such as, age related macular 
degeneration [1], heart diseases [2], diabetes [3], rheumatoid arthritis [4], Crohn’s Disease 
[5], Bipolar Disorder [6], Hypertension [7], Multiple Sclerosis [8] and cancer types [9-10-
11].  
 
Methods used in GWAS can be grouped under two main categories which are parametric 
and non-parametric [12]. Parametric methods are based on a genetic model and these models 
are constructed by statistical calculations such as regression based models. On the other hand 
non-parametric methods do not require a genetic model given beforehand; instead they build 
their own models based on given data by using data mining and machine learning methods 
[12]. The reason behind choosing non-parametric methods over parametric ones is the high 
dimensionality of the genetic data which make traditional statistics not sufficient enough for 
the analysis [13]. Almost all known machine learning algorithms have been used in GWAS, 
some of the foremost methods are decision trees [14-15-16-17-18-19-20-21], artificial neural 
networks [22-23-24-25-26-27-28], Bayesian belief networks [29-30-31],  support vector 
machines [15-32-33-34-35-36-37-38-39-40-41]  and genetic algorithms [42-43-44]. There is 
no clear evidence that one of the methods perform best among others [12]. 
 
All methods have their own advantages and disadvantages and selection of the appropriate 
method is mostly based on the given problem, data type, study design and aim of the work. 
Some studies in literature combine these methods to eliminate the disadvantages and 
strengthen the advantages of the methods used.  
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In such studies, genetic algorithm based approaches are combined with a master method and 
genetic algorithm is used to optimize the parameters of the main method. Motsinger’s 
Genetic Evaluation Neural Network structure [45] and Grammatical Evaluation Decision 
Tree [46] are good examples for such approaches.  
 
Our aim in this thesis is to build a hybrid feature selection model that will be used in the 
selection of most important and relevant phenotype and genotype features related with the 
selected cancer diseases. Our motivation behind this work can be gathered around three 
topics. These are: 
 
To our knowledge there is no work that combines genotyping with multiple number of 
phenotypic features representing clinical findings, life style habits and demographic 
information of the subjects. Almost all works concentrate on the relation of genotypes with 
one specific phenotype attribute which is generally the disease itself. Some other works 
search for the relations between a known specific phenotype attribute and SNPs in a given 
disease such as effect of genetic factors on body mass index in type-2 diabetes. As we 
believe that the genetic background and the subject’s life style along with clinical findings is 
equally important in detection of the complex diseases, our approach aims to combine all 
phenotypic features, including the clinical findings, and genotypes in the feature selection 
step. And in this study we designed our experiments to compare the performances of  
combined genotype-phenotypes information against only genotype and phenotype in disease 
diagnosis with different data mining approaches. 
 
Combining different machine learning methods strengthens the overall performance. As 
distinct from many works in the literature, we have selected to use both methods individually 
rather than using one method as a master and other to optimize the master method. The first 
method selected for the proposed hybrid system is the ID3 decision tree. ID3 trees have a 
strong performance on classifying the discrete valued datasets like the genotyping and 
phenotype data used in this study. Its easy construction, easy application, good performance 
on dealing with data with noise and missing values, easy interpretation with its visual 
features are other reasons of this selection [47-48]. The other method selected is the SVMs. 
This method is selected because of its proven high performance in GWAS [49-50],   and its 
ability to classify non separable problems while providing minimal  overfitting, with lower 
chance to stuck at local minima, and easy interpretation of the attribute weights [37]. 
 
Based on the previous studies, it is known that in order to get more significant results, the 
genotype set must be reduced to a representative subset after GWAS. This is done by using 
statistical calculations, feature selection, feature and dimension reduction techniques [32-33-
34-35-39-41].  
 
But this also limits the work done into a statistical perspective and biological importance is 
often ignored. So, there is a need to prioritize the statistically significant SNPs associated 
with the given disease, according to their biological relevance, which also provides filtering 
of the data and reduction of the feature size. In order to prioritize and filter the data  we have 
used METU-SNP’s tool based on Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) which creates a 
SNP prioritization list that is based on both biological and statistical significance by 
combining P value statistics, genomic locations, functional consequences, evolutionary 
conservation and gene disease relations1.  
 

                                                            
1 METU-SNP: an integrated software system for SNP-complex disease association analysis. Ustünkar 
G, Aydın Son Y. J Integr Bioinform. 2011 Dec 12;8(1):187 
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The proposed SVM-ID3 hybrid system is tested on three different data sources (only 
genotype, only phenotype and combined genotype-phenotype data) for two different cancer 
studies multi ethnic prostate cancer and melanoma downloaded from NCBI’s dbGAP 
database. 
 
 
1.1 Data Mining Process 
 
Due to the exponential growth in computing technology, computational power has increased 
to a level where thousands of instructions can be processed in a millisecond and their results 
can be stored in high capacity storage units. These results in generation of vast amount of 
raw data in almost all domains such as medicine, biology, engineering, finance, education, 
production etc. The specialists, decision makers and white collars in different field needs 
valuable information sieved from the raw data in order to give critical decisions such as a 
high financial investment or a risky health operation.  
 
Data mining is a process to find important and hidden relations among vast amount of data 
and present them as information and/or knowledge. This process is a multi-step method that 
includes data collection, data management, data cleaning, data integration, data 
transformation, data mining and knowledge presentation [48].  This process can be depicted 
as in the Figure-1 below. 

 
Figure 1: Data Mining Process. (Adapted from Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques. Jiawei Han, 
M. Kamber. 2001) 
 
Generally data cleaning, integration and transformation are held in one step which is called 
Data Preparation. After the data is ready the main concerns remaining is the data-mining 
itself.  The details of data preparation and data mining steps will be covered in the following 
subsections. 
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1.1.1 Data Preparation  
 
Data preparation requires collection and management of the data. There are many various 
databases and database management systems that can be used at this step. Relational 
databases, data warehouses, transactional databases, object oriented databases form some 
examples.  
 
The second step of the preparation is data cleaning. The raw data stored usually is not 
cleaned, and most of the data could suffer from missing values. The data can be present as an 
attribute field in the database but the value of the data may be missing due to mis-entries. 
Other problems that make the data unclean are noise and inconsistency. So in data cleaning 
one have to deal with missing values, noisy  and inconsistent data. The basic approaches for 
data cleaning are: 
 

 Tuple Erasing 
 Manuel Fill 
 Constant Value  

 
Tuple erasing and manuel fill are easy and simple methods. In tuple erasing, the tuple 
containing the missing values simply deleted. But the other non-missing attributes in the 
tuple erased will lead to loss of information. Additionally, if the rate of missing values is 
very high deleting tuples could result in very few data point at the hand. 
 
Manuel fill is another simple method. But this can be applied only when missing values are 
known for the tuples from other data sources. Unfortunately this is not the case most of the 
times. 
 
A constant value can be used for the missing values. In a simple scheme a constant dummy 
value can be chosen and used to fill all missing values. But in this case decision model can 
interpret this constant as valuable information, especially for cases where missing value rate 
is high. To avoid such problems, instead of a dummy constant the mean of the attribute for 
the missing values can be used. This is a better application when compared to solutions 
above. Still, as the class information is ignored the importance of the attribute is somewhat 
smoothed and this can cause the model neglect some important relations based on this 
attribute. The best approach could be using the means according to their class information. In 
this method data is divided into classes according to given problem and the missing value is 
replaced by the attribute’s mean according to the class that it belongs.  
Noise “is a random error or variance in a measured variable” 2 and mostly appear as 
outliers in the data mining process. To clean a noisy data different smoothing methods can 
be used. Binning, clustering, regression are the more frequently selected for smoothing.  
 
Inconsistency is another reason for unclean data. It may rise from improper data entry, miss 
use, faults in data integration from different data sources etc. A data record that has age 
attribute set to “3 years old” and marital status set to “married” is an example for 
inconsistency. In our case a data record that has sex attribute set to “female” and diagnosis 
attribute set to “prostate cancer” is another good example of inconsistency. Because prostate 
cancer is sex specific disease only occur in males.  
 

                                                            
2 Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques. Jiawei Han, M. Kamber. 2001 Academic Press. ISBN 1-
55860-489-8 
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Inconsistencies can be avoided at the time of data entry, data transformation and data 
integration phases. Even though these steps carried on carefully there still may be some 
inconsistencies. Thus a careful data examination with descriptive statistics such as frequency 
analysis, chi square test, odd’s ratio, Phi and Cramer’s V test can be helpful before applying 
any data mining methods to dataset. 
 
 
1.1.2 Data Mining Methods 
 
After data collection and preparation of data by cleaning is the third step in data mining 
process, where a suitable data mining method for the data and problem at the hand is applied. 
Data mining methods can be generalized under two main categories. These are Supervised 
Learning and Non Supervised Learning methods [51]. 
 
 
1.1.2.1 Supervised Learning Methods 
 
In supervised learning, the labels of data which indicates the class information is known 
beforehand. Because the labels are known priori, the problem is reduced to class assignment 
for the new data, named as the Classification Problem. If data labels are divided into two 
groups such as “1” and “-1” or “benign” and “malignant” this is called “binary 
classification” and if there are more than two class labels it is called “multiclass 
classification” [52]. 
  
Before proceeding to classification methods one should know how to use the data sets 
effectively. The data at the hand used for the learning purpose. In order to learn from data, 
the data set is divided into training and test subsets. The model build learns from the training 
data according to model’s specific features and its classification performance is evaluated by 
using the test subset.  Separating the data set into training and test subsets correctly is very 
important for the performance of the model being developed. If this separation is not done 
properly the classification model could suffer from over-fitting or under-fitting. In over-
fitting the model constructed memorizes the data instead of learning from it [53]. This 
mostly caused by “noise and random error in the data”3. So instead of generalization of the 
problem, the model becomes too specific by the training data and can not perform well on 
other datasets for a similar problem. This condition is depicted in the Figure-2 below: 
 

 
Figure 2: Overfitting Problem:  The model memorizes the training dataset and so unable to make a 
generalization on different dataset of the same problem. (Adapted From: Model Selection and 
Multimodel Inference. A Practical Information-Theoretic Approach. Burnham 
                                                            
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overfitting accessed on 28.092012 
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The exact opposite of the over-fitting problem is the under-fitting of the data. In this scheme, 
the model constructed can not learn from the training data and have a poor performance on 
generalizing the problem.  This situation is depicted in the Figure-3 below: 
 

 
Figure 3: Underfitting Problem: Model can not learn from training data and has poor generalization 
performance. (Adapted From: Model Selection and Multimodel Inference. A Practical Information-
Theoretic Approach. Burnham, Kenneth P., Anderson, David R. 2nd ed. 2nd ed. 2002, XXVI, 448p.) 
 
To avoid such situations training and testing data must be assigned carefully. There are 
different methods used in literature for healthy separation of dataset. The most widely used 
methods are: 
 

 Straight dividing: This is a very basic method which divides the dataset as 70% 
training and 30% testing. The dataset is divided from the first row and training 
subset is formed until 70% of data is reached. And remaining data used as the test 
subset. Different percentages of division can be applied to adjust the model 
performance.  

 Random Sampling: In straight dividing there is a risk that the problem at the hand 
can not be well generalized by the training data. As it is chosen from the first half of 
the dataset biased representation of a specific subset can result in a model 
representing only that data. To avoid such situations random sampling is suggested. 
In this scheme data elements are assigned randomly to the training and the test 
subsets [54]. Equal class rates and 30%-70% scheme could be applied to make 
random sampling stronger in performance.  

 Cross Validation [55-56] Cross validation is designed for using most of the data 
samples both as training and testing data in different runs. By this way the chance of 
the model to learn almost all characteristics of the problem increases. In a basic 
approach the data set is divided into two equal sized subsets and data elements are 
randomly assigned to them. Each subset is used once for training and once for 
testing the model. This basic approach is called 2-Fold Cross Validation. Another 
method for cross validation is called K-Fold Cross Validation. In this scheme data is 
divided to equal size K folds. One of the folds is used for testing and the remaining 
folds (K-1) are used for training. This continues until all folds are used once as a test 
set. Leave One Out scheme is very similar to K-Fold Cross Validation but here the 
number of folds, K, is set to “the number of observations in the original sample4”. 

 
 

                                                            
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-validation_%28statistics%29 accessed on 29.09.2012 
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After selecting the method to divide the dataset into training and testing once the turn comes 
to the method to be applied. There are many decision support methods each of have its own 
advantages and disadvantages. Some methods perform well on specific kind of problems 
and/or data. In the following section most widely used and well known methods will be 
summarized. 
 
 
1.1.2.1.1 K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 
 
In this method, all data are represented as points in n dimensional space [48]. When a new 
data comes, the nearest of K neighbors are calculated and this new data is assigned to class 
of its neighbors. Because all data points are stored and classification is held on until arrival 
of a new data point, KNN learners are known as lazy learners. 
 
Euclidean Distance is used to measure the distance between two points, X and Y, in n 
dimensional space. The calculation is done as follows: 
 
X=(x1,x2, … ,xn)   and Y=(y1,y2, … ,yn)                                                          (EQUATION 1) 

D(X,Y) = D(Y,X) = ⋯               (EQUATION 2) 

D(X,Y) = ∑                                                                              (EQUATION 3) 
 
The problem arises when k nearest neighbors belong to different classes. There are different 
approaches to solve this problem. The most straight forward method is to calculate the class 
rates of k neighbors and assign the new data point to a class with the highest rate. 
 
In some conditions class rates can be equal. In this situation the distance between new data 
point and k neighbors calculated, and then new data point is assigned to the class of its 
nearest neighbor [57]. Or as a more reliable solution distant based voting [57] formulated 
below can be preferred. 
 

Vote	 y 	∑
,

1 y , y             (EQUATION 4) 

   
    “The vote assigned to class yi to determine the class q, by neighbor xc is 1 divided 
    by the distance to that neighbor, i.e. 1(yi , yc) returns 1 if the class labels match     
    and 0 otherwise. In equation above n would normally be 1 but values greater than 1   
   can be used to further reduce the influence of more distant neighbors”5. 
 
Another important aspect in KNN algorithm is to decide the number k. Because smaller 
values of k tend to introduce variance and higher values of k tend to introduce bias. 
Generally a cross validation scheme is used among different k values, and best performing 
one is set to be the k.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
5 K‐Nearest Neighbour Classifiers. P´adraig Cunningham and Sarah Jane Delany. University College 
Dublin, Dublin Institute of Technology. Technical Report UCD‐CSI‐2007‐4. March 27, 2007 
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1.1.2.1.2 Decision Trees  
 
Decision Trees are widely used for classification problems [58]. They are preferred over 
other methods due to some advantages such as noise handling, low computational 
requirements [59] and easy interpretation.  
 
As the name indicates they form a structure that resembles a tree. The nodes in the structure 
represent the attributes and connections between the nodes represent the test conditions of 
the nodes. Nodes are grouped under root node, inner nodes and leaf nodes. The root node is 
the beginning of the tree and constructed by the attribute that has the best ability to divide the 
data set into equal pieces. The inner nodes are the other attributes that has a strong relation 
with the given problem and finally the nodes at the bottom of the tree which are called leaf 
nodes represent the classes of the given problem. A typical decision tree structure is given in 
the Figure-4 below: 
 

 
Figure 4: A typical decision tree structure. (Adapted from Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques. 
Jiawei Han, M. Kamber. 2001) 

 
Although some differences can be discernible according to data type and performance 
modifications, the learning schemes of decision trees are generally based on Quinlan’s ID3 
Tree [60]. So the learning algorithm given in this section is based on Quinlan’s method. 
 
In decision tree induction each attribute is tested according to its information on the given 
classification problem.  This information is calculated by some measures such as Entropy, 
Information Gain, Gain Ratio and Gini Index [59]. In a classical approach Information Gain 
and Entropy is used for the induction. Each attribute is tested and the attribute with highest 
information gain is chosen for the node of the tree [48].  
 
The following explanations, notations and formulations of attribute selection are taken from 
[48]. 

S: set of s data samples 
Ci: Class label with i=1 to m 
Si: number of samples of S in class Ci 

Pi: probability of a data element i belongs to class Ci 

A: Attribute with A={a1,a2, … ,av} 
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Information for classification of the samples is calculated by: 
 
I(s1,s2, … ,sm) = ∑ p log p                                                                    (EQUATION 5)        
            
  
To choose attribute A to divide the data samples into v subsets such {S1,S2, … ,Sv} and Sj 
have the samples that have value aj A, Entropy of A  must be calculated as follows: 
 

E(A) = ∑
⋯

	I s , … , s 																																																																				 	 				
                         

 
 

Where sij is the number of samples of class Ci in a subset Sj. Information of this subset Sj is 
calculated by: 
 
I(s1j,s2j, … ,smj) = ∑ p log p 																																																																					(EQUATION 7) 
	                             
In this situation the Information Gain is the information minus entropy: 

 
Gain (A) = I(s1,s2, … ,sm) – E(A)                                                                      (EQUATION 8) 

 
The branching attribute is chosen as the attribute with highest information gain.  
 
Information gain tends to introduce some bias when the range of the chosen attribute is high, 
so in order to balance such situation Gain Ratio can be used [61]. Gain Ratio is the 
normalization [47] of Information Gain and calculated as [47-62]: 

 

Gain	Ratio a , S
	 ,

,
																																																																	(EQUATION 9) 

 
Although this is the basic idea of decision trees, there are different types of induction 
measures such as Gini Index, Likelihood Ratio-Chi Square, Distance Measure, Orthogonal 
Criterion, AUC Splitting etc. can be used for tree branching [47]. 
The basic ID3 Decision Tree also  copes with variety of real world problems such as data 
sets with continuous values. The most widely used trees can be summarized as [47]: 
 

 C4.5: Developed by Quinlan [62]. Uses gain ratio for splitting criteria and can 
handle numeric valued attributes.  

 CART: CART stands for Classification Regression Tree and developed by Breiman 
[63]. The most important feature of CART is that it can predict real numbers for the 
given problem [47]. 

 CHAID: Developed by Kass [64] a CHAID Tree uses statistical methods such as 
chi-square and F test, depending on the type of classification problem. If classes 
have nominal values the chi-square test is used, but if the classes have continuous 
values than F test is applied [47].  

 QUEST: QUEST stands for Quick Unbiased Efficient Statistical Tree and developed 
by Loah [65]. Like CHAID it uses different statistical methods such as ANOVA, 
Levene’s Test and chi square for different types of data [47].  
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Beside these conventional methods new decision tree methods are also proposed in the 
literature which mostly uses combination of different methodologies like evolutionary 
algorithms [59], fuzzy sets6 [66], grammatical evolution [46] and random forests [67].  

 
 

1.1.2.1.3 Bayesian Classification 
 
It is a classification method that is based on a statistical approach called Bayes Theorem. 
This theorem shows the probability of an event to occur under the given conditions.  
Suppose that the classification problem is about deciding the patients with or without 
hypertension and in our data set we have blood pressure measurements of the patents. In this 
condition: 
 

P(H): is the probability that a patient has hypertension 
P(V): is the probability that blood pressure measurement is high 

 
So classification problem is: 
 
P(H|V) = Probability of a patient to have hypertension given the evidence that patient has a 

high category blood pressure measurement. 
 

This probability can be calculated by the Bayes Theorem as follows: 
 

P H|V
|

																																																																																																		 	                                           

 
Where: 

 
P(V|H)= Probability that a patient has high category blood pressure measurement given the 

evidence patient has hypertension. 
P(H) = Probability of hypertension 

P(V) = Probability of high category blood pressure measurement 
 
A Naïve Bayes Classifier simply uses this rule, Bayes Theorem, to predict a class for a new 
data point. If the dataset consists of n distinct classes with C1, C2, ... , Cn and D is the new 
data point all probabilities are calculated first with 
 

P C |D
P D|C P C

P D
,				i 1	to	n																																																																			 	  

 
And the data is assigned to highest probability class calculated with | . At this point a 
computational complexity rises when dataset consists of many attributes. So an assumption 
is made and all attributes accepted to be independent [48]. By this assumption P(D|Ci) can 
be calculated by: 
 

P D|C P d |C 																																																																																										 	 	 

                                                            
6 A complete fuzzy decision tree technique. Cristina Olaru, Louis Wehenkel. University of Liege, 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Montefiore Institute. Fuzzy Sets and 
Systems 138 (2003) 221–254. Received 5 February 2002; received in revised form 29 January 2003; 
accepted 18 February 2003 
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Naive Bayes method based on conditional independence but in real world problems mostly 
that is not the case. There can be relations between attributes and these relations can affect 
the data point to be assigned to one class or the other.  
 
To model such conditions, attributes are not independent, Bayesian Belief Networks are 
developed. Bayesian Belief Networks as depicted in the Figure-5 below, are graph structures, 
can be directed or undirected, and with nodes representing the attributes and connections 
between nodes representing the relations [68].  
 

 
Figure 5: A simple Bayesian Network Structure 
 
In the paper of Jie Cheng [69] learning scheme of Bayesian networks analyzed in two main 
categories. One of the learning schemes is based on dependencies of attributes and their joint 
distributions and uses scoring such as Kullback-Leibler (KL) entropy scoring function [70-
71]. At the opposite, other scheme is based on independencies of the attributes and uses CI 
Based Algorithms [72-73]. According to the very same paper there are different works in 
literature that shows the performance of these two learning schemes. 
 
Bayesian Belief Networks can also be categorized according to their network structure. Jie 
Cheng [59] groups those under four groups, which are: 
 

 Tree Augmented Networks: The network forms a tree structure and learning 
schemes based on Chow-Liu algorithms [74].  

 BN Augmented Networks: This networks form an “arbitrary graph structure and 
learning structure is less efficient” [59]  

 Multi Networks: “Bayesian multi-net allows the relations among the features to be 
different – i.e., for different values the class node takes, the features can form 
different local networks with different structures” [59]. 

 General Bayesian Networks: All the network structures itemized above behave the 
class node as a separate special node but in General Bayesian Network class node is 
just an ordinary node like all the nodes presenting the attributes [59].  
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1.1.2.1.4 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)  
 
As the name indicates Artificial Neural Networks (ANN’s) are built to mimic the nervous 
system of the living organisms. In this aim the first system developed by McCulloch and 
Pitts in 1943 [74]. They tried to mimic a single neuron and how it transmits the signals 
through the nervous system.  
 
A biological neuron consists of Nucleus, Axon, Soma and Dendrite. Nucleus is found in the 
soma structure and responsible from cell’s management. Dendrites are the extensions from 
soma and responsible from taking the signals from other cells. Axon is the single extension 
from soma that is responsible from transmitting the signals.  
 
The basic idea they’ve introduced was a simple artificial neuron based on a mathematical 
function that adds all the inputs and calculates if the summation value is above a threshold or 
not. This approach is named as their founders and called McCulloch-Pitts neuron. The 
resemblance of artificial and biological neurons is depicted in the Figure-6 and Figure-7 
below: 

 
Figure 6: Structure of a neuron in living organisms (taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuron 
accessed on 08.10.2010) 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Structure of an artificial neuron (Adapted from Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques. 
Jiawei Han, M. Kamber. 2001) 
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The summation of inputs generally called Net Input [75] and the threshold value is 
determined by using an activation function. This can be formulated as: 
 
Net	Input 	∑ W X 																																																																																												 	                          

 
Where w is the weight of input vector x and there are m distinct input vectors.  
A stepwise or Linear combination function can be used for linearly separable problems as 
the activation function. The stepwise function is: 
 

C
1	if	Net	Input	 	∅
0	if	Net	Input 	∅ 																																																																																									 	                          

 
Where C indicates class and  indicates the threshold value. 
 
In the linear combination, a bias input is added to the system and the value of this input is set 
to 1. In this situation net input calculated by: 
 
Net	Input 1 ∗ w 	∑ WX 																																																																									 	                          
 
Where wb indicates the weight of bias term.  
 
To adapt perceptrons to non-linear problems different activation functions must be used. In 
such conditions different types of Sigmoid function is used.  
 

 Logistic Function: 	S t 	 																																																													 	   

 Hyperbolic Tangent:  tanhx 																																																						 	                          

 Algebraic Function: f x
√

																																																											 	                          

 
In topological point of view an ANN can be divided to two groups which are single layer and 
multi-layer networks. Single layer ANN consists of only input and output neurons where 
multi-layered ANNs consist of more than two layers. The layers between the input and 
output are known as the hidden layers. A typical multi-layered ANN is given in the Figure-8 
below: 

 
Figure 8: Structure of an artificial neural network. (Adapted from Data Mining: Concepts and 
Techniques. Jiawei Han, M. Kamber. 2001) 
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There are two main learning schemes for the ANN which are feed forward and the back 
propagation. In the feed forward approach a network is constructed by using one of the 
topologies and the activation functions described above. But such kind of ANNs could have 
some learning difficulties and could introduce a large margin of error between the actual and 
desired output. This is because no adjustments are made on the network’s learning scheme. 
But in the back propagation algorithm the error between the actual and desired output is 
calculated than all weights are adjusted in all layers in order to minimize the error. This 
adjustment requires tracing back from output to input layers that is why the method is called 
back propagation.  
 
The following explanations, notations and formulations to explain back propagation is taken 
from [76]: 
 
The error between desired and actual value is calculated by: 
 

E
∑

																																																																																																							 	                                           

 
Where Di indicates the desired output and Ai indicates the actual output. The weight 
adjustment is done according to: 
 
ɯki (τ) = ŋ δk xi 																																																																																																												 	                                                                  

 

Where ɯki indicates the weight in τ iteration, xi indicates input vector, ŋ indicates the 
learning rate and δk indicates the error of output. The learning rate here must be adjusted 
very carefully. Higher rates can introduce fast training but there is a risk that the model can 
not find the optimum decision point. Smaller rates sometimes better at finding the optimal 
decision point with a disadvantage of very long training time and they have the risk of 
sticking into local optimal points. To avoid such situations “momentum term” can be used as 
follows: 
 
ɯki (τ) = ŋ δk xi + α ɯki(τ-1)                                                                           	  

 
By this way weight adjustments are depended to the previous adjustments.  
 
Feed forward back propagation artificial neural networks are used in many different 
classification domains ranging from finance to medicine. Although their performance is 
sufficient enough for classification problems, new methods for ANNs are being developed. 
Nowadays one of the popular topics on ANNs is combining it with different algorithms such 
as Genetic Algorithms [77]. This approach is mostly used for finding the optimal parameters 
such as learning rates, number of hidden layers etc., for ANN.  
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1.1.2.1.5 Support Vector Machines (SVM) 
 
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) developed by Vladimir N. Vapnik [78]  are supervised 
classifiers that try to find a hyperplane which separates the data points belonging to different 
classes in the problem space. This separating vector must be at the furthest point to both 
classes which is known as Maximum-Margin.  
Suppose that: 

, ∈ , ∈ 1,1  

Where: 
D= Data Set 
Yi = class indicator 
Xi = p dimensional real vector that indicates the data point 

 
A hyperplane in the given feature space can be written as: 
 
w . x – b = 0                                                                                                    ( 	  
 
Where : 

W=normal vector 
. = dot product 
 

If the problem is linearly separable we can find two hyperplanes closest to the classes and 
they can be written as: 

 
w . x – b =1                                                                                                    	  
w . x – b = -1                                                                                                  	  

 
So the distance between these two hyperplanes can be stated as:  
 

|| ||
                                                                                                                 (EQUATION 25) 

 
By this way optimization problem is to minimize ||w|| as in the Figure-9 below: 

 
Figure 9: SVM optimization problem taken from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Svm_max_sep_hyperplane_with_margin.png 
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This model is not suitable for non-linearly separable problems. In non-linear problems, 
classes can not be separable by the hyperplane in the same dimension space because data 
points form a hackly structure as in the Figure-10 below.  

 
Figure 10: Matching two dimensional space onto three dimensional by Kernel Trick. (Adapted from 
Support Vector Machines Explained by Tristan Fletcher. UCL 2009 ) 
 
In such cases it’s sometimes useful to convert the feature space to a much higher 
dimensional space in order to separate the classes. This is done by using a Kernel Function 
and mapping the problem to a higher dimensional space is known as the Kernel Trick [79].  
Let x be a vector in the n-dimensional input space and ϕ(·) be a nonlinear mapping function 
from the input space to the high-dimensional feature space.  
 
The hyperplane representing the decision boundary in the feature space can be defined as 
follows. 
 
w· ϕ (x)−b = 0                                                                                                	  
 
where w denotes a weight vector that can map the training data into the high dimensional 
space.  But calculating the dot product could introduce too much computational power. So 
instead of dot product Kernel Function can be used which eliminates the need for conversion 
the input vector to high dimensional space. 

 
K(u,v) = ϕ (u) · ϕ (v)                  																																																																													 	  
 
There are many different kernel functions [80] can be used according to given problem. 
These are: 
 

 Polynomial: It’s directional kernel function, mainly suitable for problems where all 
data points are normalized. Homogenous and in homogenous polynomial kernel 
functions are given in the formula below. 

 
k(xi,xj) = (xi.xj)

d                                                                                                                           		 	  
k(xi,xj) = (xi.xj +1)

d                                                                                                                        	  
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 Sigmoid: This type of kernel originated from neural network field [81]. “In fact, a 
SVM model using a sigmoid kernel function is equivalent to a two-layer, perceptron 
neural network.”7 Sigmoid kernel function formula is given below 
 
k(xi,xj) = tanh(kxi.xj + c)                                                                   	  

 
 Radial Based (RBF): This kernel is also closely related with artificial neural 

networks [82] and known with its faster learning speed [83]. Its formulation is given 
below 
 

k x, y exp γ |x y|                                                            	  

 
 ANOVA: Analysis of Variance is a variance analysis used to discover the relations 

between the independent variables and effect of these relations on dependent 
variable.  This kernel is a version of RBF which performs well on high dimensional 
regression problems [84].  
 

k x, y ∑ exp σ x y                                              	  

 
In SVM applications choosing the right kernel type that will give better classification 
performance than other kernels is the main problem. That problem arises because there are 
many different kernel functions can be used and even a specific type of kernel function has 
its own variations. For example RBF can be modified into Gaussian or ANOVA and 
polynomial kernels differ according to homogeneity. In this situation choosing the right type 
of kernel and its parameters discussed in the literature [85-86-87]. 
 
Our literature search so far showed us that there is no agreed on standard to choose the best 
kernel function. Choosing the kernel function mainly depends on the problem at the hand, 
feature space and data type. The work in [55] suggest to conduct a wide research on the 
problem and to find previously used methods in the field in order to determine which kernel 
function to use.  
 
Once the appropriate function is selected the problem changes into finding the right 
parameters for the kernel. If a linear kernel is used the penalty factor has to be decided, or if 
a RBF is used penalty factor and epsilon have to be decided to find the best performing RBF. 
Generally, grid search [88-89-90] and evolutionary algorithms8 [91] such as genetic [92] 
algorithms are used to find the optimum set of parameters. But details of such algorithms are 
beyond the scope of this thesis. Details of the SVM model used will be given in the Results 
Section. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
7 http://www.dtreg.com/svm.htm accessed on 27.09.2012 
8 Evolutionary tuning of multiple SVM parameters. Frauke Friedrichs, Christian Igel.  Institut fur  
Neuroinformatik, Ruhr‐Universitat Bochum, 44780 Bochum, Germany. Elsevier Neurocomputing 64 
(2005) 107–117 Available online 7 January 2005 
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1.1.2.1.6 Genetic Algorithms 
 
It is another algorithm that is influenced from nature. Like ANNs genetic algorithms try to 
imitate the evolution process. This idea is implemented by J. Holland in 1970’s.  
 
A genetic algorithm (GA) mainly consists of a population base, mutation and crossover 
operations for the generation evolution and a selection criterion to choose reproduction 
candidates from the population base.  
 
The real world objects are encoded in binary strings which are called genotypes form the 
population base. The initial population base is the first generation. The second step is 
choosing the parents from the base in order to produce the next generations. To mimic the 
real world evolution theory only the best parents must be selected. Parents are evaluated by a 
fitness function. Each individual in the population base is assigned to a fitness value that 
represents how good they are for solving the problem in the hand. This fitness value is 
calculated by the fitness function. Different functions purposed are; Comprehensibility 
Metric, Predictive Accuracy and Interestingness based on information gain [93].    
 
After each parent in population base is given a fitness value than the selection can be done 
by using different selection schemes some of which listed below:  
 

 Roulette Wheel: Each parent is assigned to a place proportional to its fitness value 
on a circle that is called roulette wheel. Then a random selection is done over the 
wheel. But the parent with the highest fitness value has more chance to be chosen 
because the area that it occupies on the wheel is larger than others.  

 Rank Based Selection: In roulette based approach if there is a big gap between the 
best and worse fitness values there could be a problem. That always the same parents 
selected because they occupy a very large area. To avoid that ranked based selection 
[94] can be used. In this method parents are ranked according to their fitness values. 
Each rank has a predefined place on the wheel. So parents with lower fitness values 
can also be selected. Comparison of roulette wheel and rank based selection is given 
in the Figure-11 below. 

               
Figure 11: Roulette and Rank Based Selection. (Adapted from: A Comparative Analysis of Selection 
Scheme. Sonali Gandhi, Deeba Khan, Vikram Singh Solanki. International Journal of Soft Computing 
and Engineering (IJSCE) ISSN: 2231-2307, Volume-2, Issue-4, September2012) 
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 Tournament Selection: In this approach a Tour number [95] is determined. The 
lowest tour number is 2 and the highest is n which is sample size. Then a random 
selection is done over the population base and a subset, sized by tour number, of 
individuals is formed. From this subset the best individuals chosen as a parent.  

 Genitor: In this algorithm, parents are selected by linear regression and then the 
worst parent is deleted and replaced by the offspring [94].  
 

The second important topic in GA is the reproduction of the next generations. Crossover and 
mutation operations are used for this purpose. Crossover is done between two parents but in 
mutation only a single parent is used. 
 
There are mainly four crossover methods used by Gas. These are: 
 

 One Point Crossover: In this scheme a random point is defined to cut the parents 
then children is formed by adding the cut points to each parent in a cross over 
scheme. This is depicted in Figure-12.  

 
Figure 12: One Point Crossover. (Adapted from:  A Comparative Analysis of Selection Schemes Used 
in Genetic Algorithms. David E. Goldberg , Kalyanmoy Deb. Foundations of Genetic Algorithms 
Conference. 1991) 

 
In this approach a positional bias can arise because places of the successive genes 
never change.   
 

 Two Point Crossover: In this method two random points are selected for splitting the 
parents. By this way each parent is divided into three parts. Then each part is crossed 
over as in the Figure-13. 

 
Figure 13: Two Point Crossover. (Adapted from: Search Methodologies. Introductory Tutorials in 
Optimization and Decision Support Techniques. Edmund K. Burke, Graham Kendall. ISBN: 978-0-
387-23460-1. Chapter4) 
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 Uniform Cross Over: In order to solve the positional bias, uniform cross over 
handles the bits of parents individually. And with a probability of 0.5 bits in the 
current position can be swapped between parents [96]. This scheme is depicted in 
the Figure-14 below. 
 

 
 
Figure 14: Uniform Cross Over (Adapted from: Search Methodologies. Introductory Tutorials in 
Optimization and Decision Support Techniques. Edmund K. Burke, Graham Kendall. ISBN: 978-0-
387-23460-1. Chapter4) 
 

 Cut and Splice: The idea behind cut and splice is to divide the parents from different 
positions and cross over the divided parts to form different length children as 
described in the Figure-15. 

 
Figure 15: Cut and Splice (Adapted from: Search Methodologies. Introductory Tutorials in 
Optimization and Decision Support Techniques. Edmund K. Burke, Graham Kendall. ISBN: 978-0-
387-23460-1. Chapter4) 
 
The crossover operation produces children with the information inherited from parents. By 
this way there is no new information produced. But in mutation the bits in a single parent is 
changed which cause the new information can be produced. There are five basic mutation 
operations can be used. These are: 
 

 Bit Flip: In a single parent a bit in a position is changed to its opposite value. 

 
Figure 16: Bit-Flip (Adapted from: Search Methodologies. Introductory Tutorials in Optimization and 
Decision Support Techniques. Edmund K. Burke, Graham Kendall. ISBN: 978-0-387-23460-1. 
Chapter4) 
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 Insert Mutation: Two bits are randomly selected. Then the second bit is placed 
adjacent to the first one as in the Figure-17. 

 
Figure 17: Insert Mutation (Adapted from: Search Methodologies. Introductory Tutorials in 
Optimization and Decision Support Techniques. Edmund K. Burke, Graham Kendall. ISBN: 978-0-
387-23460-1. Chapter4) 
 

 Swap Mutation: As in insert mutation two bits are randomly selected. Then the 
positions of these bits are interchanged as in Figure-18. 

                                           
Figure 18: Swap Mutation (Adapted from: Search Methodologies. Introductory Tutorials in 
Optimization and Decision Support Techniques. Edmund K. Burke, Graham Kendall. ISBN: 978-0-
387-23460-1. Chapter4) 
 

 Inversion Mutation: Two random points are selected over the parent string. Then the 
bit sequence between these two points is inverted as in Figure-19. 

 
Figure 19:Insert Mutation (Adapted from: Search Methodologies. Introductory Tutorials in 
Optimization and Decision Support Techniques. Edmund K. Burke, Graham Kendall. ISBN: 978-0-
387-23460-1. Chapter4) 
 

 Scramble Mutation: There are n bits selected over the parent string and then they are 
randomly distributed to their new positions over the parent as in figure-20. 

 
Figure 20: Scramble Mutation (Adapted from: Search Methodologies. Introductory Tutorials in 
Optimization and Decision Support Techniques. Edmund K. Burke, Graham Kendall. ISBN: 978-0-
387-23460-1. Chapter4) 
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Genetic algorithms are generally used in optimization problems to find the best approach or 
setting the best parameters of the used methodology. Some of the recent uses in the literature 
are; prediction of traffic accidents [97], input and output estimation [98], layout problem 
solving [99]. Recent uses of GA in medical informatics field are; in medical imagining 
[100], cancer research such as breast [101] and lung [102], disease diagnosis and remote 
patient care [103]. 
 
 
1.1.2.2  Un-Supervised Learning Methods 
 
In un-supervised learning, the labels of data which indicates the class information are not 
known beforehand. Because the labels are not known priori the problem becomes to which 
data points are similar to form cluster. So un-supervised learning is referred as clustering. 
 
In order to group data points into clusters similarity of data points must be calculated. This is 
done by using similarity functions or distance measures which defines the distance between 
data points so that closest ones could form a cluster.  
 
Distance measure is generally used if the data points are numeric valued. The most widely 
used distance measures are Euclidean and Manhattan distance. Formulation for these two 
distance measures are given below: 
 
Euclidean Distance: D(X,Y) = ∑ x y                                            	  
Manhattan distance: D X, Y ∑ |X Y |                                               	  
 
Similarity measure is generally used for categorical data bur can also be applied to numerical 
domain. For categorical data correlation and Jacckard’s Coefficient [48] is used for similarity 
measure. Suppose that we have two binary data points namely i and j as given in the table 
below. According to this table formulation of the methods, Correlation and Jacckard, is 
given below: 
 
 
 
Table 1: Four by Four Table matching exact and measured outcomes 

   J 

  1 0 

I 1 q r 

0 s t 

 

Correlation:                                                                           															 	  

Jaccard’s Coefficient:                                                                         	  
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Clustering methods can be grouped under five categories [48]. These are: 
 

 Partitioning Methods 
 Hierarchical Methods 
 Density Based Methods 
 Grid Based Methods 
 Model Based Methods 

 
The following subsections briefly summarize these methods as a part of decision support 
techniques. But no further details will be given because clustering algorithms are not used in 
this thesis.  
 
 
1.1.2.2.1 Partitioning Methods 
 
As the name indicates these algorithms try to partition the data points and at the end each 
partition represents a cluster [48]. Among partition algorithms to most widely used ones are 
the K-Means and K-Medoids [104]. 
 
The K-Means [105] algorithm works in three main steps. In first step k numbers of initial 
cluster means are selected randomly. In the second step the distance between these means 
and data points are calculated. The data points that are closer to particular means form the 
initial clusters. In third step for each cluster the cluster means are re calculated. In this step 
data points may change their clusters according to their distances to new cluster means. This 
step is repeated until there is no new assignment is done or the desired error rate is reached. 
This error rate [48] can be calculated by: 
 

E 	 |p m | 																																																																																														 	
∈

 

 
Where p is data point, mi is the cluster mean and Ci is the cluster.  
 
K-Medoids algorithm is very similar to K-Means. The initial step is almost identical but in 
repeating step instead of changing the means the cost of changing the medoids is calculated 
[106]. If this cost is higher than the previous cost then no change is made.  
 
 
1.1.2.2.2 Hierarchical Methods 
 
Data points are clustered to form a hierarchical tree structure [48]. This structure is named as 
Dendogram [48-107]. In hierarchical methods the importance is based on how close is the 
cluster and according to this closeness can clusters be merged or not. In merging strategy 
three measures can be used, which are: 
 

 Single Link: The distance between closest points of two different clusters measured. 
And these clusters are joined if the distance is under a predefined threshold. 

 Complete Link: The distance between furthest points of two different clusters 
measured. Clusters are joined if the distance is under a predefined threshold. 

 Average Link: The distance between center points of two different clusters 
measured. Clusters are joined if the distance is under a predefined threshold. 

There are other hierarchical based methods such as BIRCH, CURE and Chamelon [48].  
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1.1.2.2.3 Density Based Methods 
 
In density based clustering, clusters are formed according to dense points in data space. By 
this way arbitrary shaped cluster can be detected [48] and “clusters are separated from each 
other by contiguous regions of low density of objects and low density regions are considered 
as noise or outliers”9.  There are different algorithms used in literature to compute the 
densities and forming clusters [48-108]. These are: 
 

 DBSCAN: Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSACN) 
is a very popular method in density based clustering. The main idea is based on a 
threshold distance called neighborhood distance [108] and another threshold that 
determines the number of points in cluster called minPts [108]. In this algorithm a 
point in data space is randomly selected and its neighborhood is formed. If this 
neighborhood contains data points above minPts then a new cluster is constructed.  

 OPTICS: Ordering Points to Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS) is a form of 
DBSCAN that can handle varying density data space. In addition to DBSCAN’s 
parameters OPTICS define two concepts, core distance and reachable distance 
[108]. The core distance is the distance that satisfies minPts around a chosen point. 
And reachable distance can be defined as [109]:  
 

Undefined,			|N∈ o | MinPts

max core	distance , o , distance o, p 			otherwise
           	  

 
Where ∈  is the neighborhood of point o. 
 

 DENCLUE: Density Based Clustering (DENCLUE) is based on density distribution 
functions [48]. According to [48] DENCLUE has three important parameters which 
are Influence Function, Overall Density and Density Attractor. Influence function 
shows the effect of a data point in its cluster, overall density is the sum of all 
influence functions and density attractor is the “local maxima of density function” 
that is used to determine the cluster1. Formulation for these parameters are [110]:  

 
Influence Function: F x f x, y                                																		 	  
Overall Density Function: F x ∑ f x                                	  

 
Where Fd is d dimensional feature space and y is a data point y∈Fd. Gaussian 
functions can be used as influence function then the equations above become68  
[110]: 

 

Influence function: f x, y e
,

                             																					 	  

Overall Density Function: f x 	∑
,

                          	  

 
Because DENCLUE is based on more strict mathematical bases it can perform well on noisy 
data sets and data space with arbitrary cluster shapes [48]. 
 

                                                            
9  Density  Based  Clustering.  Hans‐Peter  Kriegel,  Peer  Kröger,  Jörg  Sander,  Arthur  Zimek.  Wiley 

Interdisciplinary reviews: Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery 1 (3): 231–240. June 2011. 
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1.1.2.2.4 Grid Based Methods 
 
In this approach the data space is divided into cells to form a uniform grid structure and in 
each cell clustering operations are carried out that makes the operation time independent 
from data size but depended to the size of the gird [48-111-112]. The most widely used grid 
based methods are the STING, Wavecluster and CLIQUE. 
 

 STING: The grid structure is formed by rectangular shaped cells, each cell is further 
divided into child cells and generally a cell contains four child cell, then for each cell 
a number of statistical computations are done over the data points in cell such as 
maximum and minimum values, mean, standard deviation and chi-square test [48-
111]. When a query is given to the grid, the most relevant top level cell is searched. 
In each level of this cell relevancy is calculated by statistical methods and by this 
way irrelevant cells are eliminated [48]. This continues until the bottom cell and if 
the requirements are met relevant cells found are returned but if the cells do not 
satisfy the requirements then other top level relevant cells are searched [48].  

 Wave Cluster: Data is summarized by multi-dimensional grid structure [48-111]. 
Each cell in the grid contains the summary of its data points [48-111] then clustering 
is done by using wavelet transformation [48]. 

 CLIQUE: In this method the data space is divided to rectangular cells that do not 
overlap [48]. For a given query, each cell is calculated to see if it is dense for given 
query parameters. The intersection of these dense cells forms the candidate search 
space [48].  
 

 
1.1.2.2.5 Model Based Clustering Methods 
 
These methods are based on the assumption that data points show some probability 
distribution1. For this reason model based approaches try to find these distributions by 
different methods. In such approaches clusters resemble classes because each cluster has its 
characteristic descriptions [48]. Such clustering methods are known as conceptual clustering 
[113]. Because the clustering scheme is conceptual, like classification, some methods in 
classification can be used such as COBWEB, a classification tree structure [48] and Neural 
Network.  
 
 
1.1.3 Conclusion on Data Mining Methods 
 
In this section the advantages and disadvantages of the data mining methods will be given.  
 
The firs method we’ve discussed was the KNN algorithm. KNN is known as its basic 
application. But it has optimization problems for the distance measure used and determining 
the number k. This approach does not give weights to attributes [48] so it is hard to interpret 
which attributes are more relevant to the classification problem than the others. Another 
disadvantage is that it can perform poor over very large high dimensional data so it can 
suffer from low accuracy [114]. 
 
Like KNN, Decision Trees area also very easy to implement. Because of their visual 
representation, the interpretations of the results are very easy too. This visual representation 
also enables rule extraction in the form of if-else structures. Another advantage of the 
decision tree is that they are somewhat independent of the data type. That is there are 
different types of trees that can handle numeric and/or categorical data.  
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If the attributes in data space is categorical then ID3 Tree can be used, in contrary if the 
attributes have numeric values then C4.5 or CART can be used. Decision trees can also work 
well on data with missing values and noise [115]. Although decision trees are good learners 
this requires data attributes to be closely relevant to the subject. If the relevancies of the 
attributes are not high, then decision trees can have some difficulties in proper classification 
[115]. Another disadvantage is if there is vast amount of data then the tree structure could 
become very complex and the same sub-trees could appear more than once in the tree [115].  
 
Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) is another method that presents visual representation of the 
given problem. By this way BBNs are easy to interpret [116]. Because BBN methods are 
based on probability distributions they are said to be robust to irrelevant data attributes [117]. 
In theoretical aspect BBNs should have the lowest error rate when compared to other 
classification methods such as ANN or Decision Tree, but conditional independence the 
absence of the prior probabilities hinders this performance [48]. Although they work well 
with categorical and numeric data, computational complexity on numeric data and 
categorical data with wide ranges can be given as a disadvantage for BBNs, because it 
becomes very hard to calculate the probability distributions [117].   
 
Unlike the methods above, ANNs can perform well on large and complex datasets. They are 
generally in top methods according to classification performance because they can generalize 
both linear and non-linear classification problems and can handle data with noise and 
missing values [76]. The main disadvantage of ANNs is the determining the best model. 
That requires the optimization of the parameters such as number of neurons to be used in 
each layer, number of layer to be used and the learning rate to avoid overfitting. Other 
disadvantages stated are the long training times and the black box concept [76]. Although the 
decision performance is very good, the real decision mechanism of the ANNs is somewhat 
very hard to understand and interpret so this situation is named as the black box. But there 
are some works in the literature [118-119-120] try to formalize methods for interpreting the 
decision mechanism of ANNs by using weight analysis of neurons in each layer, sensitivity 
analysis and such [76].  
 
Like ANNs, SVMs can handle large amount of high dimensional data. Because of its high 
accuracy rate on such kind of data space, SVMs are very useful for bioinformatics 
classification problems [49]. The main advantage of the SVMs is the flexibility to separate 
class regions [50]. SVMs are mostly compared to ANNs in the literature. This is because 
both methods have the ability to work on linear and nonlinear problems. In such comparison 
SVMs come forward by handling its convex structured problems so it is hard for an SVM to 
stuck at a local minima as in ANNs, this also introduce a less overfitting [50]. But SVMs can 
not perform well on categorical data as ANNs. In such conditions a data transformation must 
be done. The basic method offered is to form an n bit string for n value categorical attribute 
and set the bit to 1 to corresponding attribute [86]. SVMs are good at binary classification 
but they can not show good performance on multi class problems as multilayer ANNs [86]. 
As in some methods SVMs also need parameter optimization in order to find which of the 
kernel methods to be used and optimum values for the selected kernel function.  
 
Genetic Algorithms are highly parallel in their structure [121]. This makes GA very suitable 
for optimization problems where the underlying problem is “discontinuous, non-
differentiable, stochastic, and highly non-linear”10.  

                                                            
10  Prediction for Traffic Accident Severity: Comparing The Artificial Neural Network, Genetic 
Algorithm, Combined Genetic Algorithm And Pattern Search Methods: Mehmet Metin Kunt, Iman 
Aghayan, Nima Noii. Taylor & Francis Group. TRANSPORT ISSN 1648-4142 print 2011 Volume 
26(4): 353–366 
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Generally speaking the main advantages of GA are; its parallelism, they do not tend to stuck 
at local minima so reaching the global minimum is easy and can handle noise.  Because of its 
optimization ability GA is used to optimize the parameters of the methods discussed above 
and/or evolution of these methods. By this way GAs appears as one of the methods in hybrid 
data mining approaches. For example in Laura Diosan’s [122] work, GA is used for SVM 
kernel evolution. Some examples for hybrid methods that use GA in literature are; ANN and 
GA hybrid [123], Decision Tree and GA hybrid for cancer disease [124]. Like the methods 
discussed above GA suffers from optimal model construction. In order to get the best results 
one must identify the fitness functions, mutation and crossover rates and selection functions 
very carefully and in a way that suits the given problem.  
 
 
1.2 Genomic Analysis 
 
In this section of thesis, brief information about genes, human genome project, single 
nucleotide polymorphism and its association with diseases such as cancer will be given. 
 
 
1.2.1 Basic Concepts 
 
Long before the Human Genome Project (HGP), the main concern of the biological sciences 
was the understanding of the genomic information [125]. 
 
The flow of genetic material starts with the Nucleotides which are the building blocks of the 
genetic material such as DNA and RNA. The main content of Nucleotide is the organic base. 
It is a special nitrogen structure and a nucleotide is named according to its organic base such 
as Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Guanine (G), Cytosine (C), and Uracil (U). A nucleotide also 
contains phosphate, carbon and sugar structures in it [126].  
 
A single strand of nucleotides composed with ribose sugar forms the Ribonucleic Acid 
(RNA). Organic bases that RNA contains can be adenine, cytosine, guanine and uracil [127]. 
RNA is basically responsible from encoding the genetic information but there are other 
duties taken by different types of RNA. As its name indicates messenger RNA (mRNA) is 
responsible from carrying the genetic information during protein synthesis. The job of 
Transfer RNA (tRNA) is to transfer a specific amino acid structure in protein synthesis. 
Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is the structural member of the ribosomes. The general RNA 
structure is given in the Figure-21. 

 
Figure 21: RNA Structure (Taken from http://www.biologycorner.com/bio1/DNA.htmlaccessed on 
20.07.2012) 
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Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) is formed by two strands of nucleotides which they form a 
double helix structure. To form such a structure only specific base pairs must be paired. 
These pairs are Adenine and Thymine, Cytosine and Guanine.  
 
These pairs are connected with hydrogen bonds; in A-T connection there are two and in C-G 
connection there are three hydrogen bonds [128]. This whole structure, DNA, is responsible 
from carrying genetic instructions for biological evolution and living. DNA structure is given 
in the Figure-22 below: 

 

 
Figure 22: DNA Structure. (Taken from http://www.biologycorner.com/bio1/DNA.htmlaccessed on 
20.07.2012) 
 
The specific part of DNA that codes biological and chemical information of the living 
organism is called as Gene. There are two important parts of gene. One of them is the Exon 
[129] and responsible from transferring the DNA base pairs to mRNA in protein synthesis 
and the other is Intron [130] which occupies places between exons but not transferred. Gene 
structure is given in the Figure-23: 
 

 
Figure 23: Structure of a gene. (Taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gene.png  accessed on 
20.07.2012) 
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The whole genetic information of the organism is called Genome and it is stored in the 
chromosome structure. Chromosome is formed by a single, long DNA and responsible from 
cell division and reproduction. 
 
The genetic information is transferred by the protein synthesis. This is a three step process 
which consists of Transcription, Splicing and Translation.  In transcription step, hydrogen 
bonds of the DNA are unzipped, one of the strands is chosen and its complementary strand is 
transferred to RNA. After that the introns of the RNA are dropped and exons are joined in 
splicing step. In the last step, translation, amino acid structure, amino acid chains and the 
specific protein is formed according to the genetic information carried. This synthesis 
process is given in the Figure-24.  
 

 
Figure 24: Process of protein synthesis in three steps. Transcription, splicing and translation. (Taken 
from http://www.accessexcellence.org/RC/VL/GG/images/protein_synthesis.gif accessed on 
21.07.2012) 
 
 
1.2.2 Human Genome Project 
 
Human Genome Project (HGP) started in 1990 and completed in 2003, initiated by the 
Office of Science of the US Department of Energy and continued as an international research 
project with the aim of physiological and functional mapping of all human genes which are 
called genome. The National Human Genome Research Institute (NHRI) was established to 
conduct this international research. Participant countries were China, France, Germany, 
United Kingdom and Japan [131].  
 
The main goals of the project are [132]: 
 

 Identifying all human genes 
 Sequencing of base pairs 
 Developing new storage schemes and sequencing techniques 
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In a more detailed way, the milestones can be chronologically given as: 
 
Table 2: Human Genome Project milestones taken from [131] 

Goal Achieved Date 

2- to 5-cMresolution map (600-
1,500 markers) 

1-cM resolution map (3,000 markers) September 1994 

30,000 STSs 52,000 STSs October 1998 

95% of gene containing part of 
human sequence finished with 
99% accuracy 

99% of gene containing part of 
human sequence finished with 99% 
accuracy 

April 2003 

Sequence 500Mb/year at <0.25$ Sequence > 1,400Mb/year at <0.09$ November 2002 

100,000 mapped human SNPs 3.7 million mapped human SNPs February 2003 

Full length human cDNAs 15,000 full length human cDNAs March 2003 

Complete genome sequences of 
E. Coli, S. Cerevisiae, C. 
Elegans, D. Melanogaster 

Finished genome sequences of E. 
Coli, S. Cerevisiae, C. Elegans, D. 
Melanogaster plus whole genome 
drafts of others such as mouse and rat 

April 2003 

Develop genomic scale 
technologies 

High throughput oligonucleotide 
synthesis DNA microarrays. 
Eukaryotic, whole genome knockouts 
(yeast). Scale up two hybrid systems 
for protein-protein interaction 

1994-1996      
1999-2002 

 
As a byproduct of this research, genome mappings for other living organisms such as 
bacteria, worm, fruit fly and mouse [133] are done and ethical, legal, and social implications 
(ELSI) arising from this research examined.  
 
Genetic mapping, physical mapping and DNA sequencing was the important methodologies 
used in HGP to achieve the goals stated above. 
 
DNA sequencing is the main goal which in fact contains genetic mapping and physical 
mapping. That is because DNA is very long so it must be divided to smaller fragments for 
sequencing [134]. These smaller fragments are researched with genetic and physical 
mapping methods. This scheme, dividing the DNA into smaller parts, examining these 
smaller parts and searching for overlapping areas for sequencing is known as the Shotgun 
Method and depicted in the Figure-25. 

 
Figure 25: DNA sequencing by Shotgun Method (Taken from [134]) 
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Genetic mapping uses genetic methods such as cross-breeding and try to find the locations of 
genes on a genome [133]. On the other hand physical mapping uses molecular biology 
methods [135] and “maps the chemical characteristics of DNA molecule itself”11.  
 
Conductors of this research believed that the sequencing and mapping the human genome 
will introduce new methods for diagnosis and treatment of the diseases. Further it will have a 
huge impact on early determination and/or even the prevention from diseases which are 
mostly caused by genetic variations. And give an opportunity to closely look the underlying 
effects of the diseases. 
 
 
1.2.3 Genome Wide Association Studies and SNPs 
 
A single nucleotide change in genome that cause variations in DNA sequence is called 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) and changed nucleotide pair is called Allele.  The 
Figure-26 below depicts SNP and Allele structures. 

 
Figure 26: Single Nucleotide Polymorphism and Alleles 
 
Such variations sometimes can occur in only one individual of the population. So in order to 
call a variation as a SNP, it must be observed among at least 1% of the population [136]. In 
general, there are two main variations which are called Synonymous and Non-Synonymous 
Polymorphism.  As the name indicates the variations in synonymous polymorphism does not 
cause a different amino acid chain to be produced. That’s because a single amino acid chain 
can be coded with more than one structure. On the other hand if the variation causes different 
amino acid chain then it is called Non-Synonymous Polymorphism. Non-Synonymous 
Polymorphism can be further divided into two categories. The variation can cause a 
premature stop codon then this scheme is called as nonsense. If a new amino acid chain is 
produced this is called missense.  
 
SNPs are important due the variations they cause. The different amino acid chain caused by 
SNP can affect the living organism such as the presence or absence of that protein can make 
the living organism vulnerable to some diseases. With this property SNPs are treated as key 
point for complex diseases such as cancer, diabetes, cardio-vascular and mental diseases 
[137-138-139]. They are also examined for personalized medicine and pharmacogenomics 
[140] where drugs or therapies specially designed for the individual according to his/her 
genomic information.  
 
In a broader term searching the gene variations among one species to identify the difference 
between its individuals is known as Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS). With 
GWAS many SNPs can be identified and searched for their relations with complex diseases. 

                                                            
11 Bioinformatics: A Primer. P. Narayanan. New Age Internationla (P) Limited Publishers. ISBN: 81‐
224‐1610‐1. P 28. 
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Today approximately 12 million SNPs identified and with GWAS nearly 40 complex 
diseases are found to be related with particular SNPs [141]. 
 
In order to conduct GWAS, three main epidemiologic study designs are generally preferred. 
These are Case-Control, Trio and Cohort Studies [141]. In case control studies two groups 
are formed with one having the disease, Case, and other healthy. Then differences between 
these two groups are examined. In cohort studies a large population is chosen and observed 
for a long period of time. Then the differences between individuals who developed the 
disease and healthy ones are examined. Trio studies include the information of the subject’s 
parents. Genotyping is done over offspring and its parents to discover the transmission 
frequency of alleles.  
 
Whatever study design is used, there are some general points that GWAS must handle. These 
are high volume of data, computational complexity and overfitting [12]. The number of 
identified SNPs, their allele frequencies and locus information forms a high volume high 
dimensional data. This high volume, high dimensional data requires great computational 
resources such as storage and computational power. Also analysis of such kind of data can 
introduce computational complexity like NP-hard problems. These analysis methods can 
suffer from overfitting according to parameters they use.  The Table-3 is taken from table 
Joan Hardy’s [138] work and defines the advantages, limitations and misconceptions of 
GWAS. 
 
Table 3: Benefits, misconceptions and limitations of GWAS 
Benefits  
Does not require an initial hypothesis 
Uses digital and additive data that can be mined and augmented without degradation 
Encourages the formation of collaborative consortia which tend to continue for subsequent analysis 
Rules out specific genetic associations 
Provides data on ancestry of each subject 
Provides data on both sequence and copy number variations 
Misconceptions 
Thought to provide data on all genetic variability associated with disease 
Thought to screen out alleles with small effect size 
Limitations 
Requires samples from a large number of cases and controls, can be challenging to organize 
Finds loci, not genes 
Detects only alleles that are common in population 
Requires replication in similar samples 

 
Methods used in GWAS can be grouped under two main topics which are parametric and 
non-parametric methods [12]. Parametric methods are based on statistical approaches such as 
linear regression, multiple linear regression and logistic regression [12]. These models suffer 
from high volume of data and correspondence issues between different statistical methods 
[12-142-143]. On the other hand data reduction methods such as Combinational Partitioning 
Method (CPM) [144], Multifactor Dimensionality Reduction (MDR) [145] and pattern 
recognition methods such as neural networks and genetic algorithms are grouped under non-
parametric methods. 
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As HGP, most of the results of GWAS and individual SNP findings are publicly available. 
These results are shared by the project’s sites and some public databases. Among them most 
important ones are: 
 

 HapMap Project 
 dbSNP 
 Regulome       
 dbGAP 

 
International HapMap Project tries to “find the differences and similarities in human 
beings12” by searching the genetic variations. The identified information is cataloged and 
used for worldwide researches to identify the relations between genes and diseases and 
furthermore to design medications and therapies that will target these genes [146]. This 
project was organized in three phases. In phase-1 approximately 1 million SNPs are 
identified, in phase-2 2.1 million SNPs are identified and in the last phase nearly 1.6 million 
SNPs are identified [147-148-149].  
 
dbSNP is another database for storing SNPs as well as the deletion and insertion 
polymorphisms [150]. This database is founded by the collaboration of NHRI and The 
National Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI). SNPs, SNP association with 
diseases, SNP locations on genes and chromosomes are the main information can be 
searched over this database.  
 
Regulome database stores information about SNPs and other regulatory elements in gene 
locations of Human Genome which are mainly taken from datasets such as GEO and 
ENCODE projects [151]. This database is based on MySQL and MyISAM engines and 
stored information is divided into parts over grouped tables such as PubMed articles are 
stored in Author DB and ArticleDB, genetic information is stored in GeneDB, SpeciesDB 
etc. [152].   
 
dbGaP is founded by NCBI and as its name indicates, database of genotypes and phenotypes 
(dbGaP), it stores phenotype and genotype information. It contains the results of GWAS and 
phenotype information of many studies that use different kinds of designs such as cohort, 
case-control and trio. Each research is organized as study, variables, documents, analysis and 
datasets. Study gives information about the work done while variable gives the basic 
description and statistical summary of the variables used. Documents give more detailed 
information about the study and dataset gives brief information about phenotype, genotype 
and variables they contain. Each research or work has a unique identification number 
according to dbGAP ID format [153]; this number is used to identify the subsections (study, 
phenotype, genotype, document and association) of the related work. dbGaP provides two 
types of access which is private and public. In order to gain private access one should have 
NIH eRA Commons account or accepted as principal investigator by NIH and NCBI [153]. 
The number formatting, public and private access scheme is depicted in the Figure-27 below:   

 

                                                            
12 International HapMap Project web site. http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/thehapmap.html.en 
accessed on 20.10.2012 
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Figure 27: dbGaP file organization structure. (Taken from [153]) 
 
 
1.2.4 GWAS and Complex Diseases 
 
GWAS focuses on SNPs and identify many relationships between SNPs and complex 
diseases. In this section a brief literature summary will be given on GWAS and related 
complex diseases.  
 
Work of M. Martin and W. M. Brown searched the relation between genetic variations and 
ischemic stroke. They conduct a cohort study with 249 cases, 268 controls, 200million 
genotypes and exactly 408,803 SNPs [154]. But they could not find any important relations 
that are statistically significant.  
 
Another study focuses on the relation between specific gene location and serum uric acid 
which is a strong indicator of Hyperuricemia [155]. With the help of specific loci in 
European population, they tried to map similar loci in African American population. As a 
result they found those strongly associated loci are almost the same for both populations. 
 
Work of Alexander V. Alekseyenko [156] is one the researches done on GWAS and 
Rheumatoid Arthritis. They offer a graph based method over anti-CCP positive Rheumatoid 
Arthritis which performed well for finding the genetic factors behind the given disease with 
0.81 ROC curve performance. 
 
Another complex disease, Parkinson’s disease, is studied by Hon Chung Fung and friends 
[157]. They try to find the gene variations behind this disease. They worked on a Parkinson’s 
disease cohort with 267 cases, 270 controls and nearly 500,000 SNPs; at the result they 
published a publicly available data for the given disease with 220 million genotypes [157]. 
 
One of the complex diseases subject to GWAS is Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Underlying 
clinical reasons of this disease are not so clear that makes this disease a good candidate for 
GWAS.  
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One of the studies on AD is Guiyou Liu’s research [158]. In their work they used two 
datasets of French AD subjects one of them has 2031 cases and 5328 controls and other has 
1034 cases and 118 controls. They used pathway analysis with statistical methods such as Z-
statistics, Fisher’s Exact Test, and Binomial Test for evaluating the results. In this work they 
found statistically significant pathways for AD. 
 
Like AD, one of the diseases with unclear etiology is the Behcet’s Disease.  A research 
conducted by E. F. Remmers [159] on Behcet’s disease with a dataset of 1215 cases ad 1278 
controls. They worked on 311,459 SNPs and identify the associated locations. They checked 
their findings over a second dataset consist of different nationalities (Turkey, Middle East, 
Europe, Asia) with 2430 cases and 2660 controls. The detected locations were also the same 
in the second data set. 
 
A popular disease topic for GWAS is the auto immune diseases. H. Hakonarson and S. F. A. 
Grant [160] made GWAS on two of such diseases which are Type-1 diabetes and 
inflammatory bowel disease. They found 16 loci for type-1 diabetes and 40 for the bowel 
disease.  
 
Another form of inflammatory bowel disease is Ulcerative colitis. Two stage GWAS on 
ulcerative colitis over Japanese population is done by Kouichi Asano [161]. They used a 
dataset with 1384 cases, 3057 controls and identified three new susceptibility loci for the 
given disease.  
 
In personalized medicine perspective one of the important aspects is the prevention of the 
disease by its early detection. SNPs that cause the disease are searched. If they found 
significant for the disease they are treated as one of the underlying factors. So an individual 
with that genetic variation is likely to have the disease. This makes very important to find the 
SNPs associated with the given disease for early detection. There are many works in the 
literature with this aim and one of them is the Mousheng Xu’s [162] work for asthma 
disease, which is also an autoimmune disease, among children. They used random forests for 
selecting the associated SNPs. They related SNPs they found with the early detection of 
exacerbation of asthma disease.  
 
Many skin related diseases are known as auto immune diseases. A survey like study is 
conducted by Xuejun Zhang [163] that explains the results of GWAS on various skin 
diseases. These diseases were Psoriasis, Systemic Lupus Erythematous, Leprosy, Virtiligo, 
Atopic Dermatitis, Male Baldness, Keloid Disease, Sarcoidosis, Cutaneous Basal Cell 
Carcinoma, and Cutaneous Melanoma. According to this survey many GWAS studies 
conducted on the given diseases and many genes and locations are identified as related with 
these diseases.  
 
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a disease that observed in higher percentages in 
elderly population has a risk for blindness. There are many GWAS done in literature for 
AMD [1-161-164-165]. One of the works is by Satoshi Arakawa et al. Their work is done 
over Japanese population with 1536 cases, 18,853 controls and they found new susceptibility 
loci for the given disease.  
 
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory disease which affects the functionalities of the 
nerve cells in brain and spinal cord.  According to Anu Kemppinen, Stephen Sawcer and 
Alastair Compston’s work there are 16 loci identified in association with MS   [166]. These 
locations are close to the immunological functioning genes so they are also closely related 
with immune diseases. Because of this situation they offer to conduct much deeper and wider 
GWAS research on MS in order to identify the exact underlying genetic variants.  
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There are many GWAS conducted on cardio vascular diseases such as Myocardial Infraction 
(MI) and Coronary Artery Disease (CAD). A review made in 2010 by Pier Mannuccio 
Mannucci, Luca A Lotta, Flora Peyvandi [167] stated that there were seven GWAS made for 
MI-CAD relation up to that date. There were 13 loci found as a result of these studies and 
founded loci are also associated with some diseases such as Hypercholesterolemia, 
Abdominal Aortic Aneurism and Intracranial Aneurism.  
 
A mental disease Schizophrenia is focused in the work of Peilin Jia [168]. They construct a 
network based pipeline structured with candidate module search, module assessment and 
module selection layers. They tested their model on three Schizophrenia datasets and 
identified 205 genes associated with the disease.  
 
Type-2 Diabetes is another important complex disease. This disease is closely related to 
other complex diseases such as hypertension and cardio vascular diseases. A survey like 
work of Eleanor Wheeler and Ines Barroso made in 2011 states that there are 44 variant 
identified, new susceptibility loci are continued to be identified for therapeutic applications 
and further researches must be done in order to find the exact genetic variants [169]. 
 
 
1.2.5 GWAS and Oncological Diseases 
 
Oncological diseases are the formal definition of the disease cancer. It is also a complex 
disease because it is affected by environmental and genetic factors. The reason they are 
given as a separate subsection in this thesis is that one of our aim is to identify underlying 
SNPs for different types of cancer. In this section a literature survey of GWAS on different 
types of cancer will be given. The mostly focused cancer types are: 
 

 Prostate 
 Melanoma 
 Breast 
 Lung 
 Ovarian 
 Pancreas 

 
GLOBOCAN statistics state that prostate cancer is “the second most frequently diagnosed 
cancer of men, the fifth most common cancer and sixth leading cause of death from cancer in 
men”13.  
 
S. Tao and friends [170] conducted a research in order to find new SNPs additional to thirty 
known SNPs related with prostate cancer. They worked on a dataset consists of Swedish, 
Johns Hopkins Hospital and Cancer Genetics Markers of Susceptibility populations with a 
total of 4723 cases and 4792 controls. They identified six SNPs related with the disease.  
 
Single population based studies also done for prostate cancer. One of the studies is the work 
of C. A. Haiman [171]. They worked 1,047,986 SNPs over African population with 3425 
cases and 3290 controls. They identified seventeen new relations and one strongly related 
risk variant on chromosome 17q21. Related alleles found in this study are rare in other 
populations so they suggest further researches to be done.  
 
 

                                                            
13 http://globocan.iarc.fr/factsheets/cancers/prostate.asp accessed on 01.10.2012 
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Another single population work is done over Japanese population by R. Takata [172] and 
friends. They made GWAS and a replication study on 4854 cases and 8801 controls and 
found five new loci for the disease. They also identified nine related SNPs out of thirty one 
SNPs that are known to be related with prostate cancer in European population.  
 
L. M. FitzGerald [173] and friends analyzed aggressive prostate cancer in order to find 
biomarkers that could be used for early detection of the disease. They used a dataset of 202 
cases ad 100 controls with 387,384 SNPs examined. They found two SNPs associated with 
the diseases which are rs3774315, very strongly related rs6497287.  
 
The difference between aggressive and local prostate cancer is researched both in clinical 
and genetic aspects. The work of K. L. Penny [174] and friends conduct a search with this 
aim and compare the subjects of prostate cancer survivors and lethal cases. They searched 
500,000 SNPs over 196 cases and 368 controls. They found fourteen copy number variants 
and three SNPs related with the aggressive disease.  
 
J. Ciampa [175] conducted a two phase research for prostate cancer genetics. In first stage 
they worked on 523,841 SNP over 1175 cases and 1100 controls. In second phase they 
worked on 27,383 SNPs over 3941 cases and 3964 controls. Empirical Bayes and Logistic 
Regression methods are used. Although they found some related SNPs they could not reach 
genome wide significance levels.  
 
Melanoma is caused by cancerous cells of melanocytes which give color to skin [176].  It is 
the top skin cancer type that causes death [177]. There are many GWAS made on melanoma 
in the literature. Some of them are summarized below.  
 
A work by X. Wei and friends made whole exome sequencing over fourteen DNA samples 
[178]. The identified 68 related genes. By this way they were able to reveal alteration map 
for melanoma.  
 
In order to find methylation markers in melanoma, Y. Koga [179] conducted a hybrid 
analysis combining gene expression and promoter methylation. They identified 68 hyper and 
8 hypo-methylation markers.  
 
S. MacGergor [180] conducted a comprehensive research on melanoma. They used 2168 
cases in Australian population. The susceptibility variants they found are tested on three 
datasets that consists of European and United States populations. Total number of cases was 
5193 and controls were 15,144. They identified three loci and SNPs over them related with 
melanoma.  
 
Work of H. Nan [181] made a GWAS on European population dataset with 9136 cases and 
3581 controls. They identified a gene related to disease and a SNP associated with low risk 
of the given disease.  
 
Three new susceptibility loci were found by J. H. Barret [182]. Their research conducted on 
European population with 2981 cases and 1982 controls. They also used another dataset 
consists of British and French population of 6426 subjects as controls. They worked on 
610,000 SNPs and found seven new regions. For replication studies they used two data sets 
which were Australia-United States and United Kingdom-Netherlands populations. As a 
result three new loci are found.  
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Nils Schoof and friends suspected that pathways for sunburn immunosuppression could be 
related to melanoma [183]. So they worked on a dataset with 1539 cases, 3917 controls and 
43 genes with 1113 SNPs on which are them. In their first phase they found a relation 
between melanoma and immunosuppression. But they used different datasets which did not 
give the same results. Although they establish an evidence for the relation, further work must 
be done in the field. 
 
Bladder cancer takes place in urinary bladder and caused by abnormal division of epithelial 
cells. Rothman [184] conducted a multistage GWAS on bladder cancer. In first phase they 
used 3532 cases, 5120 controls of European population and in second phase, which is a 
replication study, they used 8382 cases and 48,275 controls. They identified three new 
chromosomes associated with bladder cancer.   
 
The same European population of 3532 cases and 5210 controls is used in another study to 
identify the pathways of bladder cancer. This study was conducted by I. Menashe [185]. 
They accessed public databases to use the known exact and candidate pathways in their 
study. With this approach they used 1421 pathways, 5647 genes and 90,000 SNPs. As a 
result they achieved to find 18 pathways related with bladder cancer.  
 
The work of W. Obara [186] is a good example how GWAS can be used for the purposes 
rather than identifying the pathways or SNPs. They used the results of GWAS for therapeutic 
applications. They developed cancer peptide vaccine for bladder cancer. Nowadays caner 
vaccination is known as another therapy method like chemotherapy or radiotherapy after 
surgery [171].  
 
According to World Health Organization (WHO) breast cancer is the most common cancer 
in worldwide women population by 16% 14. 
 
An early GWAS on Chinese women population on breast cancer identified a SNP, 
rs2046210, strongly associated with the disease [187].  But in studies over European 
population like Stacey SN’s [188] could not find a strong relation with that SNP. So another 
work is conducted by Rebecca Hein [189] to find the SNPs associated with breast cancer in 
Asian and European populations. In their work they studied 61,689 cases and 58,822 
controls from both populations and SNPs with id’s rs2046210 and rs12662670 are found to 
be strongly related with the disease.  
 
To widen the studies above and to find the genetic risk factors of breast cancer in all ethnic 
and racial groups Fang Chen and friends [190] conducted study over European, African 
American, Native Hawaiian, Japanese and Latino populations. They worked over 2224 
cases, 2827 controls and identified summary and overall risks based on alleles but they could 
not get significant results for African American population. Although their risk analysis 
could be used for preventive medicine as they stated a much wider study must be carried on 
over all ethnic and racial groups.  
 
According to data gathered in GLOBOCAN project the number of worldwide deaths caused 
by lung cancer is 1.38 million [191].  
 
 
 

                                                            
14 Taken from WHO web site about breast cancer. 
http://www.who.int/cancer/detection/breastcancer/en/index1.html accessed on 21.10.2012 
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In addition to well-known three genomic regions, T. Rafnar [192] found seven additional 
variants related with lung cancer. They worked on a dataset with 1447 cases and 36.256 
controls. They found rs748404 as a most significant SNP and checked this result on another 
dataset consists of multiple populations with 1299 cases and 4102 controls. As a result this 
variant also found to be related in the second dataset.  
 
Work of E. Y. Bae [193] and friends tested the chromosomal regions earlier found for 
European population on Korean population. They found two of the regions are also related in 
the Korean population. They also found that these two regions are associated with 
adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma.  
 
Another single population based research is the work of Z. Hu [194]. They worked on 
Chinese population with a dataset of 2331 cases, 3077 controls and identified two new 
susceptibility loci. The results were tested over a second dataset of 6313 cases and 6409 
controls.  
 
Although lung cancer is mostly seen in smokers, nonsmokers can suffer from this disease. A 
work by Y.Li [195] investigates the genetic variations related with lung cancer among 
nonsmokers. They conducted a four phase research. In the first phase they worked on 754 
cases, 377 controls and identified 44 SNPs. In second phase they worked on a dataset with 
735 cases and 253 controls to correlate the results of first phase and find the top SNP. Then 
this SNP is tested on the third phase over 530 subjects. In the last phase they searched for 
gene expression differences in order to establish the relations between SNPs and lung cancer. 
 
Ovarian cancer is the seventh most common cancer type among women and third most 
common in gynecological diseases; in 2008 4.2% of deaths among women are caused by 
ovarian cancer [196].  
 
A GWAS is conducted by E.L. Goode [197] on dataset of 1768 cases and 2354 controls. A 
total of 507,054 SNPs are examined. Then a follow up study is done with 4162 cases, 4810 
controls and 21,955 SNPs. As a result there are two loci found very strongly associated with 
ovarian cancer. 
 
Most widely observed ovarian cancer type is the epithelial ovarian cancer [198]. A study by 
P. Raska [199] worked on European American population. They used Principal Component 
analysis (PCA) collaborated by GWAS and identified three important variant regions.  
 
There can be non-epithelial ovarian cancers which are most likely caused by egg cells and 
fallopian tubes [200]. One of the papers that worked on the non-epithelial ovarian cancer in 
the literature is the work of K. V. Kee [201] and friends. Because non-epithelial cases are so 
low they could only work on eight cases and seven controls. They found 804 genes with 443 
of them are over expressed and the rest is under expressed in cancer.  
 
Another study focused on the common genes in different types of cancer. With this aim H. 
Song [202] searched the common genes effecting the breast and ovarian cancers. Eleven 
SNPs related with breast cancer is tested over ovarian dataset of 2927 cases and 4143 
controls. As a result three SNPs are found to be weekly related and one SNP is very strongly 
related with the diseases in non-Hispanic population.  
 
Pancreatic cancer is another cancer type studied by GWAS. It forms the 2% of the total 
cancer in worldwide [203].   
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A work by D. Li [204] searched the known SNPs and tries to identify the biological 
pathways for pancreatic cancer disease. They gather data from different case control and 
cohort studies to work on a dataset with 3851 cases and 3934 controls. As a result of their 
work, they identified 23 pathways related with the disease.  
 
Because pancreatic cancer has a high rank among most observed cancers in Japan S. K. Low 
and friends [205] conducted a research of pancreatic cancer on Japanese population. They 
worked on 3851 cases and 3934. As a result they identified three loci and their respective 
chromosomes related with pancreatic cancer.  
 
C. Rizzato [206] made a genetic survival analysis on pancreatic cancer. They used a dataset 
of 690 cases and 1277 controls. They worked on 15 SNPs of this population and identify one 
strong SNP to be strongly related with the prognosis of the disease but they offer further 
replication studies to be done. 
 
F.J. Couch [207] studied the common genetic variants of breast cancer and pancreatic 
cancer. They worked on Caucasian ethnicity dataset with 1143 cases and 1097 controls.  
They detected two SNPs which are strongly associated with the disease when the subjects 
are smokers or heavy smokers. They stated that there are many common SNPs associated 
with breast and pancreatic cancer diseases.  
 
 
1.3 Data Mining Methodologies on GWAS and SNP Selection 
 
In this section of the thesis single and hybrid data mining approaches of SNP selection in 
complex and oncological diseases will be given. According to our literature search most 
widely used methods are Artificial Neural Networks, Decision Trees and Support Vector 
Machines. In the following, recent and important works are given and grouped according to 
the methods used. 
 
 
1.3.1 Artificial Neural Networks 
 
Y. Tomita and friends used ANN structure for determining the SNPs for Childhood Allergic 
Asthma (CAA) [28]. They worked on a dataset consists of 344 Japanese subjects and 
focused on 17 genes that have a total number of 25 SNPs. As ANN structure, they used one 
hidden layer, 25 input nodes for 25 SNPs and one output node to identify the disease 
condition. The reason behind using ANN was the high accuracy rate of their ANN models 
from their previous studies [22]. They got good results with ANN especially when the 
number of SNPs is very small in number. To find SNPs related with CAA, they used 
Parameter Decreasing Method (PDM). In this method they excluded one of the inputs in 
each step and then construct ANN structure. Based on cross validation, minimum error rate 
and learning time they tried to find the best model and input combinations. For different SNP 
combinations chi-square test is used. As a result they found 21 SNPs related with disease 
according to their high P values. They interpreted the SNP with lowest P value as indicator 
of cases and controls with 54.4% of accuracy, 12.8% of sensitivity an 95.5% of specificity.  
The result of ANN is compared to Logistic Regression (LR) based on accuracy, sensitivity 
and specificity both in learning and evaluation phases. In both steps ANN performed better 
than LR.As a result of their study they were able to identify ten SNPs that are closely related 
with CAA. 
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In previous sections we mentioned that SNPs and GWAS are also used in personalized 
medicine. One of the application areas is the drug response in therapy. N-acetylation enzyme 
in liver is responsible for metabolism of some drugs. If this enzyme is slow then given drug 
stays in body for a long time and well absorbed. But if it is fast then the drug is thrown away 
from body. So this enzyme is very important when designing a drug based therapy.  
 
Work of A. Sabbagh and P. Darlu [23] searched the SNPs do detect acetylation phenotype in 
different ethnic groups. They used a dataset of 258 Spanish, 137 Nicaraguans, 1000 Koreans, 
101 Africans, 564 Germans, 284 Polish, 303 Turkish and 50 Mali. One of the learning 
models they used was the ANN. They constructed a 2 hidden layer ANN structure by using 
NNPERM tool. For SNP relations with acetylation condition, statistical tests such as T 
statistics, Unpaired T test and Permutation Test was used. As a result they were able to 
identify seven common SNPs related within all populations.  
 
S. Tomida and friends used ANN for SNP selection to predict allergic diseases such as 
Atopic Dermatitis (AD), Allergic Conjunctivitis (AC), Allergic Rhinitis (AR) and Bronchial 
Asthma (BA) [24]. They used SNPs from six genetic regions of the Japanese population with 
82 cases. They designed a special numeric coding for SNPs in order to use them as numeric 
inputs in ANN. Another data preprocessing was the elimination of some data tuples. They 
found that two subjects with the same SNP pattern had different diagnosis. Such data were 
eliminated. After preprocessing they constructed four different ANNs for each of the 
diseases. Each ANN had different number of hidden layers and ANN with the highest 
performance according to its accuracy rate is chosen as the model for the given disease.  
Each selected ANN is then compared to Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA). As a result 
for the given diseases ANN outperformed the MRA.  
 
There can be many ANN approaches used for GWAS and SNP selection can be found in 
literature [25-26-27]. A. Motsinger explains the reason behind choosing this method over 
others in three matters [208]: 
 

 Handle high volume-high dimensional data 
 High performance in non-linear problems 
 Model free structure  

 
Although ANN has the advantages mentioned above, its high performance is based on 
parameters such as its structure (the number of hidden layers and nodes to be used in 
different layers), convergence and error criteria, learning rate and number of training epochs. 
So in order to get best results from ANN one should optimize these parameters. This can be 
done by using grid search or trial and error approaches but they require high computational 
power and long time.  
 
A new approach in literature for optimizing ANN is to use Genetic Evaluation and Genetic 
Programming techniques and to form a hybrid system. The basics of such approach are given 
in the different works of A. Motsinger [45-209], M. D. Ritchie [45-208], P. Yang and Z. 
Zhang [210]. 
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The purposed approach, Genetic Evaluation Neural Network (GENN), works as follows: 
 

1- ANN parameters form the population and initial solution pool 
2- As in genetic algorithms 

a. Parameter combinations for ANN is selected 
b. ANN is constructed according to a 
c. Performance of ANN is tested and ranked 

By this way step 2 populates the solution pool. 
3- Step 2 is repeated until GA finds the best performing ANN among the solution pool.  

 
A very well-known application of GENN is the Athena, developed for detecting gene-gene 
interactions by Stephen D Turner, Scott M Dudek, and Marylyn D Ritchie [211]. 
 
 
1.3.2 Decision Trees 
 
L. Fiaschi, J. M. Garibaldi and N. Krasnogor conducted a research in 2009 to compare the 
performance of different decision tree algorithms on SNP selection of pre-eclampsia disease 
[14]. Pre-eclampsia is the high blood pressure observed in pregnancy followed by high 
amounts of protein in urine [15].The dataset they used consists of 4529 subjects which are 
pre-eclampsia, eclampsia, other hypertensive patients and health ones. A total of 52 SNPs 
are researched. There was also some clinical information included. Most important clinical 
attribute was CBC value which indicates the corrected value of weight based on baby’s sex, 
ethnicity and mother’s weight, height and number of pregnancies. In pre-processing step 
they made data cleaning by removing redundant subjects. After that they eliminated the rows 
with high missing value rate. At last step they tried to balance the dataset by random 
selection strategy. They compared the performance of ADTree, ID3 and C4.5. ADTree and 
ID3 works with categorical variables so some continuous valued clinical attributes needed to 
be converted to categorical data. To do that, they used both clinical and statistical 
information to obtain the appropriate thresholds to divide the data in to category folds. 
According to statistical approach, Kappa Test, three significant thresholds are found for 
CBC. For this reason three datasets are formed for these thresholds. C4.5 and ADTree 
performed similar results where ID3 could not give any significant results. In the second 
phase of study a new dataset is formed according to the common attributes chosen by 
ADTree and C4.5. Then these two algorithms ran on the new dataset. Associations are found 
among the sex of the baby, birth week, CBC and particular SNPs. But they sated that there is 
no significant association found between the given diseases and SNPs.  
 
Another performance comparison study of decision trees is made by S. Uhmn [16]. They 
compare the performance of different machine learning methods including C4.5 decision tree 
to detect SNP chronic hepatitis relation. The dataset they worked on consisted of 194 
subjects with 28 SNPs. They stated that they’ve chosen decision tree approach for its known 
advantages such as easy construction, easy interpretation and relatively a few parameters to 
optimize. They used C4.5 tree and for SNP future selection different selection algorithms are 
used such as Incremental Information Gain, Forward Selection and Backtracking, Rule 
Based Future Selection. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of machine learning methods, 
SVM-KNN-C4.5, are compared and the best performance result are gathered from C4.5 with 
backward elimination.  
 
Different decision tree techniques such as Decision Stamp, Alternating decision tree (ADT), 
Multiclass ADT and Logistic decision tree are compared in the work of Y. Jiao and friends 
[17]. As a control mechanism performance of SVM is also compared with decision trees. 
Performances of the given techniques are compared on Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). 
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The dataset consisted of 36 children of whom 18 of them have ASD, 13 of them with high 
functioning autism and five of them with Asperger syndrome. Eight genes with 25 SNPs 
over them are studied. In addition to genotype information thickness and volume information 
of brain cross sections gathered from MR are included. By this way decision performance of 
SNPs, volume information and thickness information could also be compared individually. 
Performances are compared by accuracy; sensitivity and specificity are given in the Table-4 
below which is adopted from their study. 
 
Table 4: Performance comparison of decision stamp, decision trees and SVM. (Adapted from [17]) 

 Decision 
Stamp 

Alternating 
Decision Tree 

Multiclass 
Alternating 

Decision Tree 

Logistic 
Decision Tree 

SVM 

Accuracy 90 89 90 81 81 
Sensitivity 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.93 0.96 
Specificity 0.75 0.73 0.72 0.54 0.35 

 
 
The table above shows that the decision tree performances are very good when detecting 
ASD based on SNPs. The authors state that the low performance of SVM could be related to 
type of the data variables which were categorical. All decision tree methods found 
significant relation between the disease and particular SNPs. Two important outcomes of this 
study were all trees found the same SNP for root node and they had a good on separating 
ASD and high functional autism. 
 
Performance of four decision trees, C4.5-PART-ID3-PRISM, were compared by J. T. Horng 
and friends in 2004 [18]. They tried to find genetic factors that underlie in cervical cancer 
disease. The dataset used were consisted of Asian population with 224 healthy subjects, 238 
cervical cancer (SCC) patients and 106 patients with low degree (LSIL) and 152 patients 
with high degree (HSIL of another cervical disease. From these patients they constructed 
three different datasets which were SNP dataset, micro satellite dataset and hybrid dataset. 
Among all datasets PART outperformed the other tree structures. This performance 
comparison is given in the Table-5 below, adopted from their work. 

 
Table 5: Performance comparison of decision trees. Comparison is based on precision, recall and 
specificity where D1: Microsatellite. D2: SNP. D3: Hybrid datasets.  (Adapted from [18]) 

Algorithm 
Precision 

(DS1-DS2-DS3) 
Recall 

(DS1-DS2-DS3) 
Specificity 

(DS1-DS2-DS3) 
PART 63.75 - 53.13 – 59.73 65.39 – 56.57 – 60.50 82.05 – 76.17 – 79.55 
J48 60.14 – 56.76 – 58.40 60.88 – 60.27 – 59.66 80.20 – 77.66 – 78.53 
ID3 52.80 – 55.84 – 53.34 53.24 – 55.43 – 53.19 74.01 – 73.35 – 73.76 
PRISM 53.33 – 54.65 – 56.18 53.61 – 53.49 – 53.81 74.58 – 76.48 – 77.89 

 
As a result they were able to identify five important SNP markers for cervical cancer disease.  
 
Work of M. P. Rocha [212] used C4.5 trees to identify the relations between SNPs and breast 
cancer. They used a dataset of 94 cases and 164 controls with 32 SNPs. They used WEKA 
tool for C4.5 application. To find the best performing tree they used a set of different 
parameters such as confidence factor, pruning criteria and binary splitting in a tenfold cross 
validation. In each validation the average accuracy of the C4.5 model is calculated and the 
model with highest accuracy is used as a best C4.5 model. After the best tree ran on the 
dataset, they found significant relations between breast cancer and the given SNPs. Although 
the relations are found to be significant they stated that the research must be conducted on a 
larger dataset.  
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K. Miyaki and friends conducted a research on stroke risk and SNP relation by using exact 
tree method [19]. They worked on 68 cases and 189 controls with 14S SNPs from Japanese 
population. They made crosstab genotype analysis. Prevalence of alleles are calculated by 
Fisher’s Exact Test. P values obtained are used for splitting criteria of decision trees. The 
number of trees to be used was determined by two step process. In step one best splitting 
point are found according to given P value threshold. In second step, talus plot of P values 
are drawn. In this approach the variables corresponding to sharp slope changes of the plot 
were chosen. By this method different candidate trees were constructed and the best 
performing one is chosen. As a result of this study, statistically significant differences are 
found in some alleles of cases and controls.  
 
FlexTree is a different application of classification and regression trees (CART). Its 
performance is tested on Chinese women population with hypertension disease in the work 
of J. Huang et al [20]. Their dataset consisted of 307 cases and 206 controls. In addition to 
genotype data, some phenotype data such as insulin resistance and menopausal status are 
included. FlexTree used in the research finds its root node as in conventional tree structures. 
The difference comes from branching strategy. For each branch a linear combination of 
variables is used based on a scoring mechanism of regression. This approach is stated to be 
robust and could deal with overfitting. As a result FlexTree had 65% of sensitivity, 54% of 
specificity in diagnosing the hypertension among Chinese women. It was also able to 
identify six SNPs related with the disease.  
 
Decision trees can be combined with other learning methods to form a hybrid structure in 
order to improve its performance. As in ANNs the most widely used method is the 
combining the trees with genetic programming and/or grammatical evaluation.  
 
Genetic programming uses the ideas behind genetic algorithms. The population base consists 
of solutions; new generations of solutions are obtained by reproduction, recombination and 
mutations. Performance of each solution is measured by a fitness function and parents are 
selected according to their rankings on fitness function. This idea is used over decision trees 
by J.K. Estreda [213]. They designed a genetic programming decision tree induction 
algorithm for epistatic interactions. The basic approach explained above is adapted to 
decision trees where each solution tree is an individual in population pool. New trees are 
created by mutation and crossover operations, based on fitness function and tournament 
selection. They used classification error as fitness function and set the probabilities of 
reproduction and recombination to ten and ninety respectively. Five different epistasis sets 
were selected from literature and performance comparison is done between Genetic 
Programming Decision Tree (GPDT) and Genetic Programming Neural Network (GPNN). 
The results showed that GPDT had a better performance of prediction and classification error 
over GPNN on most of the problem sets.  
 
Grammatical Evolution (GE), like genetic programming (GP), is a subtype of genetic 
algorithms. The main difference between GE and GP is that GP uses tree structure for 
evolution process where GE uses binary strings and pre-defined grammar rules. 
 
In a biological point of view DNA (genotype) is represented by binary strings, codons are 
represented by specific sequence of eight bits and with transcription process binary strings 
are converted to integer strings (phenotypes) [46]. Then these phenotypes are translated into 
decision [213]. Fitness function that determines the parents of next generations is calculated 
by using specificity and sensitivity of decision tree build [213].  
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This idea, grammatical evolution decision tree (GEDT), is depicted in the Figure-28 below. 
 

 
Figure 28: Process of forming a Grammatical Evolution Tree (Adapted from [213]) 
 
 
To evaluate GEDT, S. Deodhar and A. Motsinger generated synthetic data of 250 cases and 
250 [213]. In this data set only two SNPs out of hundred were related. They generated 
hundred datasets with the specifications above. Each of these datasets is modeled according 
to XOR and ZZ problems from related literature. All models had three different heritability 
percentages. This made a total of 600 tests conducted. With different models used GEDT 
had the power ranging between 70% and 86%. Although this was a good performance, 
authors suggest further investigation of GEDT. 
 
 
1.3.3 Support Vector Machines 
 
An early study is conducted by M. P. S. Brown in 1997 [41].  They used SVM to identify the 
functional and nonfunctional genes. According to their work SVM could be chosen over 
other learning mechanisms because of it can handle vast amount of data and perform well on 
nonlinear problems. Also it has the advantage of choosing different types of distance 
functions when compared to other methods based on distance learning. They’ve used SVM 
for classification and then for outlier detection in the training dataset.  
 
Gene datasets from different sources are used for training and testing SVMs with Radial 
Basis Function (RBF) and linear kernels. These SVM models were also compared to 
different learning methods such as Fisher’s Linear Discriminant, Parzen Windows and r-two 
decision trees C4.5 and MOC1. The performance criterion was cost factor based on true 
positive, true negative, false positive and false negative rates. In all datasets used SVM 
outperformed other techniques. There was a small performance difference between RBF and 
linear kernel SVMs. 
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N.Zhou and L. Wang used SVM for population classification [32]. Their aim was to find 
ethnicity related SNPs and by this way to identify populations. They used four populations 
from HapMap database which were European, Japanese, Chinese and Yoruba. They included 
all twenty three chromosomes for individuals which make nearly four million SNPs to be 
searched. To find representative SNP subsets they have chosen top hundred SNPs of each 
chromosome. This ranking was based on statistical methods such as modified T Test and F-
Statistics. A second type of ranking was also made to find the top SNPs among 2300. SVM, 
Matlab toolbox is used, was used to find the classification accuracy in there and four 
populations. The classification accuracy changed between 69%-94% in three population 
classification and 55%-74% in four population classification.  
 
Z. Wei stated that the reason behind some poor performance of personalized disease 
prevention based on susceptibility loci are the insufficient number of loci analyzed [33]. 
They suggest using large amount of genotype data and difficulties of conventional analysis 
methods rising from dimensionality of data could be solved by machine learning techniques. 
They used Affymatrix platform of type-1 diabetes. They evaluated their model by using 
another Affymatrix dataset with 1529 cases and 1458 controls and an Illumina dataset of 
1008 cases and 1000 controls. The number of SNPs in these datasets was reduced by using 
different thresholds of P values selected. The reason that they’ve chosen SVM is that based 
on their literature search SVM showed high performance on such studies. They compared 
linear and RBF kernels by using Affymatrix dataset and threshold for SNP selection is done 
according to P<10-5. Area under ROC curve (AUC) was used for comparison and SVM with 
(RBF) outperformed the linear kernel SVM. The same results were gathered on other 
datasets too. Then SVM with RBF kernel was compared to Logistic Regression (LR). Main 
performance criteria they used was AUC. SVM outperformed the LR with AUC ranging 
between 0.86 – 0.89 and sensitivity ranging between 0.85 – 0.88. 
 
H. Y. Ban and friends used SVM approach to select related SNPs with type-2 diabetes [34]. 
They used a dataset of 452 cases and 456 controls. Each individual in this set had 408 SNPs 
on 87 genes. Like Z. Wei’s work described above, Ban have also chosen SVM for its good 
reputation in computational biology literature. They used SVM with RBF kernel. Their 
model had 65.3% of prediction performance and identified 14SNPs on 12 genes. They have 
conducted sub researches on datasets with p-value filtered SNPs and sex attribute separated. 
When the dataset is separated according to sex attribute, the performance of SVM model 
increased to 71%. In order to improve the performance the dataset is filtered by p-value and 
top SNPs above threshold were selected. Then SVM is applied to filtered dataset but the 
performance decreased to 57.6%. Authors state that it can be caused by insufficient number 
of SNPs selected by filtering. As a result of their work, they suggest to use larger sets with 
high number of SNPs especially when the p-value filtering to be used. They also believe the 
SVM performance could be increased by including environmental factors that affect genetics 
into datasets.  
 
J. Listgarten and friends conducted a research for detecting SNPs that underlie breast cancer 
[35]. 98 SNPs on 45 genes examined in a dataset of 174 cases and 158 controls. To analyzes 
this dataset three different machine learning methods are used such as SVM, Decision Tree 
and Naïve Bayes. Each model ran on datasets with varying number of SNPs. The SNPs in 
actual dataset are filtered by using statistical methods.  In addition to genotype information 
some clinical information such as images, histology and patient interviews were included in 
the study. As in the most studies explained in this subsection, different kernel methods were 
used for detecting best performance SVM model.  
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Models are applied by Matlab and SVMLight software tools. For more accurate result they 
used 20 fold cross validation. Results of their study are given in the Table-6 below: 
 
Table 6: Performance comparison of Naive Bayes, Decision Tree and SVMs. Different kernels were 
used for SVM and comparison is based on accuracy, sensitivity , specificity and number of SNPs 
used. (Adapted from [35]) 

 Accuracy 
(%) 

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) # of SNPs 

Naïve Bayes 67 54 79 3 
Decision Tree 68 64 70 2 
Linear Kernel 
SVM 

62 57 57 60 

Quadric Kernel 
SVM 

69 53 83 3 

Cubic Kernel 
SVM 

67 47 84 3 

 
Authors stated that the best performing model was SVM with Quadric kernel. But Naïve 
Bayes also gave similar performance and because of this model is much simpler it can be 
preferred over SVM.   
 
Another performance comparison of SVM with Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree (C4.5) was 
made by L. C. Huang, S. Y. Hsu and E. Lin on classification of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome 
(CFS) [36]. 109 subjects with 55 cases and 54 controls formed the dataset and each 
individual had 42 SNPs. In the first phase of their study 1% of missing values were replaced 
by class modes then performances of three models were compared. In the second phase a 
hybrid feature selection algorithm which combined Information Gain and chi-Square was 
used to reduce the number of SNPs. All methods were applied by WEKA tool. 
For SVM linear, polynomial, sigmoid and Gaussian RBF were used. The parameters of these 
kernels were set to constant values. Performances were compared by means of AUC, 
sensitivity and specificity. This comparison is given in the Table-7 below: 
 
Table 7: Performance comparison of different machine learning techniques. Based on sensitivity, 
specificity, number of SNPS used and area under ROC curve. (Adapted from [36]) 

Performances without feature selection 
Algorithm AUC Sensitivity Specificity # SNPs 
Naïve Bayes 0.60 0.64 0.52 42 
Linear SVM 0.55 0.55 0.56 42 
Polynomial SVM 0.59 0.46 0.71 42 
Sigmoid SVM 0.61 0.62 0.61 42 
RBF SVM 0.62 0.60 0.64 42 
C4.5 0.50 0.52 0.48 11 

Performances with feature selection 
Algorithm AUC Sensitivity Specificity # SNPs 
Naïve Bayes 0.70 0.64 0.63 8 
Linear SVM 0.63 0.71 0.55 9 
Polynomial SVM 0.63 0.43 0.82 12 
Sigmoid SVM 0.64 0.59 0.70 6 
RBF SVM 0.63 0.60 0.66 7 
C4.5 0.59 0.65 0.55 6 
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Although authors stated that Naïve Bayes outperformed other learning methods based on 
AUC, there were no such big difference between SVM and Naïve Bayes and some SVM 
models were better than Naïve Bayes in terms of sensitivity and specificity based on the 
table. 
 
T. Abeel and friends worked on identification of robust biomarkers for cancer detection [37]. 
They’ve worked on four different cancer datasets of which are Leukemia, Colon, Lymphoma 
and Prostate. Each dataset had the following number of genes, 50, 2000, 4026 and 400. 
Although the number of genes was high the number of subjects in these datasets was very 
low. They used a linear SVM for future selection process. They designed a back propagation 
elimination algorithm based on the weights of vector features. The algorithm starts with 
initial dataset and genetic features were eliminated according to their weight scores that were 
determined by SVM. This continued until a desired number of features were reached. One of 
the important features of SVM is C that determines how well the model will learn. In their 
research although different C values are tested by cross-validation a stable value of C is set 
to one. Authors stated that the performance of their model was significantly promising.  
 
S. Uhmn and friends conducted a research on identification of chronic hepatitis [15]. In their 
work they compared performance of different machine learning methods such as decision 
trees and SVMs. The data they worked on consisted of 194 subjects with 28 SNPs. These 
SNPs were selected from the genes that are known to be related with chronic hepatitis. 
Although the number of SNPs was low in number they applied four feature selection 
algorithms. The reason behind this elimination is when the SNP set is too large selection of 
related SNPs becomes a NP-Hard problem [15]. Algorithms used were Incremental 
Information Gain (IIG), Forward Selection and Backtracking (FSBT), Backward Elimination 
with Backtracking (BEBT) and Rule Based Feature Selection (RBFS). They applied SVM by 
using SVMLight software tool. They’ve chosen linear kernel and constructed SVM model 
with leave one out cross validation.A numeric to categorical value conversion applied 
because SVMs work on numeric values. The performance comparison of SVM and decision 
tree, with given feature selection methods, is given in the Table-8 below.  
 
Table 8: Performance comparison of SVM and decision tree. Different types of feature selection 
algorithms were used for each method. (Adapted from [15]) 

Method Feature Selection Accuracy 
(%) 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificity 
(%) 

SVM 

IIG 67.53 74.23 60.82 

FSBT 67.53 74.23 60.82 

BEBT 65.98 65.98 65.98 

RBFS 48.97 35.05 62.89 

Decision 
Tree 

IIG 68.56 63.92 73.20 

FSBT 74.13 68.04 74.23 

BEBT 72.68 65.98 79.38 

RBFS 70.10 70.10 69.07 

 
According to the table decision tree with different feature selection algorithms performed 
better than SVM with linear kernel. 
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SVM was applied by M. Waddell, D. Page and F. Zhan [38] for early detection of risk in 
multiple myeloma under age forty. They worked on a dataset with forty cases and the same 
number of controls and 3000 SNPs.  In order to prevent bias, SNPs were not selected from 
previous studies as candidate susceptible SNPs. Rather they were chosen to represent the 
general human genome. SVM was chosen because of its high power in determining the 
relevancies and eliminating the redundancies. Before constructing the model, a numeric 
conversion of SNP data, similar to S. Uhmn’s hepatitis [15] work, was done. Authors stated 
that SVM could handle large datasets but feature selection could improve their performance. 
For this reason an entropy based feature selection is done on the dataset. SNPs were ranked 
according to their Information Gain and then top 10% of them selected. By this way a subset 
of 300 SNPs was used in the analysis. SVM model was constructed by SVMLight and linear 
kernel function was preferred. Their model had a performance of 71% accuracy, 65% 
sensitivity and 77% specificity.  
 
Another disease prevention study was conducted by L. Y. Chuang and friends [39]. They 
worked over oral cancer patients with 238 subjects consisted of cases and controls. The 
machine learning algorithm they used was SVM. As most of the SVM studies [15-35] given 
in this subsection, a numerical to categorical conversion of SNP values are done based on 
heterozygous and homozygous alleles. SVM model was constructed by using WEKA 
software tool. RBF kernel and default parameters of WEKA were used with two different 
cross validation techniques which were 10-fold and holdout. By this way they were able to 
make a performance comparison of these two cross validation methods. The results were 
evaluated by means of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.SVM with holdout cross 
validation performed better than 10-fold cross validation. The best performance in holdout 
set had the performance indicators of 64.2% accuracy and 95% specificity but a lower value 
of sensitivity which were 23%. The average performance of the SVM was 55.4% of 
accuracy, 65.2% specificity and 14.2% sensitivity. 
 
Cancer Somatic Variation (CSM), Mendelian Variant (SVD) and neutral polymorphism 
(SVP) were researched by using non synonymous SNPs and machine learning algorithms 
such as Random forests and SVM by the work of M. Wang and friends  [40]. The dataset 
they used were consisted of 280 SNPs. They conducted two phase feature selection by using 
Random forest (RF) and SVM. In first phase RF was used to eliminate features and to 
construct a candidate feature set. In second phase SVM with fivefold cross validation was 
used. In SVM feature selection, candidate set from RF was used in initial step then in 
following steps each feature was excluded from dataset and performance of SVM was 
calculated. The candidate set with max performance was chosen as the final dataset to be 
used with SVM model. By this way 18 of 280 features were selected for final dataset. SVM 
model was applied by using a software tool LibSVM. Radial basis function (RBF) is used as 
kernel and a grid search was conducted to optimize RBF parameters. Four different SVM 
models were used to classify the given conditions. Three class SVM is used to classify all 
three classes CSM, SVD and SVP. But in fact this classification was converted to binary 
classification instead of multi classification.  This was done by assigning CSM to positive 
class and other two remaining ones to negative class. For each of these classes, CSM-SVD-
SVP, an individual SVM model was constructed. Their performances were based on 
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. These indicators and values are given in the Table-9. 
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Table 9: Performance of SVM on different subsets. Based on sensitivity, accuracy and specificity. 
(Adapted from [40]) 

SVM Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy 
3 Class - - 84.97 
CSM 98.44 96.63 96.93 
SVD 86.65 87.64 86.98 
SVP 76.60 90.19 88.24 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
 

MATERIAL and METHODS 
 
 
 

2.1 Data 
 
Our datasets used in this work are downloaded from NCBI’s dbGaP database. This database 
contains the results of GWAS and phenotype information of many studies. In order to access 
these data one should have NIH eRA Commons account or accepted as principal investigator 
by NIH and NCBI.  
 
The datasets are stored in a single folder. This folder contains two subfolders which are 
genotype and phenotype folders. All data in these folders are encrypted by dbGaP. In order 
to open these files a decryption code was provided by dbGaP. This code is used in command 
prompt to open the files. In phenotype folder, there are files about subjects, samples, 
pedigrees and all phenotypes of given cases and controls. In genotype folder there are 
different types of compressed files. These file types and contents are listed in the Table-10 
below. 
 
Table 10: dbGaP file types and their contents 

File Type Content 
indfmt Genotype information of individual subjects stores as .ind extension 

matixfmt Stores the .bed .bim .fam files to be used in Plink analysis 
idat Raw data of individuals coded  
info Stores general information about the data and manifest files 

 
 
2.1.1 Prostate Cancer Data 
 
First data set chosen was “Multi Ethnic Genome Wide Scan of Prostate Cancer” with dbGap 
Study accession number phs000306.v2.p1. As a part of GENEVA study, genotyping of the 
data was done by Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard. This data was collected from cohort 
and nested case control studies conducted on different ethnicities such as African Americans, 
Latinos and Japanese that live in California and Hawaii. This data set consists of a total of 
9457 subjects which 4650 cases and 4795 controls. Genotype, phenotype and pedigree 
distribution among subjects is given in the Figure-29. 
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Figure 29: Prostate cancer data, distribution of phenotypes and genotypes among subjects. (Taken 
from 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gap/cgi-
bin/study.cgi?study_id=phs000306.v2.p1&phv=124440&phd=3229&pha=&pht=1911&phvf=&phdf=
&phaf=&phtf=&dssp=1&consent=&temp=1) 
 
Each individual in the study has 600,000 SNPs represented by Rsid’s. The phenotype 
information consists of twenty attributes that are listed in the Table-11 below: 

 
Table 11: Phenotype variables of prostate cancer data 

Attribute 
Name 

Explanation 

sex Gender 

Status Case/Control status 

age_cat Age at entry into cohort 

agedx_cat Age at diagnosis for cancer cases 

ageco_cat Age at blood draw controls 

bmi_cat Body mass index 

fh_prca 
Family history of prostate cancer (brother 
or father)  

pa_cat 
Hours per day of moderate or vigorous 
physical activity 

Packyrs_ca Pack years of smoking cigarettes 

ethanol_ca Alcohol drinks per day 

d_lyco_cat Density of lycopene intake 

p_fat_cat Percentage of calories from fat 

d_calc_cat Density for calcium intake 

currsmoke Currently smoker? 

eversmoke Ever smoked? 

severity Aggressiveness of disease for cases 
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2.1.2 Melanoma Data 
 
The second dataset used is the “High Density SNP Association Analysis of Melanoma: Case-
Control and Outcomes Investigation” with dbGaP study accession number phs000187.v1.p1. 
The subjects of this study are gathered from UTMD Anderson Cancer Center through several 
years. As a part of GENEVA study, genotyping of the data was done by Johns Hopkins 
University Center for Inherited Disease Research (CIDR). This data was collected from case 
control studies conducted on European ancestry. This data set consists of a total of 3115 
subjects which 2053 cases and 1062 controls. Genotype, phenotype and pedigree distribution 
among subjects is given in the Figure-30 below: 
 

 
Figure 30: Melanoma data, distribution of phenotypes and genotypes among subjects. (Taken from 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gap/cgi-
bin/study.cgi?study_id=phs000187.v1.p1&phv=73647&phd=2432&pha=&pht=814&phvf=&phdf=&
phaf=&phtf=&dssp=1&consent=&temp=1) 
 
Each individual in the study has 600,000 SNPs represented by Rsid’s. The phenotype 
information consists of twenty four attributes that are listed in the Table-12 below: 
 
Table 12: Phenotype variables of melanoma data 

Attribute Name Explanation 

Geneva_ID subject ıd 

Gender subject's gender 

case/control case-control status 

Race subject's race 

moles ıf moles are present 

dysplastic_nevi presence of dysplastic nevi 

skin_color Grading of skin color 

eye_color eye color 

hair_color hair color 

sunburn presence of severe blistering 
freckles freckling in sun 

untanned 
tan after exposure to sun for 
30-40min 
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family_history 
cancer history in 1st degree 
relatives 

stage_cat stage of disease 

Age_at_DX age at diagnosis melanoma 

State Patient's state of residence 
Country Patient's country 

Control_Age_at_DX patient's age as recorded 

Breslow_tumor_thickness 
Breslow thickness expressed 
in millimeters 

Clark_Level Clark level based on MDACC 

Ulceration presence of ulceration 

Blood_Draw_Rate date of patient's blood drow 
Months_follow_up the months of follow up 

vital_status Patient's vital status at time 

Table-12 (Cont’d.) 
 
 
2.2 Data Preprocessing 

 
Our data preprocessing consists of three steps. In first step Plink analysis was conducted in 
order to find the statistical power of relations between genotype and given disease. At second 
step METU-SNP analysis was done to detect both statistically and biologically significant 
genotype attributes. In last step data matching, cleaning and transformation were done. 
 
 
2.2.1 Plink Analysis 
 
Plink is an open source GWAS tool developed by Shaun Purcell and the Broad Institute of 
Harvard & MIT. This tool has features such as Data Management, Summary Statistics, 
Population Stratification, Association Testing, Haplotype Testing and Meta-Analysis. We 
benefitted from its Association Testing feature. This feature calculates the allele frequencies 
between cases and controls by using statistical tests such as Fisher’s Exact Test and T Test. 
In detail Association Testing feature includes Case/control association by using Standard 
allelic test, Fisher's exact test, Cochran-Armitage trend test, Mantel-Haenszel and Breslow-
Day tests for stratified samples, Dominant/recessive and general models, Model comparison 
tests (e.g. general versus multiplicative). In addition to case-control test, different tests can 
be conducted such as: Family-based association (TDT, sibship tests), Quantitative traits 
(association and interaction), Association conditional on one or more SNPs, Asymptotic and 
empirical p-values, Flexible clustered permutation scheme, Analysis of genotype probability 
data and fractional allele counts (post-imputation).  
 
In order to conduct Plink association tests, special file formats of the data are needed. These 
file formats are .bed, .bim and .fam files. The .bed file is a binary data format and gives the 
genotype information to Plink. .bim file stores the information about Chromosome, Marker 
ID, Genetic distance, Physical position and Alleles. .fam file stores the information about 
Family ID, Sample ID, Paternal ID, Maternal ID, Sex and Affection status which determines 
and individual have the disease or not. All these files are found in the genotype folder of the 
dataset with a matrixfmt extension. In association analysis, affection status in the .fam file 
plays and important role. In our first analysis Plink retuned zero associated genotypes.  
When we searched for the problem, we’ve seen that the .fam file in our dataset had all 
missing values for the affection status attribute.  
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In order to set the right values for this attribute, .fam file was matched by phenotype file 
according to Subject ID’s and affection status are gathered from case-control attribute in 
phenotype file. After this process, Plink was successfully run and gave the desired results. 
The results are stored in a special file format which is .assoc.adjusted. This file contains 
information about chromosome, SNP ID, code for alleles, the frequency of variant in cases 
and controls, Chi-squared statistics, asymptotic significance value and Odds Ratio. By this 
analysis, all genotype information is listed and sorted according the calculated P values. 
 
 
2.2.2 METU SNP Analysis 
 
METU-SNP [214] is a software tool that is designed for to conduct different types of 
analysis based on genotyping data. It offers configuration, preprocessing, GWAS, SNP 
prioritization, SNP Selection and Performance tests. 
 
In our work we’ve used METU SNP’s AHP (Analytical Hierarchical Process) feature. 
Basically AHP takes .assoc.adjusted file from Plink as input and creates and SNP 
prioritization list that is based on both biological and statistical significance. This is done by 
combining P value statistics, genomic locations, functional consequences, evolutionary 
conservation and gene disease relations.  
 
After AHP score analysis, we determined a threshold for P values and eliminated the 
genotypes under this value. This is done for three reasons.  
 

 To find the most related genome information with the given disease.  
 To shorten SNP list and to work on a better representative dataset which is also done 

in similar works in literature [32-33-34-35-39-41] and such.  
 To include both the statistically and biologically significant gene information  

 
 

2.3 Data Matching-Cleaning-Transformation 
 
As explained in Section 2.1 datasets downloaded from dbGaP consists of two main folders 
which are genotype and phenotype.  In genotype folder .indfmt extension folders store the 
individual genotype information. In each .indfmt compressed dataset file there are a number 
of .indfmt files with unique ID. These files contain the whole genomic information of the 
individual subjects. The phenotype information of the subjects is stored in phenotype folder. 
Phenotype file contains information such as dbGaP ID, ID of the platform used in GWAS, 
case-control information and specific phenotype information of the given dataset such as 
age, sex, other demographic information, clinical results and lab test results.  
 
In order to combine genotype and phenotype information of the individuals and merge all 
individual in a single data set, a Python script is written. This script matches the genotype 
information of individuals from .indfmt folder and phenotype information from phenotype 
folder based on subject IDs. In some cases subject IDs from genotype and phenotype folders 
do not directly match. In such cases a manifest data that is given by dbGaP is used to convert 
the IDs and make the appropriate data matching. After all data are matched and all 
phenotype and genotype information is combined, the script filters the genotype information 
by using the SNPS in METU-SNP’s AHP Score list.  
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Python script outputs the combined, merged and filtered dataset in .csv format. This is 
because the .csv format is compatible for many decision support tools.  
 
After matching process the output file is examined for missing values. These missing values 
were caused by .fam file problem explained in Section 2.2.1. Luckily the number of missing 
files based on this problem is very low in numbers. The second reason behind missing values 
is the phenotype files. Some phenotype attributes were missing. This is mainly caused by 
these attributes were collected by questionnaires. Three approaches were applied for these 
values. Only attribute missing in genotype file is the Case-Control attribute. The rate of 
missing values for this attribute is very low in number and this is the main attribute that our 
hybrid system is based on. So the subjects with missing case-control status were removed 
from dataset. For missing values in phenotype set, missing value rate for the attribute is 
considered. If the rate is low and class mean for that attribute can be calculated effectively, 
then class rate value is used instead of missing values. But if the missing value rate for an 
attribute is high, over 40%, than this attribute is removed from dataset.  
 
Data transformation is needed to code the alleles because SVMs use numerical values 
instead of categorical ones. In literature allele combinations are coded by three numeric 
values. These three categories are based on the heterozygous and homozygous major alleles. 
In [38] {-1, 0, 1} is used. For example major allele CC was assigned to -1, CT was assigned 
to 0 and TT was assigned to 1. The same coding scheme is used in [39]. Similar coding 
scheme is preferred in [35]. In this work value 1 is used for heterozygous alleles, value 2 is 
used for homozygous alleles and value 3 for ambiguous alleles. The same values are used in 
[16] but values 1 and 3 are used for homozygous alleles where value 2 is used for 
heterozygous alleles. The work in [35] states the disadvantage of this coding scheme as 
“alleles are not treated symmetrically”. In order to avoid this situation and as the parent of 
origin was not indicated in the datasets used, a different coding scheme was used.  This 
coding scheme is given in the Table-13 below: 

 
Table 13: Major allele coding scheme 

Major Alleles Coding Value 
AA 1 

AT / TA 2 
AC / CA 3 
AG / GA 4 

TT 5 
CT / TC 6 
GT / TG 7 

CC 8 
GC/CG 9 

GG 10 
 
 
2.4 Proposed SVM-ID3 Hybrid System 
 
According to our literature search the most widely used algorithms for detecting the relations 
between genotype information and the disease are ANN, SVM and Decision Trees. These 
methods are used either individually or combined with other methods to form hybrid 
structures. Generally these hybrid structures are formed with one of the methods given above 
and a type of Genetic Algorithm, like genetic programming or grammar evolution. Genetic 
Algorithms in these systems are used for optimizing the main method. It is either to find the 
optimum parameters such as learning rate and/or the number of epochs in ANN [45-208-
209] or to find the best structure, the number of splits, branches and depth for Decision Trees 
[20-213]. 
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In our model we’ve combined to different methods and for each of these methods an 
appropriate optimization was applied rather than combining a main method with an 
advanced optimization as stated above. By this way instead of benefitting from one strong 
method, we’ve combined the strengths of different methodologies.  
 
In order to find the methods to be used, first we conducted a literature search to find out the 
best methods used in GWAS. Although some methods are most widely used, there is no 
general method that performs well in all conditions. For example in some works decision 
trees outperformed SVMs [16], in some works Bayesian approaches give better performance 
than Decision Trees and SVMs [34] and in some works SVMs perform better [37-38-39]. 
The performances of the methods are strongly related to the properties of the dataset used, 
the structure and self-parameters of the method and how they were applied. Optimization of 
features and data preprocessing also play an important role. In this situation selection of the 
methods is based on our aim.  
 
That is the selection of the features which are strongly related with the disease rather than a 
medical diagnosis. By this way underlying genetic factors could be interpreted and further to 
be investigated by potential future studies. At this point interpretability and easy 
determination of the selected features comes forward with performance criteria.   
 
The first method selected for our hybrid system is the Decision Trees. The reason behind 
selecting this method is its easy to understand structure. As the name indicates, Decision 
Trees form a tree structure with a root node, inner nodes, branches and leafs. This structure is 
given either graphically or hierarchical text presentation as in the Figure-31 below. 

 
Figure 31: Decision tree structure and its hierarchical text representation 
 
Either by looking the graphical or hierarchical structure, one can easily understands the 
decision mechanism that the method uses.  The other reasons are its easy construction, easy 
application, handling numeric and discrete values, good performance on dealing with data 
with noise and missing values [47]. Because of such advantages, many woks in literature use 
decision trees in clinical diagnosis, GWAS and SNP diseases relations. One important point 
of decision trees is: although they are simple and easy, they have competitive performance 
among more complex methods.  
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For example in [34], Decision Tree gave better performance than Naïve Bayes, SVM with 
linear and cubic kernel in the means of accuracy on detecting breast cancer based on SNPs. 
The only method that was better than Decision Tree was SVM with quadratic kernel in that 
study. Behind these advantages decision trees can suffer from the sub tree problem. This 
problem occurs when the data features are not quality enough to separate the data space 
evenly, resulting many sub trees appearing more than once in the tree structure [47]. Such 
disadvantage can be ignored in our situation where the representation power is very 
important. Also we are working on related SNPs so it’s not quite important that an SNP 
appears more than once in sub trees.  
 
Among other decision trees such as C4.5 and CART, ID3 is selected because it is the best 
model appropriate for our data. Our data formed by two general parts. One of them is 
phenotype data with all features are categorical. Other is genotype data that consist of 
specific SNPs and their allele modifications. These modifications were converted to discreet 
structure as explained in Section 2.1. ID3 trees are especially designed for categorical data so 
it was chosen for our application. Application of tree, parameter adjustments and other 
details will be given in the Results Section. 
 
ANNs and SVMs are two methods that are widely used in GWAS, SNP disease relations and 
in diagnosis of complex diseases. Our literature search given in Section 1.3 shows that both 
methods perform very well in selecting suspicious SNPs that cause complex diseases. The 
main reason of this high performance comes from their ability to deal with non-separable 
problems.  To handle non-separable problems, ANNs use feed forward back propagation and 
weight adjustment methods while SVMs use kernel trick and different kernel types such as 
RBF and quadratic kernels. These two methods can be selected over each other but SVMs 
were selected for our application instead of ANNs.  
 
The main reason behind this selection is the ANNs black box structure. That is the decision 
logic behind ANNs is not as clear as in decision trees. Some methods are being developed 
and used based on finding attribute weights and ranking these attributes by their weights as 
the highest weighted attribute is the most relevant feature for the given problem [76-118-
119-120]. But such ranking approach is much easier in SVMs. In most of the SVM 
applications the output hyperplane is given by data features and their coefficients. These 
coefficients can be interpreted as the highest value most relevant and lowest value least 
relevant [37]. The other reasons that SVM chosen over ANN are, less overfitting, lower 
chance to stuck at local minima, flexible structure when separating the classes and preferred 
in many bioinformatics applications [49-50]. As stated in Section1, there is no agreed on 
standard for choosing the right kernel type. For our application SVM with RBF kernel is 
chosen. RBF kernel is preferred because of its faster learning speed, in some special 
conditions RBF could behave like linear function and another kernel which is sigmoid also 
can behave like RBF [215]. By this way only with adjusting the parameters, we had the 
chance of combining both linear and non-linear SVM with one kernel function. Application, 
parameter adjustments and other details will be given in the Results Section. 
 
By the reasons explained above, our hybrid system formed by ID3 Decision Tree and SVM 
with RBF kernel. By this way advantages of entropy and hierarchical based methods by ID3 
tree and advantages of regression methods by SVM combined [36].  
 
First a data preprocessing step is conducted. By this way some SNPs with different 
representation are changed to Rsid format and allele modifications are coded. After that 
Plink analysis is made for selecting the statistically related SNPs in GWAS step.  
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Another filtering is carried on by using METU-SNP. The reason behind this filtering is to 
choose not only high statistically significant SNPs but also to consider the biological 
background. By this way both biologically and statistically significant SNPs could be 
chosen.  
 
Downloaded datasets contain genotype and phenotype information in different folders. 
Phenotypes of all subjects are given in a single file but genotype information is given 
individually. That is each subject has its own folder about his/her genomic information. So a 
matching code was written to match phenotype and genotype information.  
 
After this dataset is constructed it is given to hybrid system. In hybrid system SVM works 
first to select the related phenotype and genotype attributes. SVM weights are given to ID3 
Tree and the features that it selected are the system’s output. This whole process is given in 
the Figure-32. 
 

                                                                

                                   

                            
 
Figure 32: Work flow and the structure of the Hybrid System 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 

PROSTATE CANCER MODELING 
 
 

 
3.1 Prostate Cancer Data Preprocessing 
 
The hybrid system build is firstly tested on Multi Ethnic Genome Wide Scan of Prostate 
Cancer” with dbGap Study accession number phs000306.v2.p1. This data set consists of a 
total of 9457 subjects which 4650 cases and 4795 controls. Among these subjects 9130 of 
them have both phenotype and genotype information. Each individual in this dataset has 
approximately 600,000 SNPs and 20 phenotype attributes which are given in Table-11. 
Among these 20 phenotype attributes 12 of them were used for our analysis. The attributes, 
genava_id and study_id, were excluded because they give only identification information. 
The attributes age_cat and ageco_cat excluded from our study because the rate of missing 
values were so high, missing value rate over 40%, and they could not be calculated by using 
class mean of the given attributes. Another attribute that was excluded is agedx_cat which is 
the age at cancer diagnosis. This feature is valid for only cases and not for controls. 
Aggressiveness of disease is given with the severity attribute. Like agedx_cat it is valid for 
only cases and gives misleading strong relation power with the disease. The remaining 
attributes, which were used in our study, are given with their value range in Table-14 below: 
 
Table 14: Phenotype attributes, their explanations and value ranges of prostate cancer data 

Attibute Explanation Range 

bmi_cat 
Body Mass index. Calculated by 
weight and height.  

1:<= 22.5   
2:<=24.9       
3:<=29.9       
4:>=30           

fh_prca 
Family history of prostate cancer, 
brother or father 

0: No            
1:Yes            
9:Unknown 

pa_cat 

Hours per day of moderate or 
vigorous physical activity. 
Categories are based on gender-
specific, cohort-wide quintiles with 
the following cut-points: 0.32, 0.71, 
1.07, 2.04  

1:Quintile 1   
2:Quintile 2  
3:Quintile 3  
4:Quintile 4  
5:Quintile 5 

packyrs_ca 
number of packs of cigarettes 
smoked per day times the number 
of years smoked 

1:None           
2: <5 years     
3:<10 years     
4:<20 years     
5:<30 years     
6:30+ years     
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ethanol_ca 
Alcohol drinks per day. grams 
per day of alcohol consumption 
(12 grams=1 drink) 

1: None          
2:<1 Drink    
3:<2 Drink    
4: 2+ Drink   

d_lyco_cat 

Density for lycopene intake 
(micrograms per 1000 kilocalories 
per day.  Categories are based on 
gender-specific, cohort-wide 
quintiles with the following cut-
points: 752, 1077, 1437, 2023 

1:Quintile 1   
2:Quintile 2  
3:Quintile 3  
4:Quintile 4  
5:Quintile 5 

p_fat_cat 

Percent of calories from fat (%) 
reported at baseline.  Categories are 
based on gender-specific, cohort-
wide quintiles with the following 
cut-points: 24.1, 28.6, 32.3, 36.3  

1:Quintile 2   
2:Quintile 3  
3:Quintile 4  
4:Quintile 5  
5:Quintile 6 

d_calc_cat 

Density for calcium intake 
milligrams per 1000 kilocalories 
per day. Categories are based on 
gender-specific, cohort-wide 
quintiles with the following cut-
points: 245, 304, 362, 439  

1:Quintile 3   
2:Quintile 4  
3:Quintile 5  
4:Quintile 6  
5:Quintile 7 

currsmoke currently smoker? 
0: No              
1: Yes 

eversmoke eversmoke ? 
0: No              
1: Yes 

Table-14 (Cont’d. ) 
 
The distribution of these attributes among cases and controls are given in the Appendix-A  
 
 
3.2 Plink and METU SNP Analysis 
 
Result of Plink analysis, .assoc.adjusted file is analyzed by using ENSEMBL database. This 
database allows searching important biological information. It offers searches for genes, 
variations and regulations. For our study we used variation search. In variations different 
types of species can be searched. For Homo Sapiens somatic structural variations, somatic 
variations, structural variations and variations can be listed. Homo Sapiens variations are 
used in our study. After the appropriate database is selected filters can be applied by using 
regions, variations and gene associations. In region, filters for chromosome, base-pairs and 
markers can be used. In variation, results are filtered according given SNPs list. Allele 
frequencies and significance values can also be included. In gene association, results are 
displayed according to given gene id list. In last step attributes to be displayed can be 
selected by sequence variations and gene association. In sequence variation, attributes such 
as name, chromosome name, position on chromosome, allele frequency, phenotype 
description, information about study, associated genes, p-values and such can be selected. 
With gene association, attributes such as specific alleles, gene ids, start and end of 
translations and transcription ids can be selected.  
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In summary by using ENSEMBL database, biological information of SNPs given in 
.assoc.adjusted file can be examined.  This is important for pre examining the biological 
relevance of the dataset with given and similar diseases. The number of SNPs biologically 
related with given disease can be low. This causes the number of SNPs to be found by hybrid 
system also low in number. But we must emphasize that the SNPs found related with given 
diseases are based on the previous studies. This means SNPs found related with disease in 
Plink, METU-SNP and Hybrid system could not be found in ENSEMBL search because they 
are not yet identified by previous studies.  
 
SNP list formed by Plink analysis is given to ENSEMBL and among 600,000 SNPs only 
22,848 of them are found to be associated with specific phenotypes. The number of SNPs 
that are directly related with prostate cancer, related with other types of cancer such as 
ovarian, lung, pancreatic cancer and related with the phenotypic attributes of prostate cancer 
is given in the Table-15 below: 
 
Table 15: The number of SNPs, after Plink analysis in prostate cancer. SNPs are either related with ed 
with prostate cancer or phenotypic attributes of prostate cancer orother types of cancer gathered from 
ENSEMBL database. 

Relation Number of SNPs 
Prostate Cancer 340 
Phenotypic attributes for Prostate 
Cancer 

200 

Other Cancer Types 441 
 
 
After Plink analysis, gathered .assoc.adjusted file is given to METU-SNP in order to find 
both statistically and biologically relevant SNPs. For this aim, AHP Scoring Mechanism of 
METU-SNP is used. Threshold for p value was determined as 0.05. AHP Mechanism 
selected 1000 SNPs. When the performance of the hybrid system was tested by using this 
dataset, the observed performance of genotype set was low. In order to increase this 
performance we decided to increase the number of genetic features. To do that 
assoc.adjusted file is directly used and SNPs with p value<0.05 were chosen. With this 
analysis, the number of related SNPs was increased to 2710. ENSEMBL analysis found 87 
of these SNPs related with a specific phenotype. The number of SNPs that are directly 
related with prostate cancer, related with other types of cancer such as ovarian, lung, 
pancreatic cancer and related with the phenotypic attributes of prostate cancer is given in the 
Table-16 below: 
 
Table 16: ENSEMBL SNPs results for prostate cancer. The number of SNPs, after selecting the 
representative subset, related with prostate cancer, phenotypic attributes of prostate cancer and other 
types of cancer gathered from ENSEMBL database. 

Relation Number of SNPs 
Prostate Cancer 2 

Phenotypic attributes for 
Prostate Cancer 

2 

Other Cancer Types 1 
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We conducted a second search by using RegulomeDB. This database takes the SNP list in 
rsID format and gives information about the corresponding SNP’s chromosome, location by 
coordinates and a score point which shows the importance of the relation. This scoring 
mechanism is given in the Table-17 below: 
 
Table 17: RegulomeDB SNP scoring mechanism. And our interpretation of the scores 

Score Data Support 
Our 

Score 

1a 
eQTL + TF binding + matched TF notif + 
matched Dnase Footprint+Dnase peak 

High 
Score 

1b 
eQTL + TF binding + any motif + DNase 
Footprint + DNase peak 

1c 
eQTL + TF binding + matched TF motif + 
DNase peak 

1d 
eQTL + TF binding + any motif + DNase 
peak 

1e eQTL + TF binding + matched TF motif 

1f eQTL + TF binding / DNase peak 

2a 
TF binding + matched TF motif + matched 
DNase Footprint + DNase peak 

2b 
TF binding + any motif + DNase Footprint + 
DNase peak 

2c 
TF binding + matched TF motif + DNase 
peak 

3a TF binding + any motif + DNase peak 
Medium 

Score 
3b  TF binding + matched TF motif 

4  TF binding + DNase peak 

5 TF binding or DNase peak Low 
Score 6  other 

 
 
Out of 2710 SNPs, which were gathered from Plink, 2697 of them were found in this 
database. And among these 81 of them had high score and 200 of them had medium score. 
 
 
3.3 Support Vector Machine Analysis 
 
The first machine learning method in our hybrid system is the support vector machine 
(SVM). The main reason for selecting this method is its good performance in bioinformatics 
studies [49-50]. Interpretation of the decision logic is easier when compared to ANNs. 
Attribute weights given in SVM can be interpreted as relevance to the given problem with 
higher value weighted attributes are the most relevant ones [37]. Less overfitting, lower 
chance to stuck at local minima, flexible structure when separating the classes are the other 
appealing features of SVMs. For our SVM application RBF kernel is chosen. This kernel is 
widely used in GWAS [33-36] and preferred in our study for its faster learning speed and its 
advantage of to be used as both linear kernel and sigmoid kernel in some special conditions 
[49-50-215].  
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SVM model is applied with RapidMiner 5.0 which is a free open source software tool for 
data mining applications. This software is preferred in various applications in the literature 
such as [216-217-218]. SVM has many parameters to adjust, the most important parameters 
for our application are: 
 

 Kernel Type: Different types of kernels can be chosen such as linear, radial basis, 
polynomial, sigmoid and quadric kernels. 

 Kernel Gamma: The gamma parameter of kernel with range [0.0, ∞] 
 Kernel Sigma: The sigma parameter of kernel with range [0.0, ∞] 
 C: Penalty constant with range [0.0, ∞] 
 Epsilon: The epsilon parameter of kernel with range [0.0, ∞] 

 
In order to get good performance results, the parameters given above must carefully be 
adjusted. This requires an optimization to be run in order to find the best performing SVM 
model. Finding the optimum parameters for SVMs examined by various works in literature 
such as [55-85-86-87] and grid search for optimization is recommended by [88-89-90]. The 
main idea behind grid search is to test the model by trying the given ranges of values of the 
parameters at the hand. The five SVM parameters above introduced a total of 10,648 
combinations tested. These parameters are kernel type, gamma, sigma, C and epsilon. The 
kernel type chosen is the RBF kernel and the reason behind this is explained above and in 
Section 2.4. The epsilon parameter is used for Regression SVMs [220], which are used to 
predict continuous values. The parameters Gamma and Sigma are interchangeably used for 
RBF as given in the following equations [86-221-222]: 
 

k x, y exp
|x y|

2σ
exp γ	|x y| 																																															 	 	 

 
This means in order to optimize our SVM model two parameters, gamma and C, must be 
tested. Although the number of parameters to be tested is low, the number of combinations 
for these parameters can be very high according to the value range to be used. To find an 
appropriate value range, purpose of these parameters in RBF and relations between them 
must be known clearly.  
 
The C constant is used to adjust the margin of the hyperplane that separates the classes. If C 
is too high then the separating vectors closer to the data points, if C is low then the margin 
increases [222]. The data points which are very close to separating vector become margin 
error in the second case [222]. This situation is depicted in the Figure-33 below: 
 

 
Figure 33: Margin of the hyperplane changes with respect to C (Adapted from[219]). 
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The gamma parameter gives its shape to decision boundary. In more formal description: 
“Gamma determines the flexibility of SVM15”. Although this flexibility allows a good 
separation between classes, if it is overestimated the problem of overfitting can occur. So the 
gamma parameter must be chosen carefully, with higher value have the risk of overfitting 
and smaller values form a linear like structure. This scheme is given in the Figure-34 below: 
 

 
Figure 34: The effect of gamma parameter in decision boundary (Adapted from [219])  
 
The relation between C and gamma explained in [222]. According to this work “If gamma 
decreased, the curve of decision boundary decreases; at the same time if C is increased then 
curve increases to accommodate a larger margin14.” This phenomenon allows the same 
performance result to be gathered from SVM by using different C and gamma combinations.  
 
In the light of the information given above the value ranges for C and gamma are searched 
through the literature and with our testing applications. For gamma the value range was 
determined by testing and suggestions of [221] and set in between [0.0001, 100] with powers 
of ten. The value range for C was determined by testing and suggestions in [87] and set in 
between [0-10] with five linear steps. These value ranges for two parameters revealed 42 
combinations to be tested in grid optimization. After the optimum parameters were found, 
SVM was constructed by using these parameters and ten-fold cross validation. Validation 
sets were formed by stratified sampling. By this way each data element in validation set is 
chosen randomly and class distribution of the original dataset was kept.  
 
In order to prove the advantage of combining phenotype and genotype data three datasets 
were used. One of the sets contain only the genotype information, the other set contains only 
phenotypes and the last set contains both phenotype and genotype data. In order to run SVM 
on these datasets a numerical conversion is needed because SVMs can not perform well on 
categorical data. The conversion is based on the value range of the selected attribute. If there 
are n categories for the chosen attribute these categories are represented by a total of n bits. 
All bits except the corresponding category set to zero. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
15  A  User's  Guide  to  Support  Vector  Machines.  Ben‐Hur  A,  Weston  J.  Methods  Mol  Biol. 
2010;609:223‐39 
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The corresponding bit of that category value is set to one. Then the binary value is converted 
to a decimal numeric value. After the conversion is done, Grid search was run and SVM 
model was applied on all datasets. Performance comparisons and the optimum values used 
for SVM parameters are given in the Table-18 below: 
 
Table 18: Performance of SVM Model on prostate cancer datasets.Three sets were used as only 
genotype, only phenotype and combined set of phenotypes and genotypes. 

 Only 
Genotype 
Dataset 

Only 
Phenotype 

Dataset 

Genotype and 
Phenotype 

Dataset 
SVM Parameters (C, G) (2, 10-4) (4, 10-2) (10, 10-3) 

Accuracy 59.02 68.23 72.46 

Precision 61.29 76.8 82.68 

Recall 63.15 70.12 71.34 

AUC 0.606 0.768 0.829 

 
 
These results in the table above clearly shows that combining phenotypic information with 
genotype data slightly increases the decision performance in all aspects of accuracy, 
precision, recall and AUC.  
 
When attribute weights of the kernel were examined and these attributes were searched 
through ENSEMBL, two SNPs (rs3792693 and rs8066529) were found to be related with 
prostate cancer; three SNPs (rs925946, rs3027409 and rs925946) were found to be related 
with phenotypic attributes of the prostate cancer dataset and one SNP (rs13016963) was 
found to be related with another cancer type which is melanoma. This result shows that our 
SVM model was able to find all related SNPs in the dataset which were given in Table-16. 
The number of related SNPs found can be low in number but again it is better had to state 
that ENSEMBL shows only the results of previous studies. So the SNPs found in this work 
are the candidates for further investigation.  
 
 
3.4 Hybrid System Analysis 
 
The hybrid system offered in this work is formed by two methods which are SVM and ID3 
Decision Tree. The reason behind why these methods were selected is given in Section 2.4.  
 
In literature there are various studies that combine SVMs and decision trees. This 
combination is generally used for multi-classification and multi-clustering problems, where 
there are more than two classes and/or clusters, such as in the works of [223-224-225-226-
227]. Versions of the same approach are used to combine SVMs with decision trees for 
multi-classification tasks. The approach is to divide the multi-classification problem into N-
binary classification tasks [226], then to use SVM for the decisions in inner nodes of the tree.  
 
In this method SVM deals with binary classification in each node but combinations of these 
different classifications form the multi-classification task and by this way the whole structure 
has the SVM’s high power for binary classification. To divide the problem into N-binary 
classification, the distance between each class is calculated and the furthest two classes is 
used for the initial binary problem and takes its place in the root of the tree [226].  
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This scheme continues for inner nodes. Euclidean Distance is generally preferred to calculate 
the distance between classes [224-226]. This approach is depicted in the Figure-35 below: 
 

 
 
Figure 35: Solution of Multi-classification problem by SVM-Decision Tree. Problem is given in 45-a 
and solution is given in 45-b (adpted from [226]) 
 

Although this approach gives significant performance results, it is not appropriate for our 
purposes because we are concerning on binary classification rather than multi-classification.  
 
SVM-Decision tree combination for binary classification problems are researched in the 
literature such as in the works of [227-228]. Both of these works first apply SVM in order to 
optimize the parameters and datasets to be used in decision tree. A cross validation scheme is 
applied to test and train the SVM, for each validation the prediction results are saved and 
correctly predicted points are stored in a new data set which to be used for constructing the 
decision tree by cross validation. [227-228].  
 
In our application the main problem in combining the SVM and ID3 was how to use the 
output results of SVM in ID3. There were two choices. One of them was to use the entire 
result set from SVM and use attribute weights as a feature that will increase the information 
gain. The other approach was to rank the attributes according to their weights given by SVM 
and then select the top ranked SNPs.  
 
In the second case there is a small risk of losing information of the data which are not in the 
top rank. Because of this risk factor, the first approach was preferred. By this way all data 
features will be used in ID3 tree and the importance factor that was given by SVM also will 
be taken into consideration.  
 
Assigning weights to attributes in decision tree construction have been studied in various 
works such as [229-230-231-232]. The aim of the attribute weighting in these studies is to 
avoid tendency of decision trees to choose the attributes with higher range of values. [231-
232]. 
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In order to balance the dataset these studies use some weight coefficients to decrease the 
information gain of higher value ranged attributes. By this way the importance of attributes 
with low value range somewhat equalized with high value ranged attributes. 
 
For example in [232] a correlation function for all attributes is calculated first by: 
 

AF A
∑ |A A |

V
																																																																																						 	 	 

 
“Where A is the attribute, V is the number of values for that attribute and Aij is the number of 
tuples that ith value of A belongs to jth class.” 
 
If an attribute has both a higher value range and high information gain then the weight is 
applied by: 
 

W
AF A

∑ AF i
																																																																																																							 	  

 
Where n is the number of attributes and WA is the weight coefficient for attribute A.  
 
By this scheme if an attribute has high value range and high information gain its information 
gain is decreased by its weight which is dependent to the number of values of that attribute 
and the correlation value for the rest of the attributes. 
 
These approaches are not sufficient for our application for two reasons. First, the attributes in 
our dataset has almost the same value range. For genotype attributes the value range is 
between one and ten, for phenotype attributes the value range is between one and six. Some 
phenotype attributes has a value rang between one and three. But this did not affect the tree 
performance Our ID3 prototype did not suffer from the high value ranged attributes. In tests 
we’ve seen that some low value ranged attributes, such as fh_prca, has taken part in higher 
levels of the tree where high value ranged attributes, such as d_lyco_cat, have settled in 
lower levels. The other reason is that if the weights from SVM are used for decreasing the 
information gain it will conflict with the idea of using SVM. SVM is used to detect the 
higher related attributes in our application.  
 
So in our weighted tree approach the weights are taken from SVM and used to increase the 
information gain of the certain attributes. Kernel results of SVM can be extracted from 
RapidMiner. These results list the all attributes and their corresponding final kernel weights. 
But the given range of weights, which is between -289 and 328, is very high. 
 In order to narrow down this gap Min-Max normalization given by [48] was applied. The 
formulation for this normalization is given in the equation below:  

 

													 	  

 
By Min-Max Normalization given above, value ranges of the weight attributes were matched 
to [0, 1] range. Then the normalized weights are used as coefficients for information gain 
ratio.   
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After the weighting strategy was determined, we moved on constructing ID3 Tree on 
RapidMiner. As in SVM, ID3 Tree has also parameters to set. These parameters are: 
 

 Criterion: Defines the criteria to be used for selecting the splitting attribute. Gain 
Ratio, Information Gain, Gini Index and Accuracy are the offered criterions. 

 Minimal Size of Split: The minimal size of a node for splitting 
 Minimal Leaf Size: Minimum size for leaf nodes 
 Minimal Gain: Minimum value for the gain  

 
For criterion, gain ratio was used instead of information gain. That’s because information 
gain tends to select higher value ranged attributes as explained above [61-231-232]. Gain 
ratio uses entropy measure to normalize the information gain. This scheme was given in the 
Equation 9.  
 
Minimal size of split and minimal leaf size attributes left as default for two reasons. Firstly 
our prototype ID3 models did not show significant difference in performance when these 
values were changed. The second reason is that when these attributes were selected for grid 
search optimization a minimum of 1331 combinations had to be tested which exceeds our 
computational power.  
 
The most important parameter that affects the performance of ID3 tree is the minimum value 
for the chosen information gain criteria. If this value is chosen too low, the tree will have too 
many levels and branches. This can cause overfitting. If this value is chosen too high then 
the depth of the tree can be too low which causes the loss of valuable information and so 
underfitting. In order to avoid such situations grid search is done for parameter optimization. 
In grid search maximum value for information gain ratio was set to ten and minimum value 
was set to 10-3. This value range was searched by fifty logarithmic steps which resulted in 
fifty one combinations to be tested. Each test lasted approximately eight to eleven hours 
according to the dataset used.  
 
In order to prove the advantage of combining phenotype and genotype data three datasets 
were used. One of the sets contain only the genotype information, the other set contains 
phenotype information and the last set contains both phenotype and genotype data. Grid 
search was run and our hybrid model was applied on all datasets.  
 
Optimum values used for ID3 part of the hybrid system and performance comparisons of the 
hybrid system are given in the Table-19 below: 

 
Table 19: Performance of Hybrid system on prostate cancer datasets. Three datasets were used as  
only genotype, only phenotype and combined genotype-phenotype  

 Only 
Genotype 
Dataset 

Only 
Phenotype 

Dataset 
Genotype and 

Phenotype Dataset 

Minimal Gain 7.43 3.56 4.1 
Accuracy 71.67 84.23 93.81 

Precision 72.69 86.20 96.55 

Recall 68.96 83.78 90.92 

AUC 0.674 0.857 0.91 
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Unfortunately the graphical tree structure is too big in width to give it here as a figure. Its 
hierarchical text structure is given in the Appendix-C.  Maximum depth of the tree is sixteen 
and minimum depth is three. According to SVM ID3 hybrid system structure the most 
important attribute is the ethnicity phenotype information. Our system made a strict 
distinction on ethnicity attribute which means for the prostate cancer data used, the disease 
or healthy condition firstly depends on the subject’s ethnicity. The second important 
attribute, which is found on second level of the tree, is the body mass index, bmi_cat, 
attribute. For each ethnicity, this attribute is searched first when diagnosing the prostate 
cancer condition. Other phenotypic attributes that are found to be important are packyrs_ca 
which is related with smoking behavior of the subjects and ethanol_ca which is related with 
alcohol consumption of the subjects.  
 
When genotypic attributes were examined, hybrid system found twenty eight SNPs related 
with the given disease in African American population. When these SNPs were searched by 
using RegulomeDB, sixteen of them are found to be related. For Japanese population twenty 
two SNPs were found. According to RegulomeDB scoring sixteen of them are found to be 
related. For the Latino population the number of SNPs found by hybrid system is sixty five 
and thirty of them are predicted to effect biological function according to RegulomeDB. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 

MELANOMA MODELING 
 
 

 
4.1 Melanoma Data Preprocessing 
 
The second dataset used for testing the hybrid system was “High Density SNP Association 
Analysis of Melanoma: Case-Control and Outcomes Investigation” with dbGaP study 
accession number phs000187.v1.p1. This data set consists of a total of 3115 subjects which 
2053 cases and 1062 controls. Among these subjects 995 of them has value unknown for all 
phenotype attributes. These subjects were excluded from dataset. The remaining subjects 
have both phenotype and genotype information. Each individual in this dataset has 
approximately 600,000 SNPs and 24 phenotype attributes which are given in Table-12. 
Among these 24 phenotype attributes 11 of them were used for our analysis. The attributes 
country, state, Geneva_id and blood_draw_rate, which give the date of blood draw, are 
irrelevant with disease so they were excluded from the study. The following attributes, 
Breslow_tumor_thickness, Clark_level, vital_status, months_follow_up, aged_DX, 
stage_cat, and ulceration, were also excluded because they are only related with the case 
subjects and values for them are missing for control subjects. The attribute race was 
excluded because all subjects were white European ancestry and the attribute 
control_Age_at_DX also excluded because of its high missing value rate. The remaining 
attributes, which were used in our study, are given with their value range in Table-20 below:    
 
Table 20: Phenotype attributes their explanations and value ranges of melanoma data 

Attribute Explanation Range 

gender gender of subjects M:Male F:Female 

moles 
indicator of moles presence of 
moles 

1:Yes                                          
2:No                                          
1000: Unknown 

dysplastic_nevi 
indicator of moles presence of 
dysplastic nevi 

1:Yes                                        
2:No                                           
1000: Unknown 

skin_color color of skin 
Value Rang [1-10]      
1:Lightest                      
10:Highest 

eye_color cloro of eye 
1: Blue   2: Green 3: Grey     
4: Brown  5:Hazel  9:missing  
1000:Unknown 
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hair_color color of hair 
1: Blonde   2: Red 3: Brown    
4: Black  5:Other  9:missing  
1000:Unknown 

sunburn 
Indicator of the presence of 
severe blistering before age 16 

1:Yes                                        
2:No                                            
9: Missing                                 
1000: Unknown 

freckle Indicator of freckling 

1:Yes                                        
2:No                                           
9: Missing                                 
1000: Unknown 

untanned 
presence of a tan after 
exposure to the sun 

1: Always   2: Usually 
3:Moderate  4: Minimal  
5:Never   6:Don't know 
9:missing  1000:Unknown 

family_history 
cancer history in the 1st 
degree relatives 

1:Yes                                        
2:No                                           
1000: Unknown 

Table-20 (Cont’d.) 
 

 
When melanoma data was examined we noticed that 995 of the cases have “unknown” label 
for the phenotype attributes to be used. These cases were removed from data set because 
they form 48% of the cases and missing value replacement strategies can lead undesired 
results with such high rates. With this removal our melanoma dataset consisted of 1095 cases 
and 1062 controls.  The distribution of the phenotype attributes among cases and controls are 
given in Appendix-B.  
 
 
4.2 Plink and METU SNP Analysis 
 
ENSEMBL database, explained in detail in Section 3.2, used for examining the biological 
information of SNPs given in .assoc.adjusted file gathered from Plink analysis.  This is 
important for pre examining the biological relevance of the dataset with given and similar 
diseases. The number of SNPs biologically related with given disease can be low. This 
causes the number of SNPs to be found by hybrid system also low in number. But we must 
emphasize that the SNPs found related with given diseases are based on the previous studies. 
This means SNPs found related with disease in Plink, METU-SNP and Hybrid system could 
not be found in ENSEMBL search because they are not yet identified by previous studies.  
 
SNP list formed by Plink analysis is given to ENSEMBL and among 600,000 SNPs only 
28,472 of them are found to be associated with specific phenotypes. The number of SNPs 
that are directly related with melanoma, related with other types of cancer such as ovarian, 
lung, breast, prostate, pancreatic cancer and related with the phenotypic attributes of 
melanoma is given in the Table-21. 
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Table 21: The number of SNPs, after Plink analysis in melanoma. SNPs are either related with ed with 
melanoma or phenotypic attributes of melanoma or other types of cancer gathered from ENSEMBL 
database. 

Relation Number of SNPs 
Melanoma 33 
Phenotypic attributes for Melanoma 217 
Other Cancer Types 643 

 
 
After Plink analysis, gathered .assoc.adjusted file is given to METU-SNP in order to find 
both statistically and biologically relevant SNPs. For this aim, AHP Scoring Mechanism of 
METU-SNP is used. Threshold for p value was determined as 0.05. With this analysis, the 
number of related SNPs is decreased to 2783. Although these SNPs are found to be highly 
related with prostate cancer in both statistical and biological point of view, ENSEMBL 
analysis found 207 of them related with a specific phenotype. The number of SNPs that are 
directly related with melanoma and other types of cancer such as ovarian, lung, breast, 
prostate, pancreatic cancer and related with the phenotypic attributes of melanoma is given 
in the Table-22 below: 
 
Table 22: ENSEMBL SNPs results for melanoma. The number of SNPs, after selecting the 
representative subset, related with melanoma, phenotypic attributes of melanoma and other types of 
cancer gathered from ENSEMBL database 

Relation Number of SNPs 
Melanoma 2 
Phenotypic attributes for Melanoma 31 
Other Cancer Types 1 

 
 
When SNP list of METU-SNP was searched with RegulomeDB, the number of SNPs found 
that are related with binding was 1605. Among them 301 SNPs are ranked with higher 
scores. 
 
 
4.3 Support Vector Machine Analysis 
 
RapidMiner tool is used to construct SVM model. In order to find optimum parameters to 
use, a grid search was conducted on parameters C and gamma. The value ranges used for 
gamma was [10—4, 102] with powers of ten and for C [0, 10] with five linear steps. The 
reason behind choosing these value ranges is explained in Section 3.3. These value ranges 
for two parameters revealed 42 combinations to be tested in grid optimization. After the 
optimum parameters were found, SVM was constructed by using these parameters and ten-
fold cross validation. 
 
In order to prove the advantage of combining phenotype and genotype data three datasets 
were used. One of the sets contain only the genotype information, other set contains only 
phenotype information and the last set contains both phenotype and genotype data. In order 
to run SVM on these datasets a numerical conversion, which is explained in Section 3.3, was 
made. 
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The performance results of SVM model that was run on only genotype and both genotype 
and phenotype datasets of melanoma and the values of optimum parameters used are given 
in the Table-23 below. 
 
Table 23: Performance of SVM Model on melanoma datasets.Three sets were used as only genotype, 
only phenotype and combined set of phenotypes and genotypes. 

 Only 
Genotype 
Dataset 

Only 
Phenotype 

Dataset 

Genotype and 
Phenotype 

Dataset 
SVM Parameters (C, G) (2, 10-4) (6, 10-2) (0, 10-4) 

Accuracy 78.41 70.37 78.6 

Precision 75.52 64.32 76.45 

Recall 76.38 74.64 75.07 

AUC 0.84 0.756 0.846 

 
 
As in the prostate cancer case, for melanoma combining genotype and phenotype 
information performed better when compared to only genotype and only phenotype datasets. 
This again supports our hypothesis on combining genotype and phenotype information will 
give better performance.  
 
According to SVM result set, 68 SNPs are found to be associated with a specific gene in 
ENSEMBL database. 40 of them found to be related with phenotypic attributes of 
melanoma.  
 
 
4.4 Hybrid System Analysis 
 
The hybrid system constructed in this work combines ID3 decision tree and SVM methods. 
The reason behind choosing these methods was explained in previous sections. In order to 
combine these methods, kernel weights that were extracted from RapidMiner were used as a 
weight coefficient for ID3’s information gain ratio. These kernel weights were normalized to 
map the values into [0, 1] range. 
 
ID3 decision tree part of the hybrid system was constructed in RapidMiner. In order to find 
the optimum parameters, a grid search was conducted on information gain ratio parameter. In 
grid search maximum value for information gain ratio was set to ten and minimum value was 
set to 10-3. This value range was searched by fifty logarithmic steps which resulted in fifty 
one combinations to be tested. Each test lasted approximately ten to twelve hours according 
to the dataset used.  
 
In order to prove the advantage of combining phenotype and genotype data three datasets 
were used. One of the sets contain only the genotype information, other set contains only 
phenotype information and the last set contains both phenotype and genotype data. Optimum 
values used for ID3 part of the hybrid system and performance comparisons of the hybrid 
system are given in the Table-24. 
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Table 24: Performance of Hybrid system on melanoma datasets. Three datasets were used as  only 
genotype, only phenotype and combined genotype-phenotype 

 Only 
Genotype 
Dataset 

Only 
Phenotype 

Dataset 
Genotype and 

Phenotype Dataset 

Minimal Gain 10-3 0.334 0.6 
Accuracy 57.12 75.48 86.35 

Precision 57.77 79.54 82.27 

Recall 53.47 68.9 79.07 

AUC 0.567 0.799 0.81 

 
 
Unfortunately the graphical tree structure is too big in width to give it here as a figure. Its 
hierarchical text structure is given in the Appendix-D.  Maximum depth of the tree is nine 
and minimum depth is four. According to SVM ID3 hybrid system structure the most 
important attribute is the gender phenotype information. It was an expected result because 
attributes such as gender successfully divides the datasets into to even parts. Other important 
attributes, which are found on second level of the tree, are the moles and dysplastic_nevi 
attributes. All ten attributes in dataset were found in different levels of tree.  
 
When genotypic attributes were examined, hybrid system found 53 SNPs related with the 
given disease. Among them the SNPs, rs2246095, rs2768343, rs10406787, rs239695, 
rs1467414, rs10028824 either matched to specific genes or have an important role in the 
genes regulation and binding according to ENSEMBL and Regulomedb databases. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
The aim of this thesis is to combine number phenotypes including clinical information, 
demographic information and life style habits. By this way the underlying reasons behind 
complex diseases could be better explained and using both genotyping and phenotypes can 
improve diagnostic performance and a system build on genotype-phenoype information 
could be used as an alternative preventive or early detection system. To prove that an SVM-
ID3 Hybrid model is constructed and tested on prostate cancer and melanoma datasets 
downloaded from dbGaP. 
 
In this section of the thesis, the result of the analysis, given in the Section 3 and Section 4, 
will be discussed.   
 
 
5.1 Discussion of Prostate Cancer Results 
 
The prostate dataset used in this study consists of 9457 subjects which 4650 cases and 4795 
controls. After data preprocessing step the number of phenotypic attributes were reduced to 
12 and number of genotypic attributes represented with Rsid were reduced to 2710.  
 
In order to use this dataset in SVM Model, a polynomial to numeric data conversion was 
conducted. This first part of the hybrid system gave 59.2% of accuracy on the dataset that 
only used genotype information, 68.23% of accuracy for the dataset with only phenotypes 
and gave 72.46% of accuracy with the dataset that combines genotype and phenotype 
information.  
 
Attribute weights of the SVM’s kernel were normalized and used as coefficients for 
information gain ratio in ID3 decision tree part of the hybrid system. When this system was 
run on only genotype and only phenotype datasets, the accuracy performance was 71.67% 
and 84.23% respectively. When the Hybrid System ran on the dataset that has genotype and 
phenotype information, the accuracy performance increased to 93.81%.  
 
These performance measures can be compared to Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) test in 
clinical point of view. PSA is an antigen and its levels can be detected by blood draw. The 
levels of PSA are used for early detection of prostate cancer condition before biopsy.  
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PSA levels those are smaller than 4ng/ml is known as normal levels, levels between 4ng/ml 
– 10ng/ml are known as suspicious and levels higher than 10ng/ml known as high [237]. The 
problem with this test is the cutting points. Although cutting point is generally taken as 
4ng/ml, 4ng/ml – 10ng/ml range creates a grey area for decision and even some subjects 
below this value could be diagnosed as cancer and subjects above this value could be 
diagnosed as healthy [238]. Table-25 below shows the associated prostate cancer level risk 
according to given PSA levels. 
 
Table 25: The risk of prostate cancer at given PSA levels( Taken from [239]) 

PSA 
ng/ml 

Risk of Prostate Cancer 
Risk of 

Aggressive 
Prostate Cancer 

<0.5 7% 1% 
0,6-1.0 10% 1% 
1.1-2.0 17% 2% 
2.1-3.0 24% 5% 
3.1-4.0 27% 7% 

 
 
The cutoff value of PSA test also changes with respect to the subject’s age [240]. That is 
why there are various studies in the literature that offer different cutoff values for PSA test 
[240-241]. These also result in a second problem that is the changing values of sensitivity 
and specificity of the PSA test. This inconsistency of performance results stated in the work 
of Oesterling as: “it is unlikely that PSA by itself will become an effective screening tool for 
the early diagnosis of prostate cancer”16. Although there is an inconsistency, our literature 
search so far states if the cutoff point is taken as 4ng/ml, the highest performance rates found 
as: 86% of sensitivity, and 0.67 of AUC [240]. Some works in the literature calls attention to 
performance of the PSA test must be developed in terms of sensitivity and specificity [242-
243].  
 
According to the information given above there is a clear need for a test that will be used for 
early detection of the prostate cancer before biopsy. Our hybrid system with performance 
criteria of: %90.92 sensitivity and 0.91 AUC is a good candidate for early detection of 
prostate cancer.  
 
Resulting feature sets of our hybrid system was examined and phenotypic attribute ethnicity 
was found to be the most related attribute with the prostate cancer. This result was not 
surprising because several works in the literature show that there is a relation with ethnic 
features and prostate cancer disease. Kleinmann’s work shows that the ethnic background of 
the patients plays an important role in the prostate cancer related quality of life [244]. 
According to Hoffman, the etiology of the prostate cancer is highly depended on ethnicity 
and African American’s has the highest risk for having prostate cancer [245]. As a 
supporting result, our hybrid system strictly divides the prostate dataset according to 
ethnicity and for each ethnicity different paths were observed.  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
16  Prostate  specific  antigen:  a  critical  assessment  of  the  most  useful  tumor  marker  for 
adenocarcinoma of the prostate. Oesterling JE. The Journal of Urology 1991,  145(5):907‐23 
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If the subject’s ethnicity is African American and its body mass index (BMI) is in first 
category, which is bmi<22.5, then just by looking to SNP with rsid 11729739 our hybrid 
system can decide whether the subject is a case or control. If the major allele of this SNP is 
TT then the subject is diagnosed as case and if the major allele is CT than the subject is 
diagnosed as control. By looking to the tree structure given in the Appendix-C, many rules 
can be extracted like the one above. For African American ethnicity our system found 29 
important SNPs related with the disease. Among them 17 of SNPs are found to be important 
by RegulomeDB. These SNPs, their related chromosome information and Regulome score is 
given in the Table-26 below: 
 
Table 26: SNPs found by hybrid system for African American Population. The list is gathered from 
RegulomeDB. 

rsid chromosome Coordinate score 

rs1433369 chr12 76424152 2b 

rs17701543 chr10 50426612 3a 

rs17375010 chr1 49227960 4 

rs10788555 chr10 89368766 4 

rs10745253 chr10 50439214 5 

rs2296370 chr19 55224784 5 

rs2120806 chr3 122715811 5 

rs17001078 chr19 11113650 5 

rs918285 chr7 78537750 5 

rs11729739 chr4 27220863 6 

rs964130 chr4 147633044 6 

rs766045 chr8 3980977 6 

rs4908656 chr1 7616592 6 

rs12980509 chr19 22952945 6 

rs7843255 chr8 4531834 6 

rs7067548 chr10 9110787 6 

 
 
When the results of hybrid system for Japanese population are examined, the following 
relations are noticed first. If the subjects are in fourth category of BMI, which is >=30, then 
these subject are classified as controls. If the subjects are in first category of BMI, which is 
<22.5, then the decision is made based on the SNP rs2442602. The major allele AA for this 
SNP indicates the subjects are cases. A total of 22 SNPs found to be related with the disease 
for Japanese population. Regulome results for these SNPs are given in the Table-27 below: 

 
Table 27: SNPs found by hybrid system for Japanese Population. The list is gathered from 
RegulomeDB 

rsid #chromosome Coordinate  score 

rs12644498 chr4 57372629 3a 

rs6887293 chr5 67889233 4 

rs3812906 chr15 97325117 5 

rs2666205 chr2 9356116 5 

rs12247568 chr10 74025366 5 

rs504207 chr11 94060401 5 

rs6708126 chr2 67852991 5 
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rs2853668 chr5 1300024 5 

rs2442602 chr8 6390750 6 

rs3093679 chr17 26664214 6 

rs7010457 chr8 120955011 6 

rs10854395 chr21 40349876 6 

rs7843255 chr8 4531834 6 

rs524534 chr11 102851924 6 

rs10854395 chr21 40349876 6 

rs7010457 chr8 120955011 6 

Table 27 (Cont’d.) 
 
The tree structure shows that the decision path for Latino population is more complex than 
the Japanese and African American populations. Unfortunately there is no significant 
evidence for this complexity. But overall decision path remains the same. The branches of 
tree first constructed by the BMI attribute. Some remarkable rules for this population can be 
stated as follows: If the subjects are in first category of BMI, which is <22.5, then the SNP 
rs17799219 with major allele AG states these subjects are controls. If the subjects are in 
third category of BMI, which is <29.9, then a second phenotypic attribute, family history 
must be examined. If these subjects have first degree relatives with prostate cancer, then 
SNP rs6475584 is examined. AA major allele of this SNP states that the subjects are cases. 
Our hybrid system found 65 SNPs related with prostate cancer.  Regulome results for these 
SNPs are given in the Table-28 below: 

 
Table 28: SNPs found by hybrid system for Latino Population. The list is gathered from RegulomeDB 

rsid #chromosome Coordinate score 

rs11790106 chr9 38047709 2b 

rs6774902 chr3 10515718 2b 

rs12644498 chr4 57372629 3a 

rs744346 chr12 106424743 4 

rs4562278 chr8 128664589 4 

rs17799219 chr7 51137855 5 

rs197265 chr2 161902483 5 

rs17363393 chr2 180006051 5 

rs280986 chr18 4449083 5 

rs6475584 chr9 21811026 5 

rs2115101 chr19 52957923 5 

rs4793790 chr17 53446278 5 

rs517036 chr1 76680524 5 

rs10106027 chr8 35721526 5 

rs3760903 chr19 4011264 5 

rs7584223 chr2 54818894 5 

rs2826802 chr21 22705793 6 

rs11126869 chr2 82727487 6 

rs9401290 chr6 120866631 6 

rs6779266 chr3 157876322 6 

rs2948268 chr7 96438317 6 

rs6676372 chr1 71297209 6 
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rs2711134 chr7 24632110 6 

rs7843255 chr8 4531834 6 

rs17595858 chr5 154650099 6 

rs501700 chr1 100520310 6 

rs6747704 chr2 77468722 6 

rs17152800 chr5 124813666 6 

rs10068915 chr5 84386903 6 

rs7152946 chr14 54051075 6 

Table 28 (Cont’d.) 
 

When phenotypic attributes were examined eight of them are found to be related with the 
prostate cancer. For African American population only three attributes were used which are 
body mass index, alcohol consumption, and smoking behaviors. For this population, all of 
BMI categories and all of categories for smoking behavior indicated by packets of cigarettes 
smoked per day times the number of years smoked, were evaluated in tree. The alcohol 
consumption was evaluated with only using two categories which is non-drinkers and 
subjects that consume more than 24 grams of alcohol for African American population. And 
these consumers are found to be more likely to develop prostate cancer. Surprisingly only 
one phenotypic attribute, which is BMI, is used in Japanese populations. Seven phenotypic 
attributes used for detecting the prostate cancer in Latino population. These attributes are 
body mass index, family history, physical activity, smoking behavior that is indicated by 
current smoke and ever smoke, alcohol consumption and lycopene intake. All category 
ranges of these attributes were used for detecting prostate cancer disease in Latino 
population.  
 
From these findings we can state that the most important phenotypic attribute for prostate 
cancer is the body mass index. This indicator also studied for its relations with different 
types of cancer. A general analysis is made by Renehan and friends, BMI found related with 
different cancer types in this study [246]. The relation of specific cancers with BMI, such as 
breast cancer [247] and esophagus [248] are also studied in the literature.  BMI and prostate 
cancer relation is examined by the works such as [249-250-251-252]. A strong relation is 
found between prostate cancer and BMI in [249]. This research also states that the relation 
between BMI, age and family history, which are also a selected attributes by our hybrid 
system, is also very important when detecting the prostate cancer. In another work [250] a 
reverse relation was found between body mass index and prostate cancer. This works also 
explains why some of low BMI subjects are classified as cases in our hybrid system. The 
works [251-252] also shows the relation between BMI and prostate cancer. These works in 
the literature supports our findings that the most important phenotypic attribute in prostate 
cancer diagnosis is the BMI.  
 
Another related phenotypic attribute found by our hybrid system is the family history. This 
attribute was used for determining the prostate cancer condition especially in the Latin 
population. This attribute was found in upper levels, level three, of the tree. When the 
specific SNP has the major allele AC then subjects that have prostate cancer in their first 
degree relatives has a chance to develop the disease. Relation between prostate cancer and 
family history is studied in the literature. Positive relations were found with the subjects who 
had prostate cancer in their relatives. In these works generally prostate cancer condition of 
the first degree relatives such as brother and father is searched and statistically significant 
relations were found [253]. If a subject’s both father and brother had prostate cancer then the 
risk increases [254]. In another work a strong relation is found, in terms of family history, in 
the Latino population [255]. 
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Smoking behavior is represented by 3 attributes in prostate cancer dataset. These are 
eversmoke, currentsmoke and packyrs_ca. Our hybrid system found the last attribute that 
gives packs of cigarettes smoked per day times the number of years smoked, to be related 
with the disease condition in African American population. In this population level three of 
the tree shows that three categories of packyrs_ca attribute are related with three different 
SNPs and together they are used for diagnosis. These relations are given below: 
 

 If the subject’s packyrs attribute is less than ten then rs10745253 is checked. If the 
major allele of this SNP is AA then subjects are classified as healthy. If the major 
allele is AG then the subjects are classified as having the disease. 

 If the subject’s packyrs attribute is less than thirty then rs7843255 is checked. If the 
major allele of this SNP is AA or GG then subjects are classified as having the 
disease. If the major allele is AT then the subjects are classified as healthy. 

 If the subject’s packyrs attribute is greater than thirty then rs2194505 is checked. If 
the major allele of this SNP is TT then subjects are classified as healthy. If the major 
allele is CT then the subjects are classified as having the disease. 

 
Effect of smoking behavior on prostate cancer is studied in various works. For example in 
[256] incremental dose of smoking and prostate cancer relation was studied. As a result a 
relation was found especially packet years of smoking is greater than forty. Coughlin’s work 
[257] found a relation between deaths from prostate cancer and smoking behavior in black 
races and also a dose relation was found in this study too. The effect of smoking behavior 
combined by other effects such as BMI, alcohol consumption and physical activity on 
prostate cancer is studied in the works such as [258-259]. In these works the same positive 
relations were stated.  
 
Overall structure of our hybrid system shows that a total of 108 SNPs selected out of 2710. 
The list of these SNPs is given in the Appendix-E. When these SNPs are searched in 
ENSEMBL, one of them is found to be associated with a specific gene which is crr9,tert. 
This gene plays an important role in the regulation of telomerase activity and 
“Overexpression of telomerase is key component of the transformation process in many 
malignant cancer cells”17. 
 
We could state that our hybrid system can identify the functional SNPs that map to a gene. 
The none-coding SNPs are then searched by RegulomeDB in order to show their effect on 
regulation. As a result 57 SNPs were listed. Among them ten of them got high score 
therefore these SNPs are important in binding. The list of these SNPs is given in the Table-
29 below: 
 
Table 29: SNPs affect binding in prostate cancer dataset. SNPs are found by hybrid system. 

#chromosome rsid score 

chr12 rs1433369 2b 

chr9 rs11790106 2b 

chr3 rs6774902 2b 

chr10 rs17701543 3a 

chr4 rs12644498 3a 

chr1 rs17375010 4 

chr10 rs10788555 4 

chr5 rs6887293 4 

                                                            
17 http://www.genecards.org/cgi‐bin/carddisp.pl?gene=TERT accessed on 15.12.2012 
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chr12 rs744346 4 

chr8 rs4562278 4 

Table-29 (Cont’d.) 
 
The SNP with rs11790106 affects the regulation of ATP2B2 gene which is important for 
energy production and calcium transportation of the cells. rs12644498 affects regulation of 
ARL9 gene and rs6887293 affects the regulation of AGBL4 which are also important for 
ATP/GTP cycle in cells. These genes are closely related to IGF1 gene which plays an 
important role in insulin like growth. It seems all these genes are related with growth and 
energy processes which in fact could be related with BMI, the most important phenotypic 
attribute found by our hybrid system.  
 
The SNPs found by hybrid model are also searched through SNPnexus and 107 unique rsIDs 
matched with 62 unique Entrez GeneID and 42 of them were previously found to be 
associated with a condition listed in Genetic Association of Complex Diseases and Disorders 
(GAD) database. A representative set of genes- phenotypes and disease classes is given in 
the Table-30 and the whole list can be found in Appendix-F material. 
 
Table 30: SNPnexus results of Prostate Cancer . 
Gene Entrez 

gene 
Phenotype Disease Class Pubmed 

MCPH1 79648 Adenocarcinoma|Pancreatic 
Neoplasms 

CANCER 19690177 

MCPH1 79648 breast cancer CANCER 20508983 

SMARCA4 6597 breast cancer    CANCER 19183483 

CSMD1 64478 Chromosomal 
Instability|Cystadenocarcinoma
, Serous|Ovarian Neoplasms 

CANCER 19383911 

CSMD1 64478 Chromosomal 
Instability|Cystadenocarcinoma
, Serous|Ovarian Neoplasms 

CANCER 19383911 

MTAP 4507 Melanoma|Nevus|Precancerous 
Conditions|Skin Neoplasms 

CANCER 19578365 

MTAP 4507 melanoma|Nevus|Skin 
Neoplasms 

CANCER 20574843 

MTAP 4507 melanoma|Nevus|Skin 
Neoplasms|Sunburn 

CANCER 20647408 

MTAP 4507 Precursor Cell Lymphoblastic 
Leukemia-Lymphoma 

CANCER 19665068 

ST6GALNA
C3 

256435 Alcoholism CHEMDEPE
NDENCY 

20421487 

ANGPT2 285 BMI- Edema rosiglitazone or 
pioglitazone 

PHARMACO
GENOMIC 

18996102 

KLF7 8609 Body Weight|Diabetes 
Mellitus, Type 
2|Obesity|Overweight 

METABOLIC 19147600 

MTAP 4507 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 11985785 

PACRG 135138 male infertility REPRODUCT
ION 

19268936 

SEMA5B 54437 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPE
NDENCY 

20379614 

CAMTA1 23261 Type 2 diabetes METABOLIC 18210030 
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SEMA5B 54437 Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACO
GENOMIC 

20628086 

Table 30 (Cont’d.) 
 
These findings show that our SVM – ID3 Tree Hybrid system was able to identify the 
functional and regulatory SNPs related with prostate cancer. The number of functional and 
regulatory related SNPs that were found is highly depended to the dataset used, Plink 
Analysis and METU-SNP AHP scoring mechanism. In addition, these SNP relations were 
checked by using the databases such as RegulomeDB and ENSEMBL which store the 
information according to previously proven studies. This means that the SNPs found by our 
hybrid system are also candidates for further biological studies for their relation with prostate 
cancer.  
 
 
5.2 Discussion of Melanoma Results 
 
The melanoma dataset used in this study consists of 3115 subjects which 2053 cases and 
1062 controls. There were 958 subjects with all phenotype attributes were missing so these 
subjects were excluded from dataset. After data preprocessing step the number of phenotypic 
attributes were reduced from 24 to 11 and number of genotypic attributes represented with 
Rsid were reduced to 2783.  
 
In order to use this dataset in SVM Model, a polynomial to numeric data conversion was 
conducted. SVM part of the hybrid system gave 78.41% of accuracy on the dataset that only 
used genotype information and gave 70.37% of accuracy with the dataset of only phenotypes 
and accuracy increased to 78.6% when genotyping and phenotype information are combined.  
 
Attribute weights of the SVM’s kernel were normalized and used as coefficients for 
information gain ratio in ID3 decision tree part of the hybrid system. When this system was 
run on only genotype and only phenotype datasets, the accuracy performance was 57.12% 
and 75.48% respectively. When genotyping and phenotype information are combined, the 
accuracy performance increased to 86.35%.  
 
In clinical point of view the gold standard for diagnosing melanoma is of course biopsy. 
Noninvasive methods are dermascopy and the ABCD test. Dermoscopy is the examining of 
skin with a device called dermoscope. And in ABCD test each letter corresponds to specific 
control condition as follows [260]: 
 

 A: Asymmetry 
 B: Border irregularity 
 C: Color Variability 
 D: Diameter 

 
Different values for performance indicators of these tests are found in the literature. But 
according to out literature search so far maximum sensitivity for ABCD test is given as 91% 
[261-262-263]. For dermoscopy the maximum performance indicator values we came 
through are between 0.75-0.96 for sensitivity [264]. 
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It is clear that these tests give better performance when compared to output of melanoma of 
our hybrid system with 79.07% of sensitivity. In our opinion the reason behind these 
performance results is the phenotypic attributes. Although our dataset contains common 
phenotypic attributes for melanoma such has moles, dysplastic nevi, family history etc. 
important clinical phenotypic attributes were excluded from dataset. These attributes, such as 
Clark’s level and Breslow’s measure, are important clinical findings that are used to 
diagnose melanoma. These attributes were excluded because they were given only for cases. 
So it was impossible to make a distinction between cases and controls based on such 
attributes although they are the most important ones in clinical point of view. The other 
important attributes that were researched in the literature are moles, dysplastic nevi, freckles 
and coloring features of eye, hair and skin. These attributes were included in our dataset. But 
moles, dysplastic nevi and freckles are binary attributes. In literature the density of these 
attributes were examined. Unfortunately in our dataset we had only the information about if 
these attributes present or not. No density or amount information was given. We believe that 
performance of our hybrid system could be increased by using a proper dataset on 
melanoma. 
 
Resulting feature sets of our hybrid system was examined and phenotypic attribute gender 
was found in the root of the tree. ID3 algorithm likely to choose such attributes, divides the 
dataset into two even parts, as o root node. So in this case attributes below root must be 
examined for their relation with the given disease. The attributes moles and dysplatic_nevi 
were found as most important attributes, in level two and level tree of tree, in our hybrid 
system.  
 
The relation of moles is well known and studied in the literature. Linda T.’s work shows a 
strong relation between moles and melanoma and states that the risk of having melanoma 
increases with the number of moles in the subjects [265]. Another work [266] also examined 
this incremental relation. The relation between melanoma and the structure of moles in terms 
of shape and size was also studied and positive relations were found [267]. 
 
Dysplastic nevus is in fact a type of mole. It differs from common observed moles with its 
structure. Generally this type of mole has irregular shape, their color varies and easily can be 
diagnosed as melanoma; but not all dysplastic nevi are melanoma although they are benign 
[268]. Several studies show that subjects with dysplastic nevi are likely to develop 
melanoma [268-269-270]. 
 
Other attributes found in tree are skin color, eye color, hair color, sunburn, tanned, freckle 
and family history. Although these attributes are in lower levels of the tree each of these 
attributes were studied according to their relations with melanoma. A study by B. Langholz 
found hair color and skin color as important indicators for melanoma [271]. Eye color is 
found to be related with eye melanoma. Work of C. M. Vajdic states that subjects with grey, 
hazel and blue eye color has a bigger chance to have eye melanoma than subjects with brown 
eye color [272]. The work of V. Beral examined all factors that are given above, among them 
hair color, especially red, and skin color are the factors that came forward in their relations 
with melanoma [273]. In melanoma studies instead of examining one particular attribute, the 
attributes given above are examined together.  
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A survey like study [274] that examined the publications on melanoma between years 2002 
and 2005 has found the following relations: 
 

 Family history that indicates the first degree relatives that have melanoma is highly 
related with the disease 

 Subjects with high density of freckles has a higher risk to develop melanoma 
 Sun exposure condition which is determined by tanning and sunburn was examined. 

Subjects with no sunburn and/or easy tan are in lower risk groups for developing 
melanoma 

 Subjects with light eye color have a greater chance to have melanoma than subjects 
with darker colors. The same relation was found for hair color.  

 
Some important relations that were extracted from our hybrid system can be summarized as 
follows:  
 
For female subjects the most descriptive phenotype is having moles at the second level of the 
tree structure. If a subject has moles then it is directly classified as a case. Deeper branching 
of the tree structure is formed by the subjects that have no moles.  At the third level subjects 
that have dysplastic nevi attribute are classified as a case. The female subjects that do not 
have moles and dysplastic nevi are classified according to particular set of SNPs and other 
phenotypic attributes such as skin color, eye color, hair color and freckles. 
 
First three levels of the tree structure for male subjects are almost identical with the tree 
structure of female subjects. Again having moles and dysplastic nevi attributes at the second 
and third levels show a distinction between cases and healthy subjects, where subjects 
having moles or dysplastic nevi are classified as cases. In deeper levels the decision is based 
on particular SNPs and phenotypic attributes. Besides skin, eye and hair color and freckles 
for male subjects, having sunburn or being untanned and family history of melanoma are 
found to be nodes at the decision tree. 
 
Our SVM-ID3 Hybrid model identified total of 53 SNPs out of 2783 SNPs selected by 
METU SNP tool. Among all SNPs in the model 17 SNPs found to be descriptive for females 
and 36 SNPS for males. The list of these SNPs is given in the Appendix-G. We have 
investigated the SNPs mapping to genes in the SNPnexus database and the non-coding SNPs 
in the RegulomeDB in order to see if they have been associated with melanoma or any other 
condition before. SNPnexus results show that a total of 16 unique SNPs (6 for female and 10 
for male) match to a gene which are associated with a condition listed in Genetic Association 
of Complex Diseases and Disorders (GAD) database. The SNPs that are associated with 
cancer diseases are listed in Table-31 and the whole list of SNPs that are associated with a 
specific condition is given in the Appendix-H. 
 
Table 31: SNPnexus results of Melanoma: 

SNP GAD 
Id 

Entrez gene Phenotype Disease 
Class 

Pubmed 

rs12207699 587660 401237 Cell Transformation, 
Neoplastic|Neuroblasto
ma 

CANCER 18463370 

rs12207699 597635 401237 neuroblastoma CANCER 18463370 

rs17747388 147169 2066 lung cancer CANCER 17487277 

rs17747388 574563 2066 Cell Transformation, 
Neoplastic|Melanoma|
Skin Neoplasms 

CANCER 19718025 
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rs17747388 685880 2066 lung cancer CANCER 20881644 

rs17747388 685883 2066 Brain 
Neoplasms|Glioma 

CANCER 20446891 

rs17747388 685878 2066 lung cancer CANCER 20975381 

rs17747388 683848 2066 colorectal cancer CANCER 18094435 

rs2392695 599543 6262 Acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia (childhood) 

CANCER 19684603 

rs10051060 691268 2890 Drug 
Hypersensitivity|Precu
rsor T-Cell 
Lymphoblastic 
Leukemia-Lymphoma 

CANCER 20592726 

rs1043848 566239 10611 prostate cancer CANCER 19767753 

rs1043848 675861 10611 prostate cancer CANCER 20564319 

rs1043848 675860 10611 prostate cancer CANCER 20878950 

rs2768343 676985 57118 prostate cancer CANCER 20080650 

rs2768343 676982 57118 breast cancer CANCER 20418484 

Table 31 (Cont’d.) 
 
 
Besides the SNPs that map to a specific gene, the non-coding SNPs are also investigated by 
using RegulomeDB, the top scoring SNPs found here are listed in Table-32. 
 
Table 32: High score SNPs from RegulomeDB for melanoma 

rsid hits score 

rs491322 Single_Nucleotides|C9orf52|eQTL, 
Chromatin_Structure|DNase-seq 

1f 

rs10171924 Single_Nucleotides|KLF11|eQTL, 
Chromatin_Structure|FAIRE, 
Chromatin_Structure|DNase-seq 

1f 

rs2246095 Single_Nucleotides|ADCK4|eQTL, 
Chromatin_Structure|DNase-seq, 
Protein_Binding|ChIP-seq|IKZF1, 
Protein_Binding|ChIP-seq|POLR2A 

1f 

rs2288704 Motifs|PWM|c-Ets-2, 
Chromatin_Structure|DNase-seq, 
Protein_Binding|ChIP-seq|HNF4A 

3a 

rs10097728 Chromatin_Structure|FAIRE, 
Chromatin_Structure|DNase-seq, 
Protein_Binding|ChIP-seq|EBF1 

4 

rs12466022 Chromatin_Structure|FAIRE, 
Chromatin_Structure|DNase-seq, 
Protein_Binding|ChIP-seq|GATA1, 
Protein_Binding|ChIP-seq|SPI1 

4 

rs10211242 Chromatin_Structure|FAIRE, 
Chromatin_Structure|DNase-seq, 
Protein_Binding|ChIP-seq|SMARCA4, 
Protein_Binding|ChIP-seq|BATF, 
Protein_Binding|ChIP-seq|IRF4 

4 
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These findings show that our SVM – ID3 Tree Hybrid system was able to identify the 
functional and regulatory SNPs related with prostate cancer. The number of functional and 
regulatory related SNPs that were found is highly depended to the dataset used, Plink 
Analysis and METU-SNP AHP scoring mechanism. In addition, these SNP relations were 
checked by using the databases such as RegulomeDB and SNPnexus which store the 
information according to previously proven studies. This means that the SNPs found by our 
hybrid system are also candidates for further biological studies for their relation with 
melanoma.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
Through GWAS, SNP profiles related with complex diseases can be discovered. The GWAS 
outputs are big in amount and high in dimension, also relations between SNPs, phenotypes 
and diseases are most likely to be non-linear. In order to handle high volume-high 
dimensional data and to be able to find the nonlinear relations we have utilized data mining 
approaches and designed a  hybrid feature selection model combining support vector 
machine and decision tree. The designed model is tested on prostate cancer and melanoma 
data and for the first time combined genotype and phenotype information is used to increase 
the classification performance. 
 
The overall results in this work show that combining genotypic and phenotypic information 
gives better performance than using only genotypes and only phenotypes. Table-33 below 
summarizes the results and the comparison of performances of SVM and the Hybrid Model. 
 
Table 33: Performance comparison of SVM and Hybrid Model on Melanoma and Prostate cancer 
datasets.  Combined dataset outperformed the only genotype and only phenotype datasets in both 
cases and models 

  SVM Hybrid Model 
  Only 

Gen 
Only 
Phen Combined 

Only 
Gen 

Only 
Phen Combined 

Melanoma 

Accuracy 78.41 70.37 78.6 57.12 75.48 86.35 

Precision 75.52 64.32 76.45 57.77 79.54 82.27 

Recall 76.38 74.64 75.07 53.47 68.9 79.07 

AUC 0.84 0.756 0.846 0.567 0.799 0.81 

        

Prostate 
CA 

Accuracy 59.02 68.23 72.46 71.67 84.23 93.81 

Precision 61.29 76.8 82.68 72.69 86.20 96.55 

Recall 63.15 70.12 71.34 68.96 83.78 90.92 

AUC 0.606 0.768 0.829 0.674 0.857 0.91 
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The results on both prostate cancer and melanoma show that the performance increases when 
phenotypes and genotypes are combined we expected. Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA), 
which is a gold standard in prostate cancer diagnosis, is known to have a sensitivity of %86 
[240]. In our study the proposed hybrid system outperformed the performance of PSA for 
classification of prostate cancer cases with a sensitivity of 90.92%. Although developing a 
diagnostic test was not the major goal of this study, with this performance level, the prostate 
cancer model build by the hybrid system can be utilized as an alternative tool for diagnosis 
and a new measure to assess the prostate cancer risk at early stages. 
 
When the features selected in the prostate cancer model is examined, ethnicity comes 
forward as the main the phenotypic attribute. SVM-ID3 hybrid model separates individuals 
based on subject’s ethnicity in the first step of the classificiation. This result is not surprising 
as the effect of ethnicity in prostate cancer cases is well known in the literature [244-245]. 
Our structure constructed different decision paths for African American, Latino and Japanese 
populations. Although paths differ, the most important phenotypic attribute in the model next 
to the ethnicity is found to be BMI.  This attribute also have been reported for its relation 
with prostate cancer in previous studies [246-247-248-249-250-251-252].  
 
The proposed hybrid method selected 107 unique SNPs for the diagnostic model out of 2710 
highly associated SNPs determined after GWAS. When these 107 SNPs are searched in 
databases such as ENSEMBL, SNPnexus and RegulomeDB, some of them are found to be 
related with specific genes and others affect regulation and bindings. For example, 
rs2853668 is found to be associated with CRR9, TERT which plays an important role in the 
regulation of telomerase activity. The rs11790106 affects the regulation of ATP2B2 gene 
which is important for energy production and calcium transportation of the cells. rs12644498 
affects regulation of ARL9 gene and rs6887293 affects the regulation of AGBL4 which are 
also important for ATP/GTP cycle in cells. These genes are closely related to IGF1 gene 
which plays an important role in insulin metabolism. Additionally many of the genes, which 
the 107 SNPs in the disease model map, are related with growth and energy processes, which 
in fact related to BMI, the second most important phenotypic attribute found by our hybrid 
model. These results suggest that SVM-ID3 Hybrid model was able to identify functional 
and regulatory SNPs that can explain molecular mechanisms involved in prostate cancer. 
 
Although the results on melanoma show that the performance increases when phenotypes 
and genotypes are integrated, the performance of the hybrid system was not as good as 
clinical standards such as ABCD test and dermoscopy. According to our literature search so 
far, maximum sensitivity for ABCD test is given as 91% [261-262-263],  the maximum 
sensitivity reported for dermoscopy between was 0.75-0.96 [264]. This is most likely due to 
lack of some important attributes used for melanoma diagnosis in the dataset. For example 
Clark’s level and Breslow’s measure are two important attributes that are used in diagnosing 
melanoma. Unfortunately these attributes were only valid for cases so no distinction could be 
made between cases and controls by using these attributes. Also only the presence of other 
attributes like moles, freckles and dysplastic nevi were provided as binary values, where as 
their amount and density is important features in melanoma diagnosis. 
 
The melanoma model build with the hybrid approach is not suitable to use in clinical 
diagnosis but should be utilized to further understand the related genotypic and phenotypic 
features with the disease. Phenotypic features that are selected by our hybrid system were 
also studied in previous works. This shows that the hybrid system for melanoma could be 
used to determine risk of individuals based on their genotype and phenotype as a predictive 
tool rather than a diagnostic tool. The selected phenotypic and genotyping features could be 
used as markers for risk groups and the subjects in the risk group could further appointed to 
diagnostic tests such as ABCD or dermoscopy. 
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Resulting melanoma feature sets of our hybrid system was examined and phenotypic 
attribute gender was found at the root of the tree. ID3 algorithm likely to choose such 
attributes, divides the dataset into two even parts, as a root node. When the attributes of the 
melanoma model below the root were examined; moles and dysplatic_nevi were found as the 
most important attributes, at level two and level three of the tree. The relation of these 
attributes with melanoma was confirmed in the literature [265-266-267-268-269-270]. When 
the general structure was examined the same decision pattern was observed for both males 
and females. 
 
The proposed melanoma model selected 53 unique SNPs out of 2783 highly associated SNPs 
determined after GWAS. When these SNPs are searched in SNPnexus and RegulomeDB six 
of them are found to be related with specific genes and seven of them affect regulation and 
binding. For example; rs2246095 is found to affect the regulation of ADCK4 which has an 
important role as a protein kinase, and its relation has been previously observed with 
melanoma [275] and also other types of cancer such as colon cancer and breast cancer 
[276,277]. rs2768343 affects CAMK1D which has an important role in Ca2+ cycle and 
reported for its role in various cancer studies as well as melanoma [278]. Another SNP 
rs239695 identified in the proposed melanoma model affects binding of RYR2 gene, which 
also has a role in calcium transport. RYR2 is also studied previously for its relation with 
melanoma [279,280].  
 
The aim of this thesis was to combine genotyping data with number phenotypes including 
clinical information, demographic information and life style habits, downloaded from 
dbGaP.  Both SVM-ID3 Hybrid models constructed and tested on prostate cancer and 
melanoma presented good classification performances and the best performance gathered by 
using integrated dataset of phenotypes and genotypes as in our hypothesis. Here, the details 
of the hybrid model build is described and comparisons between only SVM and the Hybrid 
Model is presented along with the comparisons between only genotype, only phenotype and 
integrated genotype phenotype data. Additionally, we have found important descriptive 
phenotypic attributes that are also studied by previous works and identified SNPs that map to 
specific genes. Overall, we have shown that using both genotyping data and phenotypes we 
can improve diagnostic performance and help build new hypothesis to further investigate the 
underlying reasons behind complex diseases. Decision support systems build on genotype-
phenotype information as described in this study could be used as an alternative preventive 
or early detection system. Further studies on the proposed hybrid SVM-ID3 method and 
other data mining approaches for the integrative analysis of the GWAS results and 
phenotypic information would aid in development of other successful disease models, which 
would excel the translation of variant-disease association finding into the clinical setting for 
the development of new personalized medicine approaches. 
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APPENDIX A-) Distribution of Phenotypic Attributes among Cases and Controls in 
Prostate Cancer Dataset 
 

 

 

 
Distribution of bmi_cat among cases and controls 
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Distribution of pa_cat among cases and controls 
 

 

 
Distribution of packyrs_ca among cases and controls 
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Distribution of ethanol_ca among cases and controls 

 
 

 
Distribution of d_lyco_cat among cases and controls 
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Distribution of p_fat_cat among cases and controls 

 
 

 
Distribution of d_calc_cat among cases and controls 
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Distribution of currsmoke among cases and controls 
 
 

 
Distribution of eversmoke among cases and controls
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APPENDIX B-) Distribution of Phenotypic Attributes among Cases and Controls in 
Melanoma Dataset 
 
 
 
 

 
Distribution of attribute gender among cases and controls 
 
 

 
Distribution of attribute moles among cases and controls 
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Distribution of attribute dysplastic_nevi among cases and controls 
 
 

 
Distribution of attribute skin_color among cases and controls 
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Distribution of attribute eye_color among cases and controls 
 
 

 
Distribution of attribute hair_color among cases and controls 
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Distribution of attribute sunburn among cases and controls 
 
 

 
Distribution of attribute freckle among cases and controls 
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Distribution of attribute un-tanned among cases and controls 
 
 

 
Distribution of attribute family_history among cases and controls
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APPENDIX C-) Decision Tree Structure of Hybrid System on Prostate Cancer 
 
 
 
 
ethni = B 
|   bmi_cat = aa 
|   |   rs11729739 = ee: 1 {2=0, 1=12} 
|   |   rs11729739 = ff: 2 {2=5, 1=0} 
|   bmi_cat = bb 
|   |   rs17701543 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=10} 
|   |   rs17701543 = kk 
|   |   |   rs9848588 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=5} 
|   |   |   rs9848588 = kk 
|   |   |   |   rs964130 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10195113 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=3} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10195113 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs1433369 = ff: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs1433369 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs12733054 = ff: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs12733054 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17375010 = ff: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17375010 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs766045 = aa: 2 {2=38, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs766045 = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ethanol_ca = aa: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ethanol_ca = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=3} 
|   |   |   |   rs964130 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=3} 
|   bmi_cat = cc 
|   |   packyrs_ca = aa 
|   |   |   rs12201462 = ff: 1 {2=0, 1=7} 
|   |   |   rs12201462 = hh 
|   |   |   |   rs4908656 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs9462806 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs1974562 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs1974562 = kk: 2 {2=31, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs9462806 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   rs4908656 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
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|   |   packyrs_ca = bb 
|   |   |   rs10954845 = aa 
|   |   |   |   rs6997228 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=16} 
|   |   |   |   rs6997228 = dd: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs10954845 = dd: 2 {2=5, 1=0} 
|   |   packyrs_ca = cc 
|   |   |   rs10745253 = aa: 2 {2=8, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs10745253 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=5} 
|   |   packyrs_ca = dd 
|   |   |   rs12980509 = ff: 1 {2=0, 1=14} 
|   |   |   rs12980509 = hh 
|   |   |   |   rs2296370 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   rs2296370 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=6} 
|   |   |   |   rs2296370 = kk: 2 {2=16, 1=0} 
|   |   packyrs_ca = ee 
|   |   |   rs7843255 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   rs7843255 = dd: 2 {2=8, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs7843255 = kk: 1 {2=0, 1=7} 
|   |   packyrs_ca = ff 
|   |   |   rs2194505 = ee: 2 {2=13, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs2194505 = ff: 1 {2=0, 1=4} 
|   |   packyrs_ca = xx 
|   |   |   rs2120806 = ff: 1 {2=0, 1=9} 
|   |   |   rs2120806 = hh: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   bmi_cat = dd 
|   |   rs10517581 = aa 
|   |   |   rs2103869 = dd: 2 {2=4, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs2103869 = kk 
|   |   |   |   rs10788555 = gg: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs10788555 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   rs7067548 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs17001078 = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs918285 = ee: 1 {2=0, 1=41} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs918285 = xx: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs17001078 = ff: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs7067548 = cc: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   rs10517581 = dd 
|   |   |   rs9462806 = aa: 2 {2=13, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs9462806 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   bmi_cat = xx 
|   |   rs7034430 = ff: 2 {2=5, 1=0} 
|   |   rs7034430 = hh: 1 {2=0, 1=4} 
ethni = J 
|   bmi_cat = aa 
|   |   rs2442602 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=15} 
|   |   rs2442602 = dd 
|   |   |   rs3093679 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs3093679 = kk: 1 {2=0, 1=9} 
|   |   rs2442602 = kk: 2 {2=9, 1=0} 
|   bmi_cat = bb 
|   |   rs9347691 = aa 
|   |   |   rs6851444 = aa 
|   |   |   |   rs11086671 = aa 
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|   |   |   |   |   rs6887293 = dd: 2 {2=3, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6887293 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs3812906 = dd: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs3812906 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6549458 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs11944117 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=27} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs11944117 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6549458 = cc: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs11086671 = dd: 2 {2=3, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs6851444 = dd: 2 {2=5, 1=0} 
|   |   rs9347691 = dd 
|   |   |   rs2666205 = aa: 2 {2=21, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs2666205 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   bmi_cat = cc 
|   |   rs7010457 = aa 
|   |   |   rs10854395 = aa 
|   |   |   |   rs12644498 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   rs12644498 = dd: 2 {2=17, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs12644498 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   rs12247568 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs6686571 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7843255 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7843255 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs504207 = aa: 2 {2=36, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs504207 = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs12119983 = aa: 2 {2=9, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs12119983 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs504207 = kk: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs6686571 = cc 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6708126 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=6} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6708126 = dd: 2 {2=3, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs12247568 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   rs10854395 = dd 
|   |   |   |   rs2853668 = cc: 2 {2=4, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs2853668 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   rs524534 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=13} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs524534 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs524534 = kk: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs10854395 = kk: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   rs7010457 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=6} 
|   bmi_cat = dd: 2 {2=7, 1=0} 
ethni = L 
|   bmi_cat = aa 
|   |   rs17799219 = dd: 2 {2=6, 1=0} 
|   |   rs17799219 = kk 
|   |   |   rs7183502 = aa 
|   |   |   |   rs13011951 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs12266639 = dd: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs12266639 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs2826802 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs2826802 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7024840 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=23} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7024840 = hh: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
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|   |   |   |   rs13011951 = dd: 2 {2=4, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs7183502 = dd: 2 {2=4, 1=0} 
|   bmi_cat = bb 
|   |   rs197265 = aa 
|   |   |   rs17363393 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=10} 
|   |   |   rs17363393 = kk 
|   |   |   |   rs280986 = dd: 2 {2=13, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs280986 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11790106 = dd: 2 {2=8, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11790106 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs11126869 = dd: 2 {2=5, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs11126869 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   fh_prca = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pa_cat = cc: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pa_cat = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   fh_prca = jj: 2 {2=6, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   fh_prca = ww 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7775829 = cc: 2 {2=3, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7775829 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs9401290 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17284653 = dd: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17284653 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   MitoG752A = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs1379015 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs1379015 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs1965340 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=34} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs1965340 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   MitoG752A = xx: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs9401290 = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6704731 = aa: 2 {2=8, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6704731 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=3} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs9401290 = kk: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   rs197265 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=15} 
|   |   rs197265 = kk: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   rs197265 = xx: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   bmi_cat = cc 
|   |   fh_prca = aa 
|   |   |   rs6475584 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=12} 
|   |   |   rs6475584 = dd: 2 {2=4, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs6475584 = kk: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   fh_prca = jj 
|   |   |   rs7876199 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=7} 
|   |   |   rs7876199 = kk 
|   |   |   |   rs17673975 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6779266 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6779266 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs7024840 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs16863955 = aa: 2 {2=20, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs16863955 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs7024840 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   rs17673975 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=4} 
|   |   fh_prca = ww 
|   |   |   pa_cat = aa 
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|   |   |   |   rs9963110 = cc: 2 {2=6, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs9963110 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   rs960278 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs2115101 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs2602296 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17400029 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17400029 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs2948268 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs11685549 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs11685549 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6676372 = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs4793790 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs4793790 = dd: 2 {2=3, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6676372 = kk: 1 {2=0, 1=28} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs2948268 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs2602296 = dd: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs2115101 = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   eversmoke = aa: 2 {2=5, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   eversmoke = ww: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs960278 = dd: 2 {2=6, 1=0} 
|   |   |   pa_cat = bb 
|   |   |   |   rs2711134 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs4517938 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=12} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs4517938 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs517036 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7843255 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=6} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7843255 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7562894 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=3} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs7562894 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17595858 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17595858 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs5972169 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs5972169 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs4782945 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs4782945 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs12243805 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs12243805 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs1454186 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs1454186 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs4827384 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs11221701 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs501700 = aa: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs501700 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs501700 = kk: 2 {2=30, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs11221701 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs4827384 = kk: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs517036 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=11} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs517036 = kk: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   rs2711134 = dd: 2 {2=8, 1=0} 
|   |   |   pa_cat = cc 
|   |   |   |   currsmoke = aa: 2 {2=8, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   currsmoke = ww 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6686571 = aa 
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|   |   |   |   |   |   rs17432165 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=18} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs17432165 = dd: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6686571 = cc: 2 {2=3, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6686571 = hh: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   pa_cat = dd 
|   |   |   |   rs1470494 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs744346 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs12644498 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs12644498 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6774902 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6774902 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6747704 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs6747704 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17152800 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17152800 = kk: 2 {2=26, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs744346 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=3} 
|   |   |   |   rs1470494 = cc 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6549458 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=10} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6549458 = hh: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   pa_cat = ee 
|   |   |   |   rs10068915 = aa: 2 {2=2, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs10068915 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=11} 
|   |   |   |   rs10068915 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1020235 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10106027 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=4} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10106027 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17111584 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17178580 = aa: 2 {2=21, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17178580 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17111584 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1020235 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=7} 
|   |   |   pa_cat = xx 
|   |   |   |   ethanol_ca = aa: 2 {2=3, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   ethanol_ca = bb: 1 {2=0, 1=5} 
|   bmi_cat = dd 
|   |   d_lyco_cat = aa 
|   |   |   eversmoke = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=9} 
|   |   |   eversmoke = ww: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   d_lyco_cat = bb 
|   |   |   rs3760903 = dd 
|   |   |   |   rs12266639 = dd: 2 {2=3, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs12266639 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11584032 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=19} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11584032 = xx: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   rs3760903 = kk: 2 {2=4, 1=0} 
|   |   d_lyco_cat = cc 
|   |   |   rs4562278 = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=7} 
|   |   |   rs4562278 = cc 
|   |   |   |   fh_prca = aa: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   fh_prca = ww: 2 {2=8, 1=0} 
|   |   d_lyco_cat = dd 
|   |   |   rs17363393 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=3} 
|   |   |   rs17363393 = kk 
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|   |   |   |   rs11885120 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=2} 
|   |   |   |   rs11885120 = kk 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6779266 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs6779266 = hh: 2 {2=26, 1=0} 
|   |   d_lyco_cat = ee 
|   |   |   rs7584223 = aa 
|   |   |   |   rs7152946 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs340542 = aa: 2 {2=14, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs340542 = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   |   pa_cat = bb: 1 {2=0, 1=3} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   pa_cat = cc: 2 {2=1, 1=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs7152946 = cc: 1 {2=0, 1=7} 
|   |   |   rs7584223 = dd: 1 {2=0, 1=10} 
|   |   d_lyco_cat = xx: 2 {2=3, 1=0} 
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APPENDIX D-) Decision Tree Structure of Hybrid System on Melanoma 
 
 
 
Gender_ = F 
|   moles = aa: aa {aa=146, bb=0} 
|   moles = bb 
|   |   dysplastic_nevi = aa: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   dysplastic_nevi = bb 
|   |   |   skin_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   rs3790623 = dd: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs3790623 = kk: bb {aa=0, bb=5} 
|   |   |   skin_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1157492 = ee: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1157492 = ff: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1157492 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=6} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1481003 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=4} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1481003 = ff: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = cc: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   freckle = aa: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   freckle = bb: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   rs491322 = aa: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs491322 = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=8} 
|   |   |   skin_color = cc 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10046376 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=6} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10046376 = ff: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10179662 = ff: bb {aa=0, bb=3} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10179662 = hh: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = cc 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs12102923 = dd: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs12102923 = kk: bb {aa=0, bb=6} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10898422 = ff: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10898422 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=13} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1467414 = ff: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1467414 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=9} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=13} 
|   |   |   skin_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10804551 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=10} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10804551 = ff: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
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|   |   |   |   eye_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10097728 = dd: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10097728 = kk: bb {aa=0, bb=4} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=15} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10028824 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=9} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10028824 = gg: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   skin_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs12207699 = aa: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs12207699 = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=6} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = bb: bb {aa=0, bb=5} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   rs17747388 = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs11675159 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=12} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs11675159 = ff: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs17747388 = ff: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10039077 = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=4} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10039077 = kk: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   skin_color = ff 
|   |   |   |   rs10435832 = dd: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   rs10435832 = kk: bb {aa=0, bb=12} 
|   |   |   skin_color = gg: bb {aa=0, bb=4} 
|   |   |   skin_color = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=3} 
|   moles = qq: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
Gender_ = M 
|   moles = aa: aa {aa=163, bb=0} 
|   moles = bb 
|   |   dysplastic_nevi = aa: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   dysplastic_nevi = bb 
|   |   |   skin_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   rs2392695 = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10033683 = aa: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10033683 = kk: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   rs2392695 = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=8} 
|   |   |   skin_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs11143592 = ff: bb {aa=0, bb=3} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs11143592 = hh: aa {aa=8, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10174761 = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=3} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10174761 = kk: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = cc 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs2455854 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=8} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs2455854 = ff: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2010344 = ff 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10051060 = aa: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10051060 = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2010344 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=8} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = cc: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
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|   |   |   |   eye_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1043848 = ee: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs1043848 = ff: bb {aa=0, bb=4} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10171924 = dd: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10171924 = kk: bb {aa=0, bb=4} 
|   |   |   skin_color = cc 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10181522 = cc: bb {aa=0, bb=7} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10181522 = hh 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs10051060 = aa: aa {aa=7, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs10051060 = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = bb: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = cc 
|   |   |   |   |   |   sunburn = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   freckle = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17055114 = aa: bb {aa=0, bb=7} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs17055114 = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs10000494 = aa: aa {aa=6, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs10000494 = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   freckle = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs10417461 = dd: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs10417461 = kk: bb {aa=0, bb=5} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   sunburn = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs10186968 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=7} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   rs10186968 = ff: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2288704 = aa: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2288704 = cc: bb {aa=0, bb=7} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2288704 = hh: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = cc: bb {aa=0, bb=2} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11675159 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=21} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11675159 = ff: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   rs12466022 = aa: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs12466022 = cc 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10149366 = aa: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10149366 = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=3} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs12466022 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=7} 
|   |   |   skin_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs1032002 = ee: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs1032002 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=7} 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = cc 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs12200877 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs12200877 = ff: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs12200877 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=13} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2768343 = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   |   untanned = cc: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
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|   |   |   |   |   |   untanned = dd: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2768343 = kk: bb {aa=0, bb=9} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = cc: bb {aa=0, bb=2} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   rs4663447 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=15} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs4663447 = ff 
|   |   |   |   |   |   family_history = aa: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   family_history = bb: bb {aa=0, bb=2} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10186968 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=11} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10186968 = ff: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   skin_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = aa 
|   |   |   |   |   rs7690372 = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs11896268 = ff: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs11896268 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=10} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs7690372 = ff: bb {aa=0, bb=4} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs7690372 = hh: aa {aa=3, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10051060 = aa: bb {aa=0, bb=5} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10051060 = dd: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = cc 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10011621 = aa: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10011621 = cc: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = cc 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10211242 = ff: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10211242 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=17} 
|   |   |   |   |   hair_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10008985 = cc: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   rs10008985 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=6} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2246095 = ee: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2246095 = ff 
|   |   |   |   |   |   hair_color = cc: bb {aa=0, bb=13} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   hair_color = dd: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2246095 = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs2246095 = xx: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   skin_color = ff 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = aa: bb {aa=0, bb=10} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = bb 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11108542 = dd: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11108542 = kk: bb {aa=0, bb=7} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = cc: bb {aa=0, bb=1} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = dd 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11988061 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=14} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs11988061 = ff: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   |   |   |   eye_color = ee 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10406787 = aa: bb {aa=0, bb=5} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10406787 = dd: aa {aa=2, bb=0} 
|   |   |   skin_color = gg 
|   |   |   |   rs7265926 = ee: bb {aa=0, bb=19} 
|   |   |   |   rs7265926 = ff 
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|   |   |   |   |   rs10238965 = ff: bb {aa=0, bb=2} 
|   |   |   |   |   rs10238965 = hh: aa {aa=4, bb=0} 
|   |   |   skin_color = hh: bb {aa=0, bb=5} 
|   moles = tt: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
|   moles = ww: aa {aa=1, bb=0} 
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APPENDIX E-) SNP List of Prostate Cancer Found by Hybrid System 
 
 
 
 
 
  

RS-Ids 

rs11729739  rs2442602  rs17363393  rs7562894  
rs17701543  rs3093679  rs280986  rs17595858  
rs9848588  rs9347691  rs11790106  rs5972169  
rs964130  rs6851444  rs11126869  rs4782945  
rs10195113  rs11086671  rs7775829  rs12243805  
rs1433369  rs6887293  rs9401290  rs1454186  
rs12733054  rs3812906  rs17284653  rs4827384  
rs17375010  rs6549458  rs1379015  rs11221701  
rs766045  rs2666205  rs1965340  rs501700  
rs12201462  rs7010457  rs6704731  rs17432165  
rs4908656  rs10854395  rs6475584  rs1470494  
rs9462806  rs12644498  rs7876199  rs744346  
rs1974562  rs12247568  rs17673975  rs6774902  
rs10954845  rs6686571  rs6779266  rs6747704  
rs10745253  rs504207  rs16863955  rs17152800  
rs12980509  rs12119983  rs9963110  rs10068915  
rs2296370  rs6708126  rs960278  rs1020235  
rs7843255  rs2853668  rs2115101  rs10106027  
rs2194505  rs524534  rs2602296  rs17111584  
rs2120806  rs17799219  rs17400029  rs17178580  
rs10517581  rs7183502  rs2948268  rs3760903  
rs2103869  rs13011951  rs11685549  rs11584032  
rs10788555  rs12266639  rs6676372  rs4562278  
rs7067548  rs2826802  rs4793790  rs11885120  
rs17001078  rs7024840  rs2711134  rs7584223  
rs918285  rs197265  rs4517938  rs7152946  
rs7034430   rs517036  rs340542  
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APPENDIX F-) SNPnexus Results of Prostate Cancer 
 
 
 
 

Gene Entr
ez 
gene 

Phenotype Disease Class Pubme
d 

GPR109
A 

3384
42 

schizophrenia | bipolar disorder PSYCH 195020
10 

DDEF2 8853 multiple sclerosis IMMUNE 190107
93 

SEMA5
B 

5443
7 

Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

206280
86 

SEMA5
B 

5443
7 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

MTAP 4507 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 119857
85 

MTAP 4507 Melanoma|Nevus|Precancerous 
Conditions|Skin Neoplasms 

CANCER 195783
65 

MTAP 4507 Brain Ischemia|Diabetes 
Mellitus|Hyperlipidemias|Hypert
ension|Intracranial Embolism 

CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

194276
50 

MTAP 4507 Myocardial Infarction CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

192723
67 

MTAP 4507  UNKNOWN 198874
91 

MTAP 4507 Precursor Cell Lymphoblastic 
Leukemia-Lymphoma 

CANCER 196650
68 

MTAP 4507 Cutaneous nevi OTHER 195783
65 

MTAP 4507 melanoma|Nevus|Skin 
Neoplasms|Sunburn 

CANCER 206474
08 

MTAP 4507 melanoma|Nevus|Skin 
Neoplasms 

CANCER 205748
43 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

185198
26 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Chromosomal 
Instability|Cystadenocarcinoma, 
Serous|Ovarian Neoplasms 

CANCER 193839
11 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Celiac Disease| IMMUNE 192400
61 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Mucocutaneous Lymph Node 
Syndrome 

IMMUNE 191320
87 

CSMD1 6447
8 

hypertension CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

199600
30 

CSMD1 6447
8 

multiple sclerosis IMMUNE 190107
93 
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CSMD1 6447
8 

smoking cessation CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

202357
92 

CSMD1 6447
8 

smoking cessation CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

202357
92 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Psoriasis IMMUNE 209531
87 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Peripheral Vascular Diseases CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

206108
95 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

TNFAIP
1 

7126 anorexia nervosa PSYCH 117020
59 

TNFAIP
1 

7126 Malaria infection INFECTION 119295
92 

TNFAIP
1 

7126 arthritis, rheumatoid IMMUNE 117916
43 

TNFAIP
1 

7126 systemic lupus erythematosus IMMUNE 117048
01 

TNFAIP
1 

7126 nephropathy, IgA RENAL 118494
63 

TNFAIP
1 

7126 sarcoidosis IMMUNE 120395
24 

TNFAIP
1 

7126 Asthma|Obesity METABOLIC 191968
17 

TNFAIP
1 

7126 Alzheimer's disease    NEUROLOGICAL 191419
99 

ATP2B2 491 schizophrenia PSYCH 198502
83 

ATP2B2 491 serum metabolites METABOLIC 190435
45 

ATP2B2 491 Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

206280
86 

ATP2B2 491 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

FCAMR 8395
3 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

DPT 1805 Cardiovascular Diseases CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

179032
95 

DPT 1805 Hypertension CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

195361
75 

DPT 1805 Osteoporosis METABOLIC 190646
10 

DPT 1805 morbidity-free survival AGING 179032
95 

USP24 2335
8 

Parkinson's disease NEUROLOGICAL 169179
32 

USP24 2335
8 

Parkinson's disease NEUROLOGICAL 203028
55 

NCAM2 4685 several psychiatric disorders PSYCH 190860
53 

NCAM2 4685 Alzheimer Disease|Alzheimer's 
Disease 

NEUROLOGICAL 209323
10 
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NCAM2 4685 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

ST6GAL
NAC3 

2564
35 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

185198
26 

ST6GAL
NAC3 

2564
35 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

ST6GAL
NAC3 

2564
35 

Alcoholism CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

204214
87 

IL1RAP
L1 

1114
1 

schizophrenia | autism DEVELOPMENT
AL 

197363
51 

IL1RAP
L1 

1114
1 

cognitive ability NEUROLOGICAL 184670
32 

IL1RAP
L1 

1114
1 

Chorioamnionitis|Fetal 
Membranes, Premature 
Rupture|Infection of amniotic 
sac and membranes|Obstetric 
Labor, Premature|Pre-
Eclampsia|Premature Birth 

REPRODUCTION 204524
82 

IL1RAP
L1 

1114
1 

Chorioamnionitis|Fetal 
Membranes, Premature 
Rupture|Infection of amniotic 
sac and membranes 

REPRODUCTION 206738
68 

IL1RAP
L1 

1114
1 

Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

206280
86 

ECOP  Apoplexy|Cerebral 
Hemorrhage|Cerebral 
Hemorrhages|Intracranial 
Hemorrhages|Stroke|Subarachno
id Hemorrhage 

CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

201983
15 

SHB 6461 Alzheimer's disease    NEUROLOGICAL 191419
99 

SHB 6461 Brain structure  NEUROLOGICAL 201712
87 

IMMP2
L 

8394
3 

Autism PSYCH 194016
82 

IMMP2
L 

8394
3 

Celiac Disease| IMMUNE 192400
61 

IMMP2
L 

8394
3 

Autism PSYCH 190587
89 

IMMP2
L 

8394
3 

ADHD | attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder 

PSYCH 195468
59 

IMMP2
L 

8394
3 

Cognitive performance NEUROLOGICAL 197345
45 

IMMP2
L 

8394
3 

Cognitive performance NEUROLOGICAL 197345
45 

IMMP2
L 

8394
3 

Acquired Immunodeficiency 
Syndrome|Disease Progression 

INFECTION 208776
24 

IMMP2
L 

8394
3 

Psychiatric Disorders PSYCH 203989
08 

IMMP2
L 

8394
3 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

COBL 2324 Celiac Disease| IMMUNE 192400
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2 61 

COBL 2324
2 

Autism PSYCH 190587
89 

COBL 2324
2 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

SPTBN1 6711 Fractures, Bone METABOLIC 198019
82 

SPTBN1 6711 Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever INFECTION 205883
08 

SPTBN1 6711 Osteoporosis METABOLIC 205547
15 

SPTBN1 6711 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

SPTBN1 6711 HIV Infections|[X]Human 
immunodeficiency virus disease 

INFECTION 210833
71 

LRRTM
4 

8005
9 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

GPR109
A 

3384
42 

schizophrenia | bipolar disorder PSYCH 195020
10 

CPM 1368 bronchodilator response IMMUNE 186176
39 

SMARC
A4 

6597 Cardiovascular Diseases CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

199131
21 

SMARC
A4 

6597 breast cancer    CANCER 191834
83 

SMARC
A4 

6597 plasma HDL cholesterol (HDL-
C) levels 

METABOLIC 186604
89 

SMARC
A4 

6597 Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

206280
86 

SMARC
A4 

6597 Coronary Artery Disease CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

208109
30 

ANGPT2 285 pregnancy loss, recurrent OTHER 145568
28 

ANGPT2 285 fetal loss, late REPRODUCTION 156949
66 

ANGPT2 285 uterine leiomyomas OTHER 160091
72 

ANGPT2 285 idiopathic recurrent miscarriage OTHER 145568
28 

ANGPT2 285 retinopathy of prematurity VISION 168772
77 

MCPH1 7964
8 

brain size NEUROLOGICAL 175667
67 

MCPH1 7964
8 

cognitive function head 
circumference social 
intelligence 

PSYCH 172511
22 

MCPH1 7964
8 

Mental 
Retardation|Microcephaly 

DEVELOPMENT
AL 

192674
14 

MCPH1 7964
8 

Coronary Artery Disease| CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

186513
22 

MCPH1 7964
8 

Adenocarcinoma|Pancreatic 
Neoplasms 

CANCER 196901
77 
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MCPH1 7964
8 

Multiple System Atrophy UNKNOWN 194756
67 

ANGPT2 285 Lymphedema HEMATOLOGIC
AL 

185649
21 

ANGPT2 285 Birth Weight|Retinopathy of 
Prematurity 

METABOLIC 190185
53 

ANGPT2 285 BMI- Edema rosiglitazone or 
pioglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

189961
02 

ANGPT2 285 Retinopathy of Prematurity VISION 185688
88 

ANGPT2 285 Stroke CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

193413
61 

ANGPT2 285 Respiratory Distress Syndrome, 
Adult 

UNKNOWN 192712
10 

MCPH1 7964
8 

atherosclerosis CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

204854
44 

MCPH1 7964
8 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

MCPH1 7964
8 

Micrencephaly |Microcephaly DEVELOPMENT
AL 

200808
00 

MCPH1 7964
8 

Hypercholesterolemia|LDLC 
levels 

METABOLIC 206026
15 

MCPH1 7964
8 

breast cancer CANCER 205089
83 

MCPH1 7964
8 

Microcephaly DEVELOPMENT
AL 

182040
51 

ANGPT2 285 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

ANGPT2 285 Chorioamnionitis|Fetal 
Membranes, Premature 
Rupture|Infection of amniotic 
sac and membranes 

REPRODUCTION 206738
68 

ANGPT2 285 Apoplexy|Brain 
Infarction|Recurrence|Stroke 

CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

205997
37 

ANGPT2 285 Chorioamnionitis|Fetal 
Membranes, Premature 
Rupture|Infection of amniotic 
sac and membranes|Obstetric 
Labor, Premature|Pre-
Eclampsia|Premature Birth 

REPRODUCTION 204524
82 

NRG1 3084 Schizophrenia PSYCH 195752
59 

NRG1 3084 Infant, Newborn, Diseases UNKNOWN 204723
76 

NRG1 3084 Schizophrenia|bipolar disorder PSYCH 204350
87 

NRG1 3084 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

NRG1 3084 Alzheimer's disease NEUROLOGICAL 201820
55 

NRG1 3084 Schizophrenia PSYCH 206384
35 
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NRG1 3084 Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

206280
86 

NRG1 3084 Schizophrenia PSYCH 205267
24 

NRG1 3084 Marijuana Abuse|Psychoses, 
Substance-Induced 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

210416
08 

NRG1 3084 Schizophrenia PSYCH 209211
15 

NRG1 3084 longevity AGING 208006
03 

NRG1 3084 Schizophrenia PSYCH 182826
90 

NRG1 3084 Schizophrenia PSYCH 181982
66 

NRG1 3084 Schizophrenia PSYCH 180323
96 

NRG1 3084 prepulse inhibition UNKNOWN 176318
67 

NRG1 3084 Hippocampal Atrophy UNKNOWN 182914
20 

NRG1 3084 Schizophrenia PSYCH 182865
87 

PHACT
R2 

9749 Parkinson's disease     NEUROLOGICAL 194290
05 

PHACT
R2 

9749 Alzheimer's disease    NEUROLOGICAL 191419
99 

PHACT
R2 

9749 Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

206280
86 

PHACT
R2 

9749 Multiple Sclerosis IMMUNE 205465
94 

PHACT
R2 

9749 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

GPR109
A 

3384
42 

schizophrenia | bipolar disorder PSYCH 195020
10 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

185198
26 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Chromosomal 
Instability|Cystadenocarcinoma, 
Serous|Ovarian Neoplasms 

CANCER 193839
11 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Celiac Disease| IMMUNE 192400
61 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Mucocutaneous Lymph Node 
Syndrome 

IMMUNE 191320
87 

CSMD1 6447
8 

hypertension CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

199600
30 

CSMD1 6447
8 

multiple sclerosis IMMUNE 190107
93 

CSMD1 6447
8 

smoking cessation CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

202357
92 

CSMD1 6447
8 

smoking cessation CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

202357
92 

CSMD1 6447 Psoriasis IMMUNE 209531
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8 87 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Peripheral Vascular Diseases CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

206108
95 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

CAMTA
1 

2326
1 

memory disturbance PSYCH 174704
57 

CAMTA
1 

2326
1 

hypertension CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

198512
96 

CAMTA
1 

2326
1 

Coronary Disease CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

193364
75 

CAMTA
1 

2326
1 

Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

206280
86 

CAMTA
1 

2326
1 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

CAMTA
1 

2326
1 

Apoplexy|Cerebral 
Hemorrhage|Cerebral 
Hemorrhages|Intracranial 
Hemorrhages|Stroke|Subarachno
id Hemorrhage 

CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

201983
15 

CAMTA
1 

2326
1 

Type 2 diabetes METABOLIC 182100
30 

AGBL4 8487
1 

Celiac Disease| IMMUNE 192400
61 

AGBL4 8487
1 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

PACRG 1351
38 

leprosy INFECTION 147371
77 

PACRG 1351
38 

leprosy INFECTION 163915
53 

PACRG 1351
38 

Parkinson's disease NEUROLOGICAL 159251
06 

PACRG 1351
38 

leprosy INFECTION 147371
77 

PACRG 1351
38 

Parkinson's disease     NEUROLOGICAL 191965
41 

PACRG 1351
38 

Tuberculosis INFECTION 197233
94 

PACRG 1351
38 

male infertility REPRODUCTION 192689
36 

PACRG 1351
38 

Acquired Immunodeficiency 
Syndrome|Disease Progression 

INFECTION 208776
24 

PACRG 1351
38 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

CPNE4 1310
34 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

TTC29 8389
4 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

GPR109
A 

3384
42 

schizophrenia | bipolar disorder PSYCH 195020
10 

DEPDC6 6479
8 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 
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CSMD1 6447
8 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

185198
26 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Chromosomal 
Instability|Cystadenocarcinoma, 
Serous|Ovarian Neoplasms 

CANCER 193839
11 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Celiac Disease| IMMUNE 192400
61 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Mucocutaneous Lymph Node 
Syndrome 

IMMUNE 191320
87 

CSMD1 6447
8 

hypertension CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

199600
30 

CSMD1 6447
8 

multiple sclerosis IMMUNE 190107
93 

CSMD1 6447
8 

smoking cessation CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

202357
92 

CSMD1 6447
8 

smoking cessation CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

202357
92 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Psoriasis IMMUNE 209531
87 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Peripheral Vascular Diseases CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

206108
95 

CSMD1 6447
8 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

SESTD1 9140
4 

Celiac Disease| IMMUNE 192400
61 

SESTD1 9140
4 

HIV Infections|[X]Human 
immunodeficiency virus disease 

INFECTION 210833
71 

SESTD1 9140
4 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

LRP1B 5335
3 

cognitive ability NEUROLOGICAL 193675
85 

LRP1B 5335
3 

Aging AGING 193675
85 

LRP1B 5335
3 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

KLF7 8609 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 159376
68 

KLF7 8609 Body Weight|Diabetes Mellitus, 
Type 2|Obesity|Overweight 

METABOLIC 191476
00 

MAGI2 9863 several psychiatric disorders PSYCH 190860
53 

MAGI2 9863 inflammatory bowel disease  IMMUNE 187204
71 

MAGI2 9863 Celiac Disease| IMMUNE 192400
61 

MAGI2 9863 hippocampal atrophy NEUROLOGICAL 196683
39 

MAGI2 9863 Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

206280
86 

MAGI2 9863 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

MAGI2 9863 Celiac Disease|Down Syndrome IMMUNE 200967
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42 

MAGI2 9863 Celiac Disease|Colitis, 
Ulcerative 

IMMUNE 179891
07 

BARX2 8538 Cleft Lip|Cleft Palate DEVELOPMENT
AL 

206348
91 

ATP2C2 9914 Migraine without Aura NEUROLOGICAL 186769
88 

ATP2C2 9914 ADHD | attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder 

PSYCH 188390
57 

ATP2C2 9914 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

CD247 919 Osteoporosis METABOLIC 190646
10 

CD247 919 Arthritis, Rheumatoid| IMMUNE 198984
81 

CD247 919 Hypertension CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

195361
75 

CD247 919 Lupus Erythematosus, Systemic IMMUNE 194226
67 

CD247 919 Celiac disease IMMUNE 201907
52 

CD247 919 Scleroderma, Systemic|Systemic 
Scleroderma 

IMMUNE 203831
47 

CD247 919 Lupus Erythematosus, 
Systemic|Systemic lupus 
erythematosus 

IMMUNE 181788
46 

CD247 919 Lupus Erythematosus, 
Systemic|Systemic lupus 
erythematosus 

IMMUNE 181742
30 

SLC8A1 6546 Hyperparathyroidism, 
Secondary 

METABOLIC 204244
73 

SLC8A1 6546 Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 

SLC8A1 6546 Cardiovascular Diseases CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

201091
73 

RSRC1 5131
9 

schizophrenia PSYCH 190651
46 

RSRC1 5131
9 

Type 2 Diabetes| edema | 
rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

206280
86 

RSRC1 5131
9 

Tobacco Use Disorder CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

203796
14 
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APPENDIX G-) SNP List of Melanoma 
 
 
 
 

Female Male 

rs3790623 rs2392695  rs12466022  
rs1157492  rs10033683  rs10149366  
rs1481003  rs11143592  rs1032002  
rs491322  rs10174761  rs12200877  
rs10046376  rs2455854  rs2768343  
rs10179662  rs2010344  rs4663447  
rs12102923  rs10051060  rs10186968  
rs10898422  rs1043848  rs11896268  
rs1467414  rs10171924  rs7690372  
rs10804551  rs10181522  rs10051060  
rs10097728  rs10051060  rs10011621  
rs10028824  rs17055114  rs10211242  
rs12207699  rs10000494  rs10008985  
rs17747388  rs10417461  rs2246095  
rs11675159  rs10186968  rs11108542  
rs10039077  rs2288704  rs11988061  
rs10435832  rs11675159  rs10406787  
 rs10238965  rs7265926  
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APPENDIX H-) SNPnexus Results of Melanoma 
 
 
 

Gene Entre
z gene 

Phenotype Disease Class Pubmed 

FLJ225
36 

40123
7 

Cell Transformation, 
Neoplastic|Neuroblas
toma 

CANCER 18463370 

FLJ225
36 

40123
7 

neuroblastoma CANCER 18463370 

ERBB4 2066 lung cancer CANCER 17487277 

ERBB4 2066 Cell Transformation, 
Neoplastic|Melanom
a|Skin Neoplasms 

CANCER 19718025 

ERBB4 2066 lung cancer CANCER 20881644 

ERBB4 2066 Brain 
Neoplasms|Glioma 

CANCER 20446891 

ERBB4 2066 lung cancer CANCER 20975381 

ERBB4 2066 colorectal cancer CANCER 18094435 

RYR2 6262 Acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia (childhood) 

CANCER 19684603 

GRIA1 2890 Drug 
Hypersensitivity|Prec
ursor T-Cell 
Lymphoblastic 
Leukemia-
Lymphoma 

CANCER 20592726 

PDLIM
5 

10611 prostate cancer CANCER 19767753 

PDLIM
5 

10611 prostate cancer CANCER 20564319 

PDLIM
5 

10611 prostate cancer CANCER 20878950 

CAMK
1D 

57118 prostate cancer CANCER 20080650 

CAMK
1D 

57118 breast cancer CANCER 20418484 

KCNK2 3776 atherosclerosis CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

19948975 

RYR2 6262 long QT syndrome CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

16188589 

RYR2 6262 cardiomyopathy CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

16769042 

RYR2 6262 hypertension CARDIOVASCUL
AR 

17554300 
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RYR2 6262 Arrhythmias, 
Cardiac|Death, 
Sudden, 
Cardiac|Heart 
Failure|Sudden 
Cardiac Death 

CARDIOVASCU
LAR 

20408814 

KCNK2 3776 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

18519826 

KCNK2 3776 smoking cessation CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20235792 

KCNK2 3776 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

DNAH3 55567 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

ATP9A 10079 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

18519826 

ATP9A 10079 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

GRID2 2895 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

ERBB4 2066 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

RYR2 6262 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

GRIA1 2890 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

NRXN1 9378 nicotine dependence CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

17158188 

NRXN1 9378 Alcoholism CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20201926 

NRXN1 9378 smoking CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20414139 

NRXN1 9378 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

NRXN1 9378 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

18270208 
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C4ORF
27 

 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

GMDS 2762 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

NAV3 89795 Tobacco Use 
Disorder 

CHEMDEPENDE
NCY 

20379614 

ERBB4 2066 schizophrenia | 
autism 

DEVELOPMENT
AL 

19736351 

NRXN1 9378 schizophrenia | 
autism 

DEVELOPMENT
AL 

19736351 

ERBB4 2066 Celiac Disease| IMMUNE 19240061 

RYR2 6262 Multiple Sclerosis IMMUNE 19626040 

ADCK4 79934 Acquired 
Immunodeficiency 
Syndrome|Disease 
Progression 

INFECTION 20877624 

RYR2 6262 Hyperparathyroidism
, Secondary 

METABOLIC 20424473 

GRIA1 2890 Body Weight METABOLIC 19260139 

GRIA1 2890 Weight Gain METABOLIC 19156168 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Posttransplantation 
diabetes mellitus 
(PTDM) 

METABOLIC  

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19020323 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19324937 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Diabetes 
Mellitus|Diabetes 
Mellitus, Type 2| 

METABOLIC 19139842 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19020324 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19670153 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19602701 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19455301 
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CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19794065 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19789630 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19741467 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19720844 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19933996 

CAMK
1D 

57118 diabetes, type 2 METABOLIC 19833888 

CAMK
1D 

57118 type 2 diabetes METABOLIC 18372903 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Type 2 diabetes METABOLIC 20161779 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Type 2 diabetes METABOLIC 20571754 

CAMK
1D 

57118 obesity METABOLIC 20712903 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Type 2 diabetes METABOLIC 21084393 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Type 2 diabetes METABOLIC 20927120 

KCNK2 3776 Migraine without 
Aura 

NEUROLOGICAL 18676988 

GPR15
6 

16582
9 

Narcolepsy NEUROLOGICAL 20677014 

GRIA1 2890 Migraine Disorders NEUROLOGICAL 20579352 

NRXN1 9378 cognitive ability NEUROLOGICAL 19734545 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Alzheimer's disease   NEUROLOGICAL 16385451 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Narcolepsy NEUROLOGICAL 20677014 

RYR2 6262 exercise treadmill 
test traits 

OTHER 17903301 

GRIA1 2890 Anthropometric traits OTHER 19260139 

KCNK2 3776 Type 2 Diabetes| 
edema | rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

20628086 

KCNK2 3776 antidepressant 
response 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

18288090 

ERBB4 2066 Type 2 Diabetes| 
edema | rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

20628086 
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RYR2 6262 Type 2 Diabetes| 
edema | rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

20628086 

SPEG 10290 Type 2 Diabetes| 
edema | rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

20628086 

NAV3 89795 Type 2 Diabetes| 
edema | rosiglitazone 

PHARMACOGEN
OMIC 

20628086 

KCNK2 3776 major depressive 
disorder 

PSYCH 19741570 

KCNK2 3776 depression PSYCH 19621370 

ERBB4 2066 schizophrenia PSYCH 16249994 

ERBB4 2066 schizophrenia PSYCH 16891421 

ERBB4 2066 schizophrenia PSYCH 17598910 

ERBB4 2066 schizophrenia PSYCH 16402353 

ERBB4 2066 schizophrenia PSYCH 19367581 

ERBB4 2066 Schizophrenia PSYCH 20600594 

ERBB4 2066 Schizophrenia PSYCH 20921115 

GRIA1 2890 schizophrenia PSYCH 16526023 

GRIA1 2890 several psychiatric 
disorders 

PSYCH 19086053 

GRIA1 2890 Bipolar Disorder PSYCH 18484081 

GRIA1 2890 Bipolar Disorder PSYCH 18444252 

GRIA1 2890 Bulimia PSYCH 20468064 

GRIA1 2890 Psychiatric Disorders PSYCH 20398908 

PDLIM
5 

10611 schizophrenia PSYCH 16213469 

PDLIM
5 

10611 schizophrenia; 
bipolar disorder 

PSYCH 16044170 

PDLIM
5 

10611 schizophrenia PSYCH 17287082 

PDLIM
5 

10611 Bipolar Disorder PSYCH 18496208 

PDLIM
5 

10611 Bipolar Disorder PSYCH 18456508 

PDLIM
5 

10611 Bipolar Disorder PSYCH 19448850 

PDLIM
5 

10611 Bipolar Disorder PSYCH 19328558 

PDLIM
5 

10611 Bipolar Disorder PSYCH 18496210 

PDLIM 10611 depression PSYCH 18197271 
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5 

NRXN1 9378 schizophrenia PSYCH 18940311 

NRXN1 9378 Autism PSYCH 18490107 

NRXN1 9378 Autism PSYCH 19557195 

NRXN1 9378 schizophrenia PSYCH 19197363 

NRXN1 9378 several psychiatric 
disorders 

PSYCH 19086053 

NRXN1 9378 schizophrenia PSYCH 18945720 

NRXN1 9378 schizophrenia PSYCH 19880096 

NRXN1 9378 schizophrenia PSYCH 19658047 

NRXN1 9378 Schizophrenia PSYCH 20967226 

GPR10
9A 

33844
2 

schizophrenia | 
bipolar disorder 

PSYCH 19502010 

RYR2 6262 Chronic renal 
failure|Kidney 
Failure, Chronic 

RENAL 21085059 

PDLIM
5 

10611 Chronic renal 
failure|Kidney 
Failure, Chronic 

RENAL 21085059 

GRIA1 2890 Citalopram/adverse 
effects* 

REPRODUCTION 19295509 

ERBB4 2066  UNKNOWN 18668031 

RYR2 6262 Death, Sudden, 
Cardiac|Long QT 
Syndrome|Syncope|T
achycardia, 
Ventricular 

UNKNOWN 19926015 

NRXN1 9378 Language 
Development 
Disorders|Mental 
Retardation 

UNKNOWN 20468056 

CAMK
1D 

57118 Diabetes 
mellitus|HIV 
Infections|[X]Human 
immunodeficiency 
virus disease 

UNKNOWN 20879858 
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